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ADMINISTRATIVE REPORT 
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Dr. HANS A, BETHE, U723 East 36th Street, Seattle, 
Washington, advised first set VICTOR K. D, ROSS in 
December, 19U3, when ROSS recommended to him as attorney. 
ROSS performed legal services for EETHE in connection 
with house purchase, ROSS initiated social acquaintance¬ 
ship by inviting BETHES to-his home, which invitation was 
returned by BETTIE, however, no close relationship developed, 
BETHE stills i.iaintains friendly but not close relationship 
with ROSS. Claims ROSS>'opinions very close to Communist 
party line. In February, 19U6, ROSS told BETHE that SARANT 
v/as working for Beil Telephone Laboratories, N. T. C., and 
was very interested in studying physics, ROSS solicited 
BETHE help to enable SARANT to enter Cornell as graduate 
student. BETHE did not commit himself to any sponsorship, 
but agreed to talk with SARANT to ascertain if qualified, 
BETHE first met SARANT, May, 19k6, with ROSS re SARANT*s 
qualifications to enter graduate school. SARANT not 
qualified and was so advised by BETHE. BETHE recommended 
SARANT study to further qualify himself before application 
could be considered, BETHE claims he told Head of Physics 
Department, Cornell, that he saw no reason to recommend 
SARANT find subsequently SARANT*s application refused. 
SARANT went to Ithaca, New fork, fall 19k6, which BETHE 
considered strange because SARANT had no job or assurance 
of acceptance at Cornell. In late fall of 19U6, Physics 
Laboratory, Cornell, began construction of synchrotron 
and because electrical engineers needed, SARANT applied 
for and received job, BETHE claims synchrotron not 
confidential work and SARANT had no access to any confidential 
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SE 6$-3Ub 

DETAILS: 

data at Cornell. Only confidential information at 
Cornell at time SARANT there'was on BETHE*s| 

, which information main¬ 
tained in two safes f.n BETHE‘s office at Cornell; 
BETHE claims SARANT close friend oi| \ 
graduate student in nhvsics. Cornell, who BETHE describes 
as ,!close to the left". | |described as close friend 
of a Professor MORRISON of Physics Department, Cornell, 
and that botl and InViUnTfifUii -intiim in Pnnrf-nr>rr--i irp 

Party, Ithaca, hew lork. |_ 
January, 1950, had access to combination of a safe con- 

Jamag confidential inforpxation relating to BETHE«s 
_| BETHE denies close 
relationship with SARANT, stating has not talked to 
SARANT for over one hour during entire tine he has 
known him. Explains BETHES gave present to SARAI'IT 
baby because of feeliaeupf obligation for free legal 
service rendered by[_land because of acquaintance- 
ship of BETHE* s wife wlth| who 
resided next door to SARAITTS. BETHE denies ever know¬ 
ing or contacting JULIUS ROSENBERG, WILLIAM PEEL, JOEL 
BARR, MAX ELITCHER, MORTON SOBELL or HARRY GOLD. Denies 
that any approach in any manner ever made to him on part 
of any person to furnish information to an apparent 
espionage agent. Possibility that BETHE nay have been 
target of Russian espionage and given to SARANT' as an 
assignment in espionage ring presented to BETHE, and he 
stated that SARAI'IT did not pursue the development of his 
friendship and BETHE never got impression that SARANT 
wanted technical data nor did SARANT ever ask for such. 
BETHE states his impression of SARANT is that SARANT 
is "leftist in his ideology". 

- RDC ~ 

AT SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 

The following investigation was conducted by Special Agent 
Hand the writer. 
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SE 65-311k 

Dr. HANS' A. BETHE, 4723 East 36th Street, Seattle, Washington, 
■was interviewed on July 28, 19^0* Dr. BETHE has been employed as a summer 
faculty member of the Physics Department, University of Washington at 
Seattle." Dr. BETHE advised that he first met VICTOR K. D. ROSS in 
December, 19hS, when ROSS was reeoramended to him as an attorney by a kg 
fellow professor at Cornell,| ROSS was engaged by BETHE b7c 
to perform legal services in connection wi/on a purchase of a home in 
Ithaca. Dr. BETHE states that ROSS did considerable legal work in 
connection with this matter. BETHE stated that ROSS refused to accept 
a fee for his legal services in connection with this house purchase and 
when asked why, ROSS stated that it would be necessary for him to charge 
Dr. BETHE approximately $1,00,0.00 if he were adequately paid for his 
services, and he knew that Dr. BETHE did not desire to pay that large a 
fee. BETHE stated that it was his impression that ROSS desired his 
friendship and that this, may have been the major reason for refusing a 
fee. ROSS impressed BETHE as being an individual who sought the friend¬ 
ship of college professors and may have desired BETHE1s social acquaintanceship 
because of BETHE’s reputation as a nuclear physicist. 

ROSS initiated a social acquaintanceship with Dr. BETHE 
by inviting the BETHES to his home, which invitation was returned on 
one occasion by the BETKESj however, no close social relationship developed* 
BETHE stated that ROSS since has drawn up a will for BETHE and performed 
legal service for BETHE’s wjffa ir, drawing up a charter for a club to aid 
an Ithaca hospital in which is interested. BETHE stated that 
he stillmaintains a friendly, but definitely not a close relationship 
with ROSS, stating he has nothing in common with ROSS on which to base 
a close friendship, BETHE stated that he has paid ROSS for his legal 
service in connection with this will and charter. 

ROSS and BETHE, during the few times they met socially, 
had violent political discussions, according to BETHE. He stated that he 
and ROSS thoroughly disagreed on politics and the heated arguments he had 
with ROSS left BETHE with the impression that ROSS’ opinions were very 
close to the Communist Party line. He further stated it was his 
impression that ROSS was politically naive. BETIIE stated that he has no 
information to indicate that ROSS is a Communist Party member, but does 
know that ROSS has been an active supporter of the Progressive Party. 

- 3 - 



SE 65-311U 

In February, 19U6, ROSS told BETHE about his son-in-law, 
ALFRED SARANT, who at that tine was working for Bell Telephone Laboratories 
at New York City and who was very interested in studying physics. BETHE 
states that ROSS asked him. if he could help SARANT enter Cornell Univer¬ 
sity as a graduate student. BETHE claims he told ROSS that he was not 
in a position to commit himself to sponsor anybody, but would be glad to 
talk to SARANT to ascertain if SARAiJT were sufficiently qualified to 
enter the graduate school at Cornell, BETHE states that it was not his 
impression at the time that ROSS was attempting to push him into sponsor¬ 
ing SARANT and that the discussion regarding ROSS' son-in-law was entirely 
normal and brought up during normal conversations. During approximately 
May, 1946, BETHE first met SARANT when SARANT was brought to BETHE*s 
office at the University of Cornell by his father-in-law, ROSS. BETHE 
states that he talked with SARANT at this time for a short time concern¬ 
ing SARANT's qualifications. BETHE claimed that from his discussion with 
SARANT, it was apparent that SARANT was not qualified to enter the 
graduate school in physics and that he so advised SARANT. Dr, BETHE 
advised that he told SARANT it would be necessary for him to further 
qualify himself before his application could be considered inasmuch as 
there ’were many better qualified students who were seeking admission to 
the graduate school at Cornell and that many students better qualified 
than he were being refused admittance because of the large number desiring 
acceptance in this field. BETHE recommended several general physics 
texts for SARANT to study, but told him that his chances for admission 
were not good. 

Later, BETHE told the Head of the' Physics Department at 
Cornell that in regard to SARANT's application, he, BETHE, saw no reason 
to recommend SARANT and that subsequently SARANT's application was refused. 
Also concerning SARANT's application, BETHE states that he received a 
letter from Bell Telephone Laboratories in New York City in which the 
Bell Telephone Company advised that SARANT had been an agitator in union 
activities while employed at Bell Telephone Laboratories. 

In view of BETHE's refusal to sponsor SARANT's acceptance 
by the Physics Department at Cornell as a graduate student, he said that 
he was very surprised ’when SARANT decided to go to Ithaca anyway in the 
fall of 19l;6. He said that he considered it very strange that SARANT 
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SE 65-3111* 

should give up a position with Boll Telephone Laboratories because he 
definitely gave SMALT no encouragement and SARANT had no assurance what¬ 
soever of acceptance at Cornell, Further, Dr, 3ETHE states to his knowledge 
SARANT had no promise of any job in Ithaca when he first went there. Several 
months later, which Dr. BETHE placed as approximately late fall in November 
or December, 19U6, the Physics laboratory at Cornell University began 
construction of a synchrotron. He explained that this machine is used 
to generate electrons and is in no respect confidential. Electrical 
engineers were required for this construction and SARANT applied and 
received a position as an electrical engineer. BETKE states that he does 
not know how SARANT knew of this position, but states that SARANT used 
the Physics Library at Cornell from time to time for individual study 
and also was acquainted closely with one a graduate student 
in physics at the University. It was Dr. BETKE's guess that SARANT__| 

heard of a possible position on this construction through_ 
_/vas described by Dr. BETHE as "close to the left and active in the 
Progressive Party", 

Dr. BETHE stated that during the time that SARANT was 
employed at Cornell, the University had no confidential contracts and 
that SARANT'had no access to confidential data in his work on the 
synchrotron. BETHE stated that the only confidential information of 
which he was aware at Cornell University at this time was contained in 
various documents relating to a confidential consultant contract which 
BETHE has had with the A.tomic Energy Commission since the termination 
of his duties at Los Alamos, New Mexico, but claims that SARANT had no 
access to this information. BETHE stated thatf |formerly was 
employed at California Technical Institute and may have had access to 
classified information at that time which possibly could have been avail¬ 
able to SARANT. - ' 

Concerning the confidential information in the possession 
of BETHE, he stated that all'documents relating to his consultant contract 
are now maintained in two safes in his office at Cornell University. The 
combination to one safe is known only to himself and the combination to b7c 

the other safe is known only to himself |_ 
1 The last mentioned |Cnmh-inat,inn was changed by order of the kih 

to this safe was known to 
_L_but i Lhp urpinnu.q r.nrnh-jr^f/; n 

and 



SE 65-3112* 

BETHE stated that 
orobab. y dad not know sakant and was 

only as a graduate student. 
AI ^ ^4- CATDATjrU r 

TlQt C.LQfSfi t/Ql ^ 

1 W i ti -? Vi 4* , 4* V* 1 1 /-i-y* T i r 

as 
thail 

graduate student at. the University 
_,, |'Vas close to f ,_ , 
in the Progressive Bartv in Ithaca. He stated that this[_ 

I I wasr 1 of the County Progressive Party at Ithaca a 

~ |advl 
Jand bo 

ised, however, 
both were active 

that 
tame. 

Concerning BETHE’s relationship with SARANT, BETHE 
categorically denied that he had ever maintained any close relationship 
with ALFRED SARANT, stating that he had probably not talked to SARANT 
for over a total of an hour in all the time he had known him and that 
the longest conversation he ever held with SARAMT was during the first 
meeting with him. BETKE denied ever discussing any confidential data 
with SARANT and further denied that he ever entertained SARANT in his 

home or was ever in SARANT's home. He stated he would describe his 
relationship with SARANT _as Laina distantly acquainted with him. .He 
stated, however, that hij___I was a close friend of 

which resulted because[lad taught at 
school where the BETHE children had attended and that 

ant 

nursery 
M2S 

very much loved by the BETHE children. 
visited back and forth quite a bit and because of the i'act that ALFRED 
SARANT and his wife were next-door neighbors of the \~ 
had been in the SAIANT home on several occasions. 

BETKE stated that his wife pitied 

b6 
b6 
b7C 

b6 
b7C 

nrnhahly with 
because[ 

SARANT was the type of woman who had extreme difficulty in managing 
her household and was constantly beset with little problems. Dr. BETHE 
explained that he and his wife had given a present to the SARANTS on 
the birth of their child because of the feeling of obligation for the 
free legal service which had been rendered by 

BETHE stated that he had no idea what the gift had been 
and is sure that the value was definitely not in any respect equal to 
the legal service 
matter. 

rendered. He stated that his wife took care of this 

Dr. BETHE denied ever knowing or contacting JULIUS ROSENBERG, 
WILLIAM PERL, JOEL BARR, MAX ELITCKER, MORTON SOBELL or HAIRY GOLD. 
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BETHE denied that any approach in any manner has ever been made to him 
on the part of any person to furnish information to an apparent espionage 
agent. The possibility that Dr. BETHE may have been a target of Russian 
espionage and that his development may have been given to SARANT as an 
assignment in an espionage ring was presented to Dr. BETHE. Ke stated 
that SARANT did not pursue the development of his friendship and BETHE 
never got the impression that SARANT wanted technical data nor did 
SARANT ever ask for such. He reiterated that he has had hardly any 
actual contact with SARANT. BETKE states that his impression of SARANT 
is that SARANT is "leftist in his idealflggIL which impression he received 
because of SARANT's association with_and also because of 

views. He further stated that he had no evidence to indicate 
that SARANT was a Communist and actually had no personal information 
to indicate that SARAHT even sympathized with the Communist Party and 
that BETHE* s impression that SARANT was a "leftist" is based on no actual 
knowledge on his part. SARANT, according to BETHE, is a frustrated type 
who gives the impression that he feels that he has never had a chance to 
perform adequate with his ability; however, according to BETHE, SARANT1s 
technical ability is strictly average* 

Dr. BETHE advised that he had no knowledge of any espionage 
activities on the part of any person except what has appeared recently 
in the public press and stated that he had no further information con¬ 
cerning ALFRED SARANT. 

-REFERRED UPON COMPLETION TO E-IE OFFICE OF ORIGIN- 
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REFERENCE: Albany teletype to Bureau and Seattle, dated July 26, 1950. 
Seattle teletype to Bureau and Albany, dated July 28, 1950. 
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12-11-2031 

PURPOSE 

ALL INFORMATION COMTAIHED 
HEBEIH IS UNCLASSIFIED.EXCEPT 

WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE 

■Vi 

To recommend that the Bureau immediately open - 
a file in the above-captioned matter and conduct an ap- 
propriate investigation relative to the activities and i 
associates of Hans Albrecht Bethe, Professor in the El/ys&df . 
Department of Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, / ~~/ 
one of the leading nuclear physicists in the United States, 

To advise that Bethe was investigated prior to 
April, 1947, as an Atomic Energy Act applicant as a result 
of which he was given a Q clearance by AEC, 

To further indicate that recently upon interview 
Bethe has admitted his association with Emil Julius Klaus 
Fuch3, convic'ted Soviet agent, ^.Zso, that Bethe's name was 
furnished to Julius Rosenberg, convicted Soviet agent, through 
Harry Gold, confessed Soviet agent, by David Greenglass, in 
June, 1945, as a possible recruit for the espionage network 
and one whom Greenglass considered as "leftistn inclined• 

Ta furthpr* advise that Rosenberg is reported to have 
i&fgxMed I__[that Bethe was one of the contacts of 
_ a known member of the Ros enberg espionage network 

wKo Has "fleet the United States, 

To note that Bethe is known to have expressed his 
opinion wherein hei advocated a free exchange of scientific 
data among all scientists. Further, that Bethe is expected 
to attend the International Conference on Nuclear Physics to 
be held in Chicago, Illinois, on September 17, 1951, f) 

ST’* ri'S* s- 

BACKGROUND Si / J ! w. 

< vy .. s 
(fS Hans AlbrechbiBethe^ was born in Strasbourg, Germany, 

6n July 2, 1906, He received his Ph,D, degree in science from 
the University of i’ngnfr/itrt. Munich, Germany, and was there- 

__^ recorded • 45,, At”. 
& * <? f 

EFE:mpm 

MuvucK 

RECORDED ■ 45 
INDEXED • 45 IjfSt 

SEP 24 1951 
ns „ ( 

oA 



after employed as a lecturer and teacher of theoretical 
physics in Germany until 1933, From 1933 to 1935, he 
resided in England, performing research work at Manchester 
and Bristol, England, Bethe was brought to the United 
States from England as a refugee from Germany in 1935 b6 
by the faculty of the Department of Physics, Cornell b7c 
University, Ithaca, New York. Since that year, he has 
been a professor of physics at Cornel1 Univeraity, 

From 1943 to 1943, Bethe was connected with the 
Radiation Laboratory of MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts, and 
from 1943 to 1946, he served as division leader in the 
Theoretical Physics Department of the University of 
California at Los Alamos, New Mexico, Since 1947, he has 
been a consultant for the Brookhaven National Laboratory 

»|'an<3 the University of California at Los Alamos, He is also 
I known to have served in an advisory capacity on the highly 
I confidential vLexington Project" wherein the results of 
I research on the NEPA (Nuclear Energy for the Propulsion of 
I Aircraft) Project were developed. 

who Bethe is married tc\_ 
reported to be the daughter of a professor in 
was famous for his work in connection with X-rays, 
received his United States citizenship on February 
at Ithaca, New York. (116-2241) 

Tr S 

Germany who 
Bethe 

10, 1941, 

PREVIOUS INVESTIGATION 

Bethe was investigated in early 1947 as an 
applicant under Hie Atomic Energy Act for the position of 
consultant at the Brookhaven National Laboratory, Long 
Island, New York, His asso dates and acquaintances reported 
him to be of excellent character and.. reputJa£Xo.n, It was 
TnclicatedT'EE^iNres’emaPrquaintances^thai they considered him strongly 
anti-Nazi adMLjBIE&i~Communisf* The investigation reflected that 
He^K^loasjnot^losely associated with his fellow staff member 
at Cornell University, Philip Morrison, who was alleged to have 
worked closely with the Communist Party, although no actual 
CP membership was ever established. At the conclusion of this 
investigation, Bethe was given a Q clearance by AEC, (116-2241) 

2 - 



RECENT INFORMA TION 

Bethe was known to be an<j ad]ni±±e(Z b^ing closely 
associated at Los Alamos with one 

ft 

an admitted CP member who was discharged from tfte "project 
as A: Rp-cu-ri+.n ri.sfr. #e also admitted a close association 
witH I 1 for the University 

b6 
b7C 

of California at Los Alamos, pas reported in 
ions which were 1948 to be a member of varioWS <5rgafiTzav 

Communist infiltrated, and to be in contact with persons 
having Communist sympathies• (116-8793-14;116-22541-34) 

Bethe upon interview in February, 1950, admitted he 
had known Emil Julius Klaus Fuchs, convicted Soviet agent, 
since 1934, having met him at the University of Bristol, 
England; further9 that Bethe visited him in Schenectady, New 
York, in 1946 and at Ithaca in the Spring of 1948 or 1949• 
Bethe visited Fuchs in England (Harwell)during the Summer of 
1948. (65-58805-336) 

An article appeared in the New York Journal American 
on February 5, 19509 wherein Bethe is quoted with respect to 
his knowledge of the activities of Fuchs, According to one 
of the press correspondents9 Bethe9 subsequent to his official 
statement as appearing in this article9 commented off the 
record that he could understand why Fuchs did what he did• He 

' was repented to be sympathetic with Fuchs' attitude because 
U "After all9 a scientist is of the world and works for the 
\Sporld, n (65-588059 Sub A) 

b6 
b7C 

David Greenglass, confessed Soviet agent, advised 
previously that he furnished the name of Bethe to Rosenberg 
along with a list of scientists employed at Los Alamos• Further, 
that he never met Bethe but from conversation with several of 
the employees had gained the impression that Bethe was "leftist" 

-^inclined. These employees upon interview denied ever making 
such statements or implications concerning Bethe, Greenglas 

g on interview on July 2, 1951, advised that he furnished the 
| name of Hans Bethe to Harry Gold, confessed Soviet agent, on 
|June 4, 1945, as a possible <S<ful*&± pgnfnnnna T»g^nuit« He 

Iftis fellow 
He mentioned 

request received through 

stated that, according to one_ 
employee at Los Alamos, Bethe^Was 
that he gave Bethe ’s 

acommunist, 
WaW^^rsuant^ to ~~a~ 



his wife who, in turn, had received her instructions from 
Julius Rosenberg, convicted Soviet espionage agent• He 
indicated that the list including Bethe's name was there¬ 
after turned over by Gold to Anatole Yakovlev, then Vice 
Consul of the USSR Consulate in New York. Greenglass 
informed that he never thereafter spoke to Rosenberg or^ 

actually recruited- into^ecpionage work. 

r—.- 

(65~-59Cnn" ',nrr-°—3-a c"r 1 

bl 

On April 4, 1951, 

^ UU U'JlJ \J\J J 

advised that Rosenberg, 

espionage network, who has 
indicated that^JSarcint^had— 
he mentioned "as-being. m\ 
AprOTS?, '1951, this same- 
sequently advis^A hu 
soyjLz&z in ±jie 
or. 
wa's referring 
both of 
Cornell 

fKe\ 
to 

of 
fled from the United States, 
t—anj2±ain Cornell University whom 

(phonetic). On 
UTaved that he. was sub-h6 
ffarant /tad two exce. 1 Leahic __ 

\ic) and|_b7D | 

informant 
Rosenberg tM,t 

whom were I 
UniversityT 

Pnxenhe-rn 

in the Physics Peparfment art 
b7D 

It is noted that Sarant upon interview prior to 
his departure from the United States admitted a social 
acquaintance with Bethe, who sponsored his (Sarant’s) entrance 
into the graduate school at Cornell University. Further, it 
is mentioned that there was located among Sarant’s possessions 
a receipt dated March 7, 1949, from the Robinson Airlines 
calling for the airline’s transportation of Philip Morrison 
to New York City. Sarant was unable to explain in what manner 
he obtained possession of this receipt• 

During the permissive search of Sarant’s home a 
letter dated September 21, 1946, was located• This letter, 
which was written by William Perl, another member of the 
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Rosenberg espionage network, advised that he, Perl, had 
heard and seen Bethe at the Physics Society meeting and 
considered him "hot stuff." 65-59336, NY rep 8-16-51) 

Bethe is reported to have attended a conference 
of the world's leading nuclear physicists which was held b6 
under the auspices of |in Denmark during June, b7c 
1951. He is also expected W attend an International 
Conference on Nuclear Physics which is to be held in Chicago, 
Illinois, during the period September 17 to 22, 1951. 

OBSERVATIONS 

As is previously indicated in this memorandum, the 
name of Hans Bethe was furnished to the Soviets by David 
Greenglass on June 4, 1945,. as a possible espionage recruit. 
This was done under the instructions of Rosenberg, who 
headed a Soviet espionage network comprised of persons with 
scientific background who were concentrating their efforts 
to obtain confidential dUxba pertaining to aeronautical, 
scientific and atomic energy research and development in this 
country. 

It will be recalled that Alfred Sarant, who had been 
residing in the apartment at 65 Morton Street, New York City, 
which has been almost positively identified as the conspiratorial 
apartment which was used for photographic work on the part of 
members of the Rosenberg espionage network,mmoved to Ithaca, 
New York, in September, 1946, in order to pursue graduate work 
at Cornell University. Sarant, according to his own statement, 
first made the acquaintance of Hans Bethe through his father- 
in-law, Victor K. D. Ross, in July, 1946, and Bethe consented b2 
to sponsor Sarant's entrance into the graduate school at b6 
Cornell University. It is noted, however, that Sarant con- b7< 
tinued to pay rental for the 65 Morton Street apartment until hi] 
January, 1950, during which period the apartment was axumxuLed 

Jiyr g portion of time by Joel Barr, William Perl and 
_ Barr and Perl are known to lun±e active members 
of tfte Hosenberg espionage parallel and |_is alleged 
to have been one of the latest rpnrn.i.-fr.q_in that group, according 
to information obtained from 

5 



.4s Sarant is known to have been an active member 
of the Rosenberg espionage network, it appears that his 
moving to Ithaca, New York, and continuing his studies at 
Cornell University may have been done under the specific 
instructions of Rosenberg. It is noted in this respect 
that Morton Sobell, Joel Barrrand William Perl, after 
having been out of college for several years, re-entered 
a leading university to pursue„scientific studies. Further, 
David Creenglass upon completion of his assignment at Los 
Alamos was requested by Rosenberg to enter a university to 
continue his scientific training. 

It is logical to assume that Sarant, by reason on 
his entree to Bethe through his father-in-law, was sent 
to Cornell University in line with the efforts of the b2 
Rosenberg espionage network to penetrate the field of b6 
atomic and nuclear physics research, in which field Bethe hie 

was a_1 end, ing consultant• It is noted that, ac cording to k7D 
Rosenberg has advised that he made several trips 

to UTsTE "Sarant in Ithaca, New York, in order to pick up 
espionage material. It would therefore follow that such 
material was undoubtedly obtained by Sarant at Cornell 
University through his contacts there, juauum wham wana i,rh 
persons as Bethe, Philip Morrison, and 
a suspected member of the Rosenberg espionage ne^worW. 

In this respect, fcdMl greenolass and 
have_ advised that Rosenberg 

k 
k 
k 
k 

RE COMMEND A TIM 

In view of the foregoing, it is recommended that an 

- 6 



Espionage - R file be immediately opened on Hans Albrecht 
Bethe and that a thorough and extensive investigation be 
conducted concerning this individual to determine his 
activities, associates and contacts since 1947• This 
investigation should also be for the purpose of ascertaining 
the extent of Bethe 's association with Sarant and to further 
explore the possibility that Bethe may have made available 
to Sarant the NEPA or other confidential material which 
was subsequently turned over to the Soviets by members of 
the Rosenberg espionage network• 
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HASS AIBBECHT BETHS 
. ESPIONAGE * R ■ 

In connection with our investigation relative to 
the activities of the, Julius Rosenberg espionage network, 
certain additional data sms obtained, which.data is being 
furnished to you hereinafter for your information* 

On April ST, 1951, a confidential .infamaht of un¬ 
known reliability advised that, during discussions which he had 
with Julius Rosenberg, convicted espionage dMni, it ras men¬ 
tioned by Rosenberg that Alf red Sarant, a Emwn member of the 
Rosenberg espionage group who fled the United States subsequent 
te Rosenberg** arrest, had two excellent friends at Cornell 

T'JLb* _ +*.*rn. If Ate WF <te *Lr HWWte.tete Ahu* -t M imd tm it mi tel l M » J|j7 A Uni Tiawm i-frit T+h**/* 
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agent,as a possible 3oviet espionage r«ow*l%- Greenglass 
mentioned that he had never Hitt Bet he but ***#**» to be 
connected .wttb.bhe- atomic energy/ project att.jlM Alanos,Me» 
Mexico, where be (Greengloss) was then w&rBHmd* He stated 
that he furnished Bethe1* name as he hadybmd ''informed; by:: :. 
fellow employees that Bethe ms a Communtptand had gained 
the impression from talking to other employees that Ittf** 
watt *$y$i$et; inclined* 'm-Might' be ■ noted* ho*sv*r>JWiat theste 
fellow dmfrlayse* hove been interviewed by agents of^this Bureabic 
but have denieitkey ever made any ouch statements or intended 
to g^ve such an Impression to Grsenglass* "{$&■■"■■'■ 

Green glass further explained oonceming this matter 
' that he had received his instructions to furtpih the -mmos of - 

potential e*j>ionape reoruits to his Soviet contact through his 
| who in turd bwjt been so inebmbied by 

Hosenbergl it io noted that Jreenglass v Soviet e&hbact was Geld 
and that GreomgJLcee was thereoftSW turned ever by Gold to Anatole 
A* Take view, then tics Consul of the mSB Consulate in Bern I orb 
City♦ 'V: V '■ *-■ ' . *. 

Alfred 8arant at the time of hto interview by agents 
of the PBX in July, 1960, advised that he fi/0t met Bethe at 
Ithaca, Me* Turk, in July, 1946, through hi# father-in-law, 
Victor £m B* Bern*, an attorney in Ithacaf At that time. Savant 
requested Bethe to sponsor his entrance into the graduate school 
at Cornell University which,according to Sarant, Bethe consented 
to do* Sarant moved to Ithaca, Mew Torb, in September, 1946• Be 
admitted that he and his wife maintained a social acquaintance with 
the Bethe* since that date* 

During a permissive search ef the Sarant** home, 
there was located a letter dated Septemb**—*!- 1946, which was ' ;b 
addressed to Sarant and ttlttl >g a**l I This letter ,b 
contained the folAoming statement. *1 heard and saw Bethe at 
the Physios Society meeting. He's hot stuff all right*" Sarant 
advised that this letter was received by hm f rod Mill iam Pori 
who, as you ary mwsre, is suspected of being another member of 
the Rosenberg espionage network and Who it presently under indict¬ 
ment in the Southern District of Mew Torb em the charge of perjury« 



! 
V ■' 

i 

himself was interviewed on Jufaf 50, 19$&t •. 
conserving A!* at#*oiattoa with Sarant. Re admitted that he 
became'':^mmua inted:%idh. ftetor. X. JO. Ross* an attorney in 
Ithaca$ Wm lor*. *» See enter, 1945* during a private legal 
matter ammhdt Moot represented him in thin matter without 
eharge of feme.. Me stated he net Sarant through See* tut 
refused to sponsor Sarant'a entry to the Cornell Mtddfaify 
graduate school. Bathe mentioned that he gained the tmpres~ 
mien that Rose*''dptnton* were very clese t$ the Communist 
Party line and that he was active in the Progressive Party* 
Further—ha *+*0*4 .that Sarant was closely associated with 
___| them, he considered as "close left** we 
advised thatSsrant did not ho me access to any of the confidential 
data available to him* - nor did Sarant ever request of hm or give . 
him the impression that he wanted any of each confidential 
information. ' 

In view of these additional allsgatiom us hereto¬ 
fore set forthp o further discreet investigation hdd been 
Instituted relative to Sethe for the purpose of determining 
the extent' of‘h-io association with Sarant and hie possible 
connection* if any* with the activities of the Rosenberg espionage 
parallel. •; ■ V 

These data are for your confidential information 
and should not be disseminated outside your mgemy* 
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HANS ALBRECHT BETHE 
^ ESPEONAGE - £ 

t L*r~ L #24 3 *? /v^ 
^ * 67 As you are aware, an investigation idm §enddoted 

coneerning Sane Albrecht Bathe prior to April, JNMifg, #f m 
applicant under the Atomic Energy Act pro gran* ' tiioheett* 
gation failed to develop any information indicating that 
Bethe was engaged in espionage or subversive activities. 
At the conclusion of the investigation, Bethe was given a 
Q clearance and has served in the emphSitf of eomultant, 
both for AEG and the MEPA (Nuclear JfieePgyfor the Propulsion 
ef Aircraft) organisation* During thin'entire period, 
Bethe has retained hie professorship in the Physics Depart* 

■ stent at Cornell Hniversity* 

Repent information obtained in conneetiat with 
the investigations conducted in the Pee sees and the Rosenberg 
and related esses has, however, el early shown a close 
association between Bethe and a nwmberef the menhers of 
the Rosenberg espionage group, It is noted that Bethe has 
admittedly known Emil ,Julius Klaus Fuehe s tmSe 1934 and 
was in oewtSi'dS with Pucks at Los Alamos end subsequently 
was visited by Fuchs at Schenectady, New Fork, in 1946 and 

I 

at Ithaca, Few Fork, in 2949 or 1949.: Bethe also visited 
Fuchs in England (Harwell) in 1949* 

Bethe *e attitude as shewn at th* arrest of Fuchs 
is also of interest* It is pointed out that Bethe was 
reported to have made the statement thathS could understand 
why Fuchs did what he did* further, Bethe in indicating his 
sympathy for Fuchs was alleged to havfwade the comment, 
"After all, as dent let is of the world and works for the 
world," 

tout attention is likewise directed to the recent 
information furnished by David Green&Mm Wherein he advised 
that on June 4, 1945, he gave the name ef Bethe to Harry Gold 
as a possible espionage recruit* dreewglass admitted h^di# 
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- As;jt.0tpieu8ly indimted herein* the name, of Bans .■/•■• 
Be the was- Wamt; available te' tlw Soviets through Creehglas* 
on Jone > 4t-:.l9dS,. as- «; J> o aai&.£» #*£ mcgf* t. Further, 
this was dshm-pSrdU&nt is the in*trnctt0i'if Julius Rosenberg 
who, as ■yom .knosi, headed a Sev$et espi&asfe network comprised 
of perse ns. -with scientific backgrounds who kerb concentrating, 
the ir efforth to ©bt&in conf idwnHal ddtw per to ining to 
aeronautical, Sctmtifie and atomic energy Research and • 
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oub/mp hae M«o io attemi Vm ■ Omfomooomf^ Tea 
art rOftuste4 to atOoPImin if om%joetmiXl.&$**fdme 
O0A/ ere ace «M <»»♦«* adel*f *A# Chicago? Of/foe and 
the. Bureau. Xm: the ownnoubjootTill m***ndP1ko conferences 
irop should UmedtmtelpfprmrOjt brio/ aumaa^y of the 
in/trm&ti 09 i* <mj Hi out font to the Chi 004jc ,4> 
offmO* to pot her with any additional imferwattou wbith j#r 
yo*-m§y Obtain minting t* bio arramgowdntai/or attend tm0r 
the wom/eromoe, 'Tig*, ti*u» 0/ arrival and nemo of hetel 
where ho mmpooto to mirny^mmo ChteagmOfftmOoe •#*&■*■ 

instructed to as&ertain omM*9**0 aetioitieo during the 
QonfOKOmaatttttrough spetokmbs mod reymlar itfarmaOte and 
eouroee *$0X*blo to mat off too* \ 

I» m* event y t^fool ThmO add it f mol 6 overage of 
the embJecT^f-Scttwttieo to warranted,, to* Bureau and the 
Chicago office ehould be promptly imfermed of the type of 
cooerogo doomed and the heels for yemr' request. 

ee - China 

>rX#Di-me& , 
f- m • ... 

■'... z -f 

tSi ^ tT' 

ro . 
• 108 A U /X\ 

l§!®SUi$r- m 
80 

3 * * 
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SAC, ALBANY 

MWECTO*, FBI 

6 
baiw alsmcht mss 
ksfiqxaoz - X 

Ail information contained 

HEREIN.. 13 UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 09-29-2006 BY 60322/UC/LP/BCG/R 

iojitoabor 12, 1951 

Reiaylot 9/5/5X in which you worn m<iun#t<»4 to 1r—ul1nt>ly 
imrtittfb* on iavootigatlon On a highly di#cmot 1mmin cnoenmi ag the } — 
•tovo-coptleaod individual. ;/>; /> i 

^ ' 2® tM# ft<rmw»-MnW —*.*> attention in iwritod to tha myort 
5 5*!^ _T_l 7, 1950, ot Bonttlo, b?c 
WaoMngten, In too Aiimd Sarant caao whist-' note oat tbo moult# of on 
interview provtownly hod with oubjoet lath*. 

It i# teoimd th*t tbo moult# of this interview should ho 
jroyorly not forth in your initial royert in instant natter in o term 
editable for iioooainntion. 

EFErhc 

a I. R. -9 

RECGKUtU ■ 4b. 
C^&SfS 

i/V/ ! 
' A " “1! 

:;.:v V.‘. t'SEP.l S 1951 J. 

SEP 14 1951 
80 

L.rkt 



t*B.I. TELETYPE* 
DECODED COPY 

WHTL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 09-29-2006 BY 60322/UC/LP/DCG/R 

FBI,/ALBANY 9-13-51 6:12 PM 

RECTOR, FBI AND SACS, NEW YORK AND CHICAGO 

URGENT 

HANS ALBRECHT BETHE, ESPIONAGE - R. SUBJECT IS ARRIVING j=^ 
IN NYC SUNDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 16 NEXT FROM EUROPE BUT MOD 
OF TRAVEL NOT YET ASCERTAINED. WILL BE IN CARE OF HIS MOTHER 
MRS. ANNA BETHE, CRYDERS POINT, BEECHURST, LONG ISLAND, ALL ™ 
DAY SUNDAY AND WILL LEAVE FOR CHICAGO THAT NIGHT PRESUMABLY 
BY PLANE TO ATTEND THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF NUCLEAR 1 
PHYSICS. IS RETURNING TO ITHACA, NY, SEPTEMBER 20. NY WAS 
FURNISHED PHOTO OF SUBJECT IN ITS COPY OF LETTER TO BUREAU 
FROM ALBANY DATED MARCH 10, 1950 IN FOOCASE. SUBJECT DESCRIBED 
AS FOLLOWS - AGE 45, BORN JULY 2, 1906 AT STRASBOURG, FRANCE, 
HEIGHT FIVE FEET ELEVEN INCHES, 190 POUNDS, EYES BLUE, BLACK 
WAVY HAIR, VERY HEAVY AND RECEDING AT FOREHEAD, HAS SLIGHT 
ACCENT AND IS VERY PRECISE IN SPEECH. SUBJECT-ST 
AND CHILDREN.I |AND l~ I MAY BE ACCOMPANYING HIM. NY 
WILL CHECK PLANE AND BOAT ARRIVALS FOR SUNDAY MORNING AND WILL 
ATTEMPT TO ARRANGE WITH CUSTOMS FOR SEARCH OF BAGGAGE. WILL 
ASCERTAIN AND ADVISE CHICAGO METHOD OF TRAVEL TO THAT CITY SO 
THAT ARRIVAL AND ACCOMMODATIONS THERE MAY BE IMMEDIATELY 
ASCERTAINED. ALBANY IS ATTEMPTING TO ASCERTAIN FURTHER 
INFORMATION CONCERNING HIS ARRIVAL IN NYC. 

r i£! 

WA 6:40 PM OK FBI WA NLT RECORDED • 140 / VMsZiF"* ' ' ’ 

-tV , j 
-b6 /- 
—u n n ’ 

NY OK FBI NYC WHL 
CG OK FBI CG JH 

RECEIVED: 

la. L !R. -9 SEP 15 1951 
18 

9-13-51 6:33 PM 

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated 
outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably paraphrased in 
order to protect the Bureau's coding systems. 

-F- Pf- 
■> Pull id" 1 



9.B.I. TELETYPE 
0£CdiM) COPY ™ 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 09-29-2006 BY 60322/UC/LP/DCG/RN 

WASHINGTON 3 NEW YORK 1 FROM CHICAGO 

'DIRECTOR AND SACS, NEW YORK AND ALBANY 

/1:11 PM 

DEFERRED 

HANS ALBRECHT BETHE. I SR. REBULET SEPTEMBER 11 LAST. 
INFORMANT ADVISED UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO HAS MADE RESERVATIONS^ M- 
FOR SUBJECT AT HOTEL WINDEMERE, CHICAGO FOR THREE HJGHTS«^//5^= 
BEGINNING SEPTEMBER 16 NEXT. FOR INFORMATI ON 

G.I.R.-5 °’connor b6c 
Jk\ DAMW TH DC AHUIOCn RECORDED - 38 . Albany to be advised recorded - 3J 

\,-P TRANSMITTED TO NEW YORK BY TELETYPE _ . -q 
u 8ECEIVED: . 9-16-51 1:38 

m 
ft -%ie it intelligence contained in the above message is to W* disseminated 
outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably paraphrased in 
order to protect the Bureau's coding systems. 



4-41a 

’I 

J X 

£b.i. LETYP 
DECO 

INFOPHA.TION COHTAIMED 
HEREIH IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 09-29-2006 BY 60A&&/UC/LP/BCG/RIJ 
Ladd_ 

Clegg _ 

Olavln _ 

, Nichols _ 

Rosen _ 

Tracy_ 

* HartxX 

*dan/-b6 

b7C 

CONF WASHINGTON 12 CHICAGO 1 FROM NEW YORK 15 11:45 Alt"~ 

DI RECTOR/AND SAC URGENT 

HANS ALBECHTBETHE,- ESP-R. RE ALBANY TEL SEPTEMBER 13, LAST/ 
6:12 P.M. ONLY SHIP ARRIVING NEW YORK SEPTEMBER 16, NEXT IS 
SS GEORGIC, GUNARD LINE. SUBJECT NOT LISTED ON PASSENGER 
MANIFEST OF THIS SHIP. LIST OF PASSENGERS ARRIVING AT IDLEWILD 
ON OVERSEAS AIRLINES NOT AVAILABLE UNTIL AN HOUR OR TWO BEFORE 
ARRIVAL. CHECK OF AMERICAN AIRLINES REVEALS THAT SUBJECT HAS 
RESERVATION ON FLIGHT 129 LEAVING LAGUARDIA FIELD, NEW YORK CITY, 
9:00 P.M., DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME, ON SEPTEMBER 16, NEXT FOR CHI¬ 
CAGO. THIS RESERVATION WAS BOOKED FOR SUBJECT THROUGH THE 
ROBINSON AIRLINES. SUBJECT IS ALSO ON THE WAITING LIST OF 
ROBINSON AIRLINES FOR FLIGHT 30 LEAVING CHICAGO SEPTEMBER 19, 
EN ROUTE TO BUFFALO. STOPS HAVE BEEN PLACED WITH CUSTOMS TO 
OBTAIN BAGGAGE SEARCH WHEN SUBJECT ARRIVES AT IDLEWILD. - 
BUFFALO WILL BE ADVISED FURTHER OF ACTION TO BE TAKEN BY OFFICE 
OF ORIGIN, ALBANY. NEW YORK WILL VERIFY DEPARTURE AND TELE- 
PHONICALLY ADVISE CHICAGO OF SUBJECTS DESCRIPTION AND DRESS. 

u 

ALBANY AND BUFFALO ADVISED 

NY R 12 WA RC 

RECEIVED: 9-15-51 

TRANSMITTED TO CHICAGO 

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated 
outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably paraphrased in 
order to protect the Bureau's coding systems, 

.OCT 19 ^51 
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VlB.I. TELETYPE* 
DEC O.'H l/COPE 

4-41a 

LL IHFORHATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 09-29=2006 BY 60322/UC/LP/DCG/ 

Toleon _____ 

WASHINGTON FROM NEW YORK 

/ 
7:35 PM 

F: 
ft 

• * 

l' . 

I RECTOR 

URGENT 

$3 HANS ALBRECHT BETHE, ESP-R. SUBJECT ARRIVED AT IDLEWILD 
CARPORT, NYC, AT 12:15 PM, EDST, ON FLIGHT 935 OF TWA. HE 
WAS TRAVELING ALONE WND WAS NOT MET BY ANYONE. HIS BAGGAGE 
WAS CHECKED BY CUSTOMS. HE WAS CARRYING A NUMBER OF WHITE 
MANILA ENVELOPES CONTAINING VARIOUS MANUSCRIPTS IN GERMAN ANU 
MATHEMATICAL FORMULA. HE LEFT IDLEWILD AT 12:55 PM BY CAB AND b7c 
ARRIVED AT CRYDERS POINT AT 2:00 PM STAYING WITH HIS MOTHER 
AT MICHELS A BOARDING HOUSE OPERATED BY L.J. MICHELS. ALL 
OFFICES WILL BE ADVISED OF SUBJECT-S DEPARTURE FOR CHICAGO 
TONIGHT. 

ALBANY, BUFFALO AND CHICAGO ADVISED 

NY R WA 10 NRJ 

RECEIVED: 9-16-51 7:52 PM RTL 

KtUQRDED *v\ 
\ /// 
SEP 19 1951 
18 

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to he disseminated 
outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably paraphrased in 
order to protect the Bureau's coding systems* 

Q nrt i n i 
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ALL 'INFORMATION CONTAINED . 

HEREW-2S-WCLASSJFIEI5 ' • ; . ..V 
DATE ‘ 09.-29-2006- BY 603 2'Z/UC/L P / D C’C/OT 

September SAG $ Albany 

Director, FBI ■■ 
<P ■ 

HAm jLLBMECST BETHS 
MP tim^E - r 

Hsbulet SeptenberB, 1951, in which youwsre fn - 
r*0n§$ted -'to conduct <*# investighbt&h with respectto the 
Pbi>W$p;4apti0n.ed tndiv^ml* ■ 

' The Bureau was recently furnishid with a oopM 
of g communication dated July 6, 1951, from a I 

_ tohCj according to Mr, Bryan La pleat9* Chief, . 
Wa$t$.ngMn Area Security Off$ce, A%G, id.plundered to; be 
highly reliable. This •letmr,. « copy of which is. being 
attached hereto for jfour information, as i>»ll g9 £te in 
tion of the Beta York oftic 
who was formerly a 
District during the u?ay Mi 
Mew Jersey.* | 
Made this letter availsMME*. 

, was directed to \__ 
assigned to the Manhattan tngineffing 
is presently an attorney in 'Mffrprh, 

is a contact of Mr, La Plant# j&b • 
to the Bureau*; ., \.VMK : 

fou will note that the communication contains 
certain information concerning the 5,000 word article which 
subject Bethe prepared for §mbl icatton in the "Scii&itfic 
American, ** but which article was fiiippvesn4df( by AEC.* ’■ , 

, ^ 
b6 \ 
b7Cw 

Atta^ment 

cc: Mew Tort 

new f ile ■ 

c: 100-383427 (Scientific American) 

nitfz 
SEP '26 1951 

.'.8 

racy ' 

arbo _ 

Iden_ 

ftlmont _____ 

iughim __ 

jhr - ' 

ile. Room _ 

aase __ 

anay._ 

'Ms-; 

|sH>: '... ‘ '‘V* •> . -; .* ' . \ •; • 
■ • ' 1 , - 4 

■ \ ** . * 

\ 1 COiVjM . «L • N/. 
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”ll JHFOKKATIjQH COHTAIHED , j 
HEPEIIJ'W ^CLASSIFIED . / 
DATE 09t29-2006 BY. 60322/UC/LP/DCG/R 

July 6, 1951 

Memo to |_| 

I can give you a ouick summing up of the information on Leon Syircky, 1 ' j 

but this is only of a orelimlnary nature and for your i"mediate b6 *posb* 
; . ' • • ' ' . • . ■ -b7c '■ 

in getting some word to the ARC man whom you know. 

* _ . < - . . . 

Srirsky is listed „on the masthead of Scientific American as Managing 

Editor. The publisher is Gerard Piel, and tne Editor is Dennis Flanagan. 

One of the contributing editors is Janes R. Newman, who is also a > 

left-winger and an expert on the atom bomb; also a contributing editor 

to New Republic and does a lot of leftieh writing on atom bomb questions. 

Tou will find him in Whols Who. He is a lawyer by profession. We haws in 

our files an indication that he is or was at one time adviser !to 

President Truman on atomic questions, and I can hardly think of a worse. j 

choicel I've followed his line for a long time. It isn't actually the . 

Comnunist line, but it's close enough to it to be very disturbing. 
. ■ : / >.i ' • ' 

I imagine Mciiatoni may get some of his ideas from Newman because they run ‘ ; 
' , - v 1 . . ;>,:4 

pretty close together. ' . ► • ■ ... ’ 

' \ ■ • " ‘ . ‘ - ? v 
Scientific American runs to the sort of stuff which the Soviets would ilk* * 

to see in a popular scientific journal, including left-wing authors on ' % 

atomic energy and security questions. There runs-through nearly all the i* 

issues a general vein of anti-security editorial policy. "Most significant 

of this sort of material is in the M?y 1951 iscue, at page 33 > where they 

deride the idea that the Rosenberg-Sobell tidal, at which Greenglass , ■ ' 

testified, dealt with real security matters that it wasvit'al to keeD secret. 

The theme is that the atom bomb is so cornelex that.no individual could do mud 
o ' ' . ■ ■ ' ? 

harm by revealing a detail.' 

vOPJ^S. BMJSl’KOYlaB. 

1 <^£4- *DEC fc 1333- 
■ ,rj 



Memo to - July. 6, 1951 
b6 '• 
b7C ' 
b6 
b7C 

2. 

Among left-wing authors are: the British [ k very excited 

arguer for the idea that atomic information should not be secret, and 
-— 

a Commie, I believe; 

| lfor another left-wing group; 

formerly of PM, and^ 

[ who was the discoverer 

of carbon 14 and the inventor of a new process for making iron 55, - 

a very competent atom scientist who was a contact with Russian spies; 

U there was testimony that he taught at a secret school for 

revolution - I'd be fairly sure he was a party member; James F. Newman, 

contributing editor, already mentioned, reviews things frequently from 

party-liner" on the- left-wing anti-security standpoints 

atonic energy and aecrecy; Hans Bethe, who was against the H bomb de¬ 

velopment and holds that our best and proDer defense against Communism 

is prosperity, and he also attacked separatism and supra-nation&liam, 

which are ways of expressing the support of the "One ?/orld" idea and 

that everybody should share the bomb and other atomic ener/y secret 

Another writer ia Theodor Rosebury, bacteriological warfare exper^ and 

•a ' * 

close in on secret information of a most important sort. He haopens also 

. ■ • V 

to have been on CU'a Board of.Directors for some years. 

This information about*authors is not complete but just a quick survey, 

as we did not have a/ full file of back numbers to work with, but only a few. 

The Walter Gellhora t^ok* a long and studied attack upon security procedure% 

received a very favorable review. 

Regarding the Fuchs case (which really proved that security should be 



Ke.T>o t .. - . July 6, 1951 b7C 

greatly tightened and should have teen tightened in the past.) tney took 

the ground that that case was proof that secrecy wr futile and impossible 

with hundreds o? thousands of people working on a highly intricate scien¬ 

tific Job. 

Svirsky was fired from the World Telegrrm tecru. e of his left-wing slanting 

of an educational column which he ran. Must have been pretty bad because 

the newspapers were very much scared of a fight with the Newspaper Cuild 

and the NLRB at that time./ Then he went to Tine’s staff, along v.it.h a 

Caroline Marx from the ?^rld Telegiu-n. He was a member of tho left-wing 

group in the Newspaper/>ulId and on a Conr.dt.tee for the elect ion of a 

John T. McManus, Rady Editor of PM and a former Radio Editor of Tine, 

and President of thp New York Newspaper Guild in 1943, who. was a oandidate 
.. -> ' ' 

of the Commie grcyjfe in the Guild. Svirsky was also a stockholder in PM. 

Evirsky tats chi/ef editor of a book called Your Newspaper, vhlch nlays up 

.left-wing reporters as doing a good job and attacks right-wing reporters 

as suppressing or distorting the news. The book, also implies that the 

right-wingers whooped up our dislike of Russia and North.Korea and helped 

inciteiua to wax. The other authors of t.is book were other ner,b<.rs of e 

gro'M of Nieman fellows at Harvard. 0 . N 

Wjfth respect to one issue of Scientific American, a 5,000-word article by 

Bethe wan suppressed, on account of four technical paragraphs, by order of 

the ABC - April 1950. In one story on this incident, Bethe was identified 

as ".wartime <jhief of theoretical physics at Los Alamos”. Three thousand 
- *V - - ■ ^ 

copies already run off were burned, type was melted down, and every galley 

proof and script Impounded. 



’, ' * & 
uA to 

. M. ■ ?.* •' 
- July 6, 1*51 

WL, The Scientific American, through its editor, Gerard Pi el, attacked the 
: a-/,, i . •; * " ♦ ' 

ifo*" ‘^fG‘'-ddalnpn*.. and went to some trouble to drum up* scientific opposition 
' y,' ' • ' '•£.••• > 

v ‘1 $$ theAEC’s policies on security, in a way fully consistent with the 

generalopposition to effective security?policies. The Federation 
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- ,• V;,;s|, ,c . 4MC# A !!>«»# .•• 
:■ . •-.•>>.• ,' • V v 

^r: '■'f'W$>-0tp*&*or* *** ’ ’. 

X] sPAXiwma 
: IaJ ■ E$mm*s ~ * ■ W-. 

September *$; 

%'ma$ *z 

\0&*smber 10m SMI, requmtiPB Burma i 
odtffe* ®riF int&piew o f Pmpeseore:gaas^sth^mn4. ; • . %i 
Philip mrmmapxBsim^t whom fSmXiy ofCernell -. 
ftoflNrwf 'i# interview wae eitooeeted as a 
IsmdPet ftfm .1* tfr# r spa pit sf 5i|I dated 
fiugust$0 lm$e\ «* #e® Wf>; fttf/. ^--——^. ■ -v^; 

I*4t*Miufb as BP, B*the has previously been inter* 
viewed; cenaarnim hkia matter on JulyjQ, 1960, and he it 
presemifly m$*r invest*pa non as a * separate 
espionage matter^ it is mi desired that he Be re intervi ewed 
at this turn:* ■. '' <" 

PHk respectta Sr* Philip Uorrieen, he is likewise 
the subject cf-useparafs internal Security * B investigation 
and, M vlewSf his pash critical attitude tewafd the Bureau 
at ms time tfc his previous interviews fa applicant and other 
routine mattapd*. It is not desired that hs Be interviewed fa - 
connection with;0his matter* -';'' 

JOs view of the foregoing, no action should be taken 
by your.offip* toward conducting these inter*tews as *ug~ 
gsated in t^mfere^mentioned report. 

65-S9242 

act Sew Ter* 

oct 65- (Beths new file) 
100-345846(lfo rrisen) 

EFEtmpm - fV ,..... 

ipllPMm Iff*: 

Mi'IZ W« 

^Tbecobded 

139 SEP 26 7*351.- 
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DECLASSIFIED BY 60322/UC/LP/DCG/RU 
ON 09-29-2006 

VIA LIAISON 

b6 
b7C 

Date: 

rot 

From: 

Subject: 

October 33, 1952 

Atomic Energy Commission 
Building T-3 
16th and Constitution Avenue, N• f, 
Washington, D, Cm 

Attention: Contain John Am latere 
Director 
Division of Security 

John Edgar Hoover, Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

HANS ALBRECHT BETHS 
ESBIOV *QK • R 

Reference is mode to my letter of September 16, 
1951, in the above-captioned matter wherein your Commission 
tms furnished with certain additional information concerning 
Dr, Hans Albrecht Be the, Toil were advised at that time 
that in view o'* the additional allegations ao to Dr, Bethe 
a further discreet investigation mao being instituted by 
this Bureau for the purpose of determining the extent of 
his association with Alfred Epaminemdas Sorant, and his 
possible connection, if any, with the activities of the 
eepionage parallel which was operated by Julius Rosenberg, 
a convicted Soviet espionage agent• 

Clegg _ 

Olarin . 

Nlctola 

Romo_ 

Tracy _ 

Hartx>_ 

Aldan__ 

Baiaont _ 

Ltughltn _ 

IfQhr_ 

Tala. Rck* 

dandy ^ 

I 

There is being transmitted herewith for uDlil 
information c copy of the report of Special Agent [ 

dated October 10, 1951, at New fork City* 

You will be kept advised as to any pertinent 
developments in connection with this investigation• 

' f) 
Attachment 

FFE:djb: dmd \j i. •t* 

K9 

REWSIffiCD • 5pr#l 

A 
f-n 
\ 

$ 

O 
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Office Memmmdwn ♦ 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HgEIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED 
ma 09-29-2006 BY 60322/UC/LP/DCG/RW 

iOI q 

UNITED STATES GOVEK 

6? s Director, FBI DATE:. 0CT x 0 *g5? 

FROM : SAC, New York 
% 0 
P' SUBJECT: HANS ALBRECHT BETHE 

ESPIONAGE - R 

end 

Reference is made to the report of SA 
] dated October iq 1951» five copies of 
lerewith. ’ 

x x J 

/ The translation reflects that the manuscripts 
///were entirely personal and contained nothing of interest. 

/jCopies of the manuscripts together with a summary translation 
f°f eacb are being submitted herewith. Copies of the mathematic 

; \formulae are also being submitted to the Bureau and Albany. *” 
P ~ 

>. ;<, New York is not in a position to judge the nature 
of this material and it is suggested that the Bureau could 
have the same examined either at the FBI'Laboratory or through 

liaison with the Atomic Energy Commission. The Bureau 
,■ arivl sad that New York will have this material examined by 
1 V? \_of Columbia University if it so desires. 

As per the request of Albany, arrangements were 
raar>e to have the subject’s baggage examined by Customs on his 
v*„'rival from Europe. When the subject arri\pd-_his baggage// , 
was examined by Tnsoectorl [ Number I_I in the // ! 
presence of SAS I I and I_I His 
baggage consisted of personal items of clothing and four white 
manila envelopes containing various manuscripts in German and 
mathematical formulae. This material was photographed and 
translations of the manuscripts in German were made by the 
Translation Unit of this office. 

-Ifubany. 
A photo record film is also being transmitted to 

•H-. u 
'■vvvv . 

'"f'Encs. (69) 

Albany (69) 
flgSDS©® 

~L& 

• til 
-5 

OCT 11 195? 

JAH:ms 
65-15836 

X fV" 
- *** 
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Subjebt arrived International 
Airport, NYC, via TWA on 9/l6/5l> 
travelled to his mother’s home 
at Cryders Ppint, Long Island, 
and left L^Guardia Airport, 
9:30 p.m., via American Air Lines, 
enroute to Chicago. Interview 
with DENNIS FLANAGAN of “Scientific 
American” and Dr. JOHN R. DUNNING 

jdf Columbia University set forth. 
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International Airport, New York City, 
commencing with the first Trans World 
Airlines ' flight at 7:15 a»xn. The 
'subject arrived at 12:15p.m. on Flight 
93-A of Trans World Airlines. He was 
travelling alone and was not met by anyone, 
His baggage consisted of one metal hand¬ 
bag and one canvas zipper-bag. His 
baggage was cheeked through Customs. 

BETHE left Idlewild Airport at 12:55 p.m., 
travelling by taxicab, and arrived at 
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Cryders Point at 2?00 n.m. 
named Michels, by 

Ha stavRd at a boarding house 

It is noted that Cryders Point is a small section 
in Beechurst, consisting of about ten homes in a private 
location on a private road. 

The subject travelled by taxicab from Cryders 
Point to La Guardia Airport, and left on Plight 129 of American 
Air Lines at 9:30 p.m., enroute to Chicago. 

On September 26, 1951, DENNIS^LANAGAN, Jditor 
of the magazine. "Scientific American," was interviewed by 

a— 

<w 

SA 3 nd the writer. 6~ 

t- 
L. 

FLANAGAN stated that he met BETHE in connection 
with. ~an_article of BETHE’S whieW was published by the 
"Scientific American.” FLANAGMf explained that he had been 
advised by a friend, one EUGEN$p?ABINOWTTCH of the Staff of 
the ‘‘Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists,” that BETHE had written5* 
an article on the hydrogen bomb. FLANAGAN advised that the 
’’Bulletin of Atomic Scientists” is published in Chicago by C 
the. Emergency Committee of Atomic Scientists and has a circu- 3:; 
lation of about 15,000 copies per month. He also advised that 4 
RABINOWITCH was a Professor of Physics at the University of ^ 
Illinois .and was a co-editor of the "Bulletin." RABINOWITCH <5; 
suggested to FLANAGAN that the "Scientific American” might 
like bo__publish BETHE’S article. FLANAGAN advised that he ifi115 
read the subject’s article and BETHE gave him permission to 
have -It published. gig 

<G> 

b6 
b7C 

b6 
b7C 

FLANAGAN said that, when BETHE prepared the 
Urticle, he had it mimeographed and circulated about twenty 
Copies among his friends and among other people to hava it 
cl eared - BETHE sent one copy of the article to 

n the article was sent to 
'Hd not see it until the 

one of the five members of the Atomic Energy Commissio 
he was away on vacation 

■■scientific American" had set up U 

\ 

l-^CATIONS INDUSTRY 
unemployed by /; h n ,J *r-’ 

ARD) ■ 'PL 
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the article and had rim off about 5,000 copies. The article 
Jon a personal basis and, as a result, it was sent to_ 

was not examined by any other member of the Atomib Energy 
Commission ^iuringl | absence. ' FLANAGAN stated that, 
when ead the article, he felt that it contained 
certain material which should, not be published. FLANAGAN 
advised that the Atomic Energy Commission destroyed the 
printing plates on the article and confiscated the 5,000 
copies of the magazine that had been run off. FLANAGAN 
stated that none of the original copies of the magazine which 
was published in April, 1950, was delivered to the news stands, 

b6 
b7C 

FLANAGAN stated that he talked with BETHE about 
deleting the objectionable passages and they made several 
deletions. The Atomic Energy Commission then approved the 
article in its corrected form. 

FLANAGAN advised that the article was a non¬ 
technical article on why BETHE did not want the United States 
to manufacture the hydrogen bomb. FLANAGAN stated that, since 
the article was not technical, it did not occur to BETHE that 
the information was not generally known. FLANAGAN stated that 
BETHE opposed the manufacture of the hydrogen bomb because he, 
BETHE, felt that this country could get by with the atom bomb 
and that, in manufacturing the hydrogen bomb, we would have 
to manufacture fewer atom bombs. FLANAGAN stated that he 
believed that BETHE1S feelings were of a technical nature 
rather than a political’ nature. 

FLANAGAN made available a copy of the April, 
1950* issue of the "Scientific American," and photostatic 
copies of the article by BETHE were prepared, one copy of 
which is being forwarded to the Bureau and Albany as enclosures 
herein. 

FLANAGAN stated that he believed that BETHE had 
been cleared for classified work during the war and that 
he did not know his political beliefs. 

On September 27, 1951, Dr. JOHN R. DUNNING, 
Dean of the School of Engineering, Columbia University, New York 

- 3 - 
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City, was interviewed- by Sa[ and the writer. 

•Dr. DUNNING- stated that he was, familiar with the 
"Scientific American,” and "believed that it is the foremost 
magazine of its type in the country. He stated that it is. : 
not a "left-wing magazine" and, as a matter df.fact, takes ' b7c 
no political- position. . 

Dr. DUNNING stated that he was familiar with the 
circumstances surrounding the. publication of the subject's . 
article in the "Scientific American," and believed that the 
facts were the same as those, mentioned by DENNIS FLANAGAN, 
He stated that any, further inquiries in this regard to establish 
the circumstances of the publishing of the article could be 
confirmed by discussing the same wit if I of 
the Atomic Energy Commission^at Washington, D. C*;. •' , 

Dr. DUNNING stated that he knew Dr. BETHE. and that 
he thought that BETHE had exercised "poor judgement" in publish¬ 
ing the article. He stated that he did not believe that BETHE*S. 
opposition to the development of the hydrogen bomb was caused 
by any disloyalty to the United States. He further stated that 
Dr. BETHE is a very capable scientist and is playing a foremost 
part today in the development of the hydrogen bomb. 

ENCLOSURE TO BUREAU (1) :•, " : .. /' v'-I 

1 - Photostati-C; copy of article by HANS A. BETHE 
which appeared in the "Scientific American" 

ENCLOSURE TO ALBANY (1) 

1 - Photostatic copy of article by HANS A. BETHE 
which appeared in the "Scientific American" 

’ - • REFERRED UPON COMPLETION TO THE OFFICE OF ORIGIN - 
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Hydrogen Bomb: 

II 
In which the technical and strategic discussion of last 

issue is continued, and a proposal is made for a first 

step toward the international control of atomic weapons 

by Ilaiis A. Belhe 

t\ST month Louis X. Ridenour pub¬ 

lished an article on the hvdmgen 

* bomb in this magazine. The dis¬ 

cussion is continued in this second arti¬ 

cle because of the tremendous impor¬ 

tance of the issue. Hidenour described 
the essential parts of the theory of the 

nuclear reactions in the hydrogen bomb, 

and also discussed the likely effects of 

the bomb on our military security. I 

agree entirely with his view that the cre¬ 
ation of the H-bomb makes our country 

more vulnerable rather than more se¬ 

cure. It remains for me to discuss two 

things: On the technical side’ 1 shall try 

to clarify the many misconceptions that 

have crept into the discussions of the 

H-bomb in the daily press. On the po¬ 

litical side, I wish to take up the moral 

issue and the meaning of the bomb in the 

general framework of our foreign reia- 
I ions. 

Everybody who talks about atomic 

energy knows Albert Einstein's equation 
E Me*: viz., the energy release in a nu¬ 

clear reaction can be calculated from 

the decrease in mass. In the fission of 

the uranium nucleus, one tenth of one 

per cent of the mass is converted into 

energy; in the fusion of lour hydrogen 

nuclei to form helium, seven tenths of 

one per cent is so converted. When these 
statements are made in newspaper re¬ 

ports, it is usually implied that there 
ought to be some way in which all the 
mass of a nucleus could be converted 
into energy, and that we are merely 
waiting for technical developments to 
make this practical. Needless to say, this 
is wrong. Physics is sufficiently far de¬ 

veloped to state that there will never be 
a way to make a proton or a neutron or 

any other nucleus simply disappear and 

convert its entire mass into energy. It is 

true that there are processes by which 

various smaller particles—positive and 
negative electrons and mesons—are an¬ 

nihilated, but all these phenomena in¬ 

volve at least one particle which does not 

normally occur in nature and therefore 
must first be created, and this creation 

process consumes as much energy as is 
afterwards liberated. 

All the nuclear processes from which 

EDITOR'S NOTE 

The author is responsible only 
for the statements that appear 

in the text of this article. The 
illustrations and the captions 

that accompany them were pre¬ 

pared by the editors. The infor¬ 
mation contained in the illustra¬ 

tions was compiled on the basis 

of previously published material. 

energy can be obtained involve the re¬ 
arrangement of protons and neutrons in 

nuclei, the protons and neutrons them¬ 
selves remaining intact. Hundreds of 

experimental investigations through the 

last 30 years have taught us how much 

energy can be liberated in each trans¬ 

formation, whether by the fission of 
heavy nuclei or the fusion of light ones, 

in the case of fusion, only the combina¬ 

tion of the very lightest nuclei can re¬ 

lease very large amounts of energy. 

When four hydrogen nuclei fuse to lonn 
helium, .7 per cent of the mass is trans¬ 

formed into energy. But if four helium 

nuclei were fused into oxygen, the mass 

would decrease hv only .1 per cent; and 

the fusion ol two silicon atoms, if it ever 
could occur, would release less than .02 

per cent of the mass. Thus there is no 

prospect of using elements of medium 

atomic weight for the release of nuclear 

energy, even in theory. 

THE main problem in the release of 

unclear energy in those cases that we 

can consider serious!v is not the amount 

of energy released—this is always large 

enough—hut whether there is a mecha¬ 

nism bv which the release can take place 
at a sufficient rate. Tin’s consideration is 

almost invariably ignored by science re¬ 

porters, who seem to he incurably fas¬ 

cinated bv E -Mr. In fusion the rate of 
reaction is governed by entirely different 

factors from those in fission. Fission takes 

place when a nucleus of uranium or plu¬ 

tonium captures a neutron. Because the* 

neutron has no electric charge and is not 
repelled hv the nucleus, temperature has 

no important influence on the fission re¬ 

action; no matter how slow the neutron, 

it can enter a uranium nucleus and cause 

fission. In fusion reactions, on the other 

hand, two nuclei, both with positive elec¬ 

tric charges, must come into contact. To 
overcome their strong mutual electrical 

repulsion, the nuclei must move at each 
other with great speed. Ridenour ex¬ 
plained how this is achieved in the lab¬ 

oratory by giving very high velocities to 

a few nuclei. This method is very ineffi- 



cient because it is highly unlikely that 

one of the fast projectiles will hit a target 

nucleus before it is slowed down by the 
many collisions with the electrons also 

present in the atoms of the target. There¬ 

fore the energy released by nuclear reac¬ 
tions in these laboratory experiments is 

always much less than the energy in¬ 

vested in accelerating the particles. 

The only known way that energy can 

be extracted from light nuclei by fusion 

is by thermonuclear reactions, i.a., those 

which proceed at exceedingly high tem¬ 
peratures. The prime example of such re¬ 

actions occurs in the interior of stars, 

where temperatures are of the order of 

20 million degrees Centigrade. At this 

temperature the average energy of an 

atom is still only 1,700 electron volts— 
much less than the energies given to nu¬ 

clear particles in “atom smashers.” But 
all the particles present—nuclei and elec¬ 

trons—have high kinetic energy, so they 

are not slowed down by colliding with 

one another. They will keep their high 

speeds. Nevertheless, in spite of the high 

temperature, the nuclear reactions in 

stars proceed at an extremely slow rate; 

only one per cent of the hydrogen in the 

sun is transformed into helium in a bil¬ 

lion years. Indeed, it would be catastro¬ 

phic for the star if the reaction went 

much faster. 

The temperature at the center of a 

star is kept high and very nearly con¬ 
stant by an interplay of a number of 

physical forces. The radiation produced 
by nuclear reactions in the interior can 

escape from the star only with great dif¬ 

ficulty. It proceeds to the surface not in a 

straight line but by a complicated, zig¬ 
zag route, since it is constantly absorbed 

by atoms and re-emitted in new direc¬ 
tions. It is this slow escape of radiation 

that maintains the high interior tempera¬ 

ture, which in turn maintains the ther¬ 
monuclear reactions. Only a star large 

enough to hold its radiations for a long 
time can produce significant amounts of 

energy. The sun’s radiation, for example, 
takes about 10,000 years to escape. A 

star weighing one tenth as much as the 

sun would produce so little energy that 

it would not be visible, and the largest 

planet, Jupiter, is already so small that 
it could not maintain nuclear reactions 

at all. This rules out the possibility that 

the earth’s atmosphere, or the ocean, 
or the earth’s crust, could be set “on 

fire” by a hydrogen superbomb and tlie 

earth thus be converted into a star. Be¬ 

cause of the small mass of the bomb, 

it would heat only a small volume of 
the earth or its atmosphere, and even 

if nuclear reactions were started, radia¬ 

tion would carry away the nuclear energy 

much faster than it developed, and the 
temperature would drop rapidlv so that 

the nuclear reaction would soon stop. 

11 thermonuclear reactions are to he 
initiated on earth, one must take into 

consideration that any nuclear energy 
released will be carried away rapidlv bv 

radiation, so that it will not be possible 
to keep the temperature high for a long 

time. Therefore, if the reaction is to pro¬ 
ceed at all, it must proceed very quickly. 
Reaction times of billions of years, like 

those in the sun, would never lead to an 
appreciable energy release; we must 

think rather in terms of millionths of a 

second. On the other hand, on earth we 

have a choice of materials: whereas the 
stellar reactions can use only the ele¬ 

ments that happen to be abundant in 
stars, notably ordinary hydrogen, we can 

choose any elements we like for our 
thermonuclear reactions. We shall ob¬ 

viously choose those with the highest 
reaction rates. 

The reaction rate depends first of all, 
and extremely sensitively, on the product 

of the charges of the reacting nuclei; the 

smaller this product, the higher the re¬ 

action rate. The highest rates will there¬ 

fore be obtainable from a reaction be¬ 
tween two hvdrogen nuclei, because hv- 

drogen has the smallest possible charge 
—one unit. (The principal reactions in 

BLAST EFFECT of present and proposed atomic 

weapons is projected on a map of New York City and 
the surrounding area. A uranium bomb set ofT above the 

Scientific American office in mid town would cause se¬ 

vere destruction within a radius of a mile {small circle) : 

a hydrogen bond) 1.000 times more powerful would 

cause severe destruction within 10 miles (large circle). 

FLASH EFFECT of a hydrogen bomb 1.000 times more 
powerful than present bombs would be relatively great¬ 

er than its blast efioct. The Hiroshima bomb caused 
fatal burns at distances up to 4,000 to 5,000 feet (small 
circle). A hydrogen bomb would cause fatal burns at 

distances of 20 miles or more (large circle). The inhabi¬ 
tants ol Chicago and its*suburbs could thus be wiped out. 
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• + • — 8 + • 

1.4 mev 100,000.000.000 years 

H2+ H1 —• He3+ hv 5mev .5 second 

J + • —*• + 'wv* 

H3 + H’ — He4 + hv 
+ • -► + -V/-N/V*- 

20 mev .05 second 
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8 + g — *> + o 

3.2 mev .00003 second 
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4 mev .00003 second 

H3+ H! — He*+ n 

9P + 8 — 88+° 

17 mev .0000012 second 

H3 + H3 — He4 + n + n 

9P+<*>— l8 + 0+o 

11 mev ? 
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THE NUCLEAR REACTIONS involving the three isotopes of hydrogen, H\ 
H~ I dcute rimii) ami U:( (tritium) illustrate a fundamental consideration in 

making a hydrogen bomb. I he reactions are at left, the energy released by 

each is in center, the lime required for each is at right. The reactions in¬ 

volving the heavier isotopes of hydrogen proceed at a much faster rate. 

stars are between carbon, of charge six, 

and hydrogen.) We can choose any of 

the three hydrogen isotopes, of atomic* 

weight one (proton), two (deuteron) or 
three (triton). These isotopes undergo 

different types of nuclear reactions, and 

the reactions occur at different rates. 

The fusion of two protons is called the 
proton-proton reaction. It has long been 
known that this reaction is exceedingly 

slow. As Robert E. Marshak stated in his 

* article, “The Energy of Stars,” in the 

January issue of this magazine, the pro¬ 

ton-proton reaction takes 100 billion 
years to occur at the center of the sun. 

Ridenour pointed out that the situation 

is quite different for the reactions using 
only the heavy isotopes of hydrogen: 

the deuteron and triton. A number of 

reported measurements by nuclear 
physicists have shown that the reac¬ 

tion rates for this type of fusion are 

high. 

A further variable governing the rate 

of the reaction is the density of the ma¬ 
terial. The more atoms there are per unit 

volume, the higher the probability for 
nuclear collisions. 

it is also well known, as Ridenour 

noted, that the reactions would require 
enormous temperatures. Whether the 

temperature necessary to heat heavy hy¬ 
drogen sufficiently to start a thermonu¬ 

clear reaction can be achieved on the 
earth is a major problem in the develop¬ 

ment of the H-bomb. To find a practical 
way of initiating H-bombs will require 

much research and considerable time. 

WHAT would be the effects of a hy¬ 

drogen bomb? Ridenour pointed 

out that its power would be limited only 

by the amount of heavy hydrogen that 

could he carried in the bomb. A bomb 
carried by a submarine, for instance, 

could be much more powerful than one 

carried by a plane. Let us assume an 
H-bomb releasing 1,000 times as much 

energy as the Hiroshima bomb. The ra¬ 

dius of destruction by blast from a bomb 

increases as the cube root of the increase 

in the bombs power. At Hiroshima the 

radius of severe destruction was one 
mile. So an H-bomb would cause almost 

complete destruction of buildings up to a 

radius of 10 miles. By the blast effect 

alone a single bomb could obliterate al¬ 

most all of Greater New York or Moscqw 

or London or any of the largest cities of 

the world. But this is not all; we must 
also consider the heat effects. About 30 
per cent of the casualties in Hiroshima 

were caused by flash burns due to the 
intense burst of heat radiation from the 

bomb. Fatal burns were frequent up to 

distances of 4,000 to 5,000 feet. The 

radius of heat radiation increases with 
power at a higher rate than that of blast, 
namely by the square root of the power 

instead of the cube root. Thus the H- 

bornb would widen the range of fatal 

heat by a factor of 30; it would bum 
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people to death over a radius of up to 

20 miles or more. It is too easy to put 

down or read numbers without under¬ 
standing them; one must visualize what 
it would mean if, for instance, Chicago 

with all its suburbs and most of their in¬ 
habitants were wiped out in a sin vie 
flash. 

In addition to blast and heat radiation 
there a're nuclear radiations. Some of 
these are instantaneous; they are emitted 

by the exploding bomb itself and may 

be absorbed by the bodies of persons in 
the bombed area. Others are delayed; 

these come from the radioactive nuclei 
formed as a consequence of the nuclear 

explosion, and they may be confined to 

the explosion area or widely dispersed. 

The bombs, both A and H, emit gamma 

rays and neutrons while they explode. 
Either of these radiations can enter the 

body and cause deatli or radiation sick¬ 
ness. It is likely, however, that most of 
the people who would get a lethal dose 
of radiation from the H-bomb would be 

killed in any case by flash burn or by 
collapsing or burning buildings. 

There would also be persistent: radio¬ 
activity. This is of two kinds: the fission 
products formed in the bomb itself, and 

the radioactive atoms formed in the en¬ 
vironment by the neutrons emitted from 

the bomb. Since the H-bomb must be 

triggered by an A-bomb, it will produce 
at least as many fission products as an 

A-bomb alone. The neutrons produced 

by the fusion reactions may greatly in¬ 

crease the radioactive effect. They would 
be absorbed by the bomb case, by rocks 
and other material on the ground, and 
by the air. The bomb case could be so 

designed that it would become highly 

radioactive when disintegrated by the 

explosion. These radioactive atoms 
would then be carried by the wind over 

a large area of the bombed country. The 

radioactive nuclei formed on the ground 
would contaminate the center of the 

bombed area for some time, but prob- 

ablv not for very long because the con¬ 
stituents of soil and buildings do not 

form manv long-lived radioactive nuclei 
by neutron capture. 

Neutrons released in the air are finally 

captured by nitrogen nuclei, which are 
thereby transformed into radioactive car- 

lion 14. This isotope, however, has a long 

half-lii e—5,000 years—and therefore its 
radioactivity is relatively weak. Conse¬ 

quently even if many bombs were ex¬ 
ploded, it is not likely that the carbon 14 

would become dangerous. 

THE decision to proceed with the de¬ 

velopment of hvdrogcn bombs has 

been made. I believe that this decision 
settles only one question and raises a 

hundred in its place. What will the bomb 
do to our strategic position? Will it re¬ 

store to us the superiority in armament 
that we possessed before the Russians 

obtained the A-bomb? Will it improve 

\ r- 

our chances of winning the next war if 

one should come? Will it diminish the 
likelihood that we should see our cities 
destroyed in that war? Will it serve to 
avert or postpone war itself? How will 

the world look after a war fought with 
hydrogen bombs? 

I believe the most important question 

is the moral one: Can we who have al¬ 
ways insisted on morality and human 
decency between nations as well as in¬ 

side our own country, introduce this 
weapon of total annihilation into the 
world? The usual argument, heard in the 

f rantic week before the President’s deci¬ 
sion and frequently since, is that we are 

fighting against a country which denies 

all the human values we cherish, and 

that any weapon, however terrible, must 

be used to prevent that country and its 
creed from dominating the world. It is 
argued that it would be better for us to 
lose our lives than our liberty, and with 
this view I personally agree. But 1 be¬ 
lieve this is not the choice facing us 

here; I believe that in a war fought with 
hydrogen bombs we would lose not only 
many lives but all our liberties and hu¬ 
man values as well. 

Whoever wishes to use the hydrogen 

bomb in our conflict with the U.S.S.R., 
either as a threat or in actual warfare, is 

adhering to the old fallacy that the ends 

justify the means. The fallacy is the more 

obvious because our conflict with the 
U.S.S.R. is mainly about means. It is the 

means that the U.S.S.R. is using, both in 
dealing with her own citizens and with 
other nations, that we abhor; we have 

little quarrel with the professed aim of 
providing a decent standard of living for 

all. We would invalidate our cause if we 
were to use in our fight means that can 
only be termed mass slaughter. 

We believe in personal liberty and 
human dignity, the value and impor¬ 

tance of the individual, sincerity and 
openness in the dealings between men 

and between nations, prosperity for all 

and peace based on mutual trust. All this 
is in great contrast to the methods which 

the Soviet Government uses in pursuing 

its aims and which it believes necessary 
in the “beginning phase” of Communism 
—which by now has lasted 33 years. 

Regimentation of the private lives of all 
citizens, systematic education in spying 

upon one’s friends, ruthless shifting of 
populations regardless of their personal 
ties and preferences, inhuman treatment 

of prisoners in labor camps, suppression 
of free speech, falsification of history in 

dealing both with their own citizens and 

with other nations, violation of promises 
and treaties and the distorted interpreta¬ 

tions offered in excuse of these viola¬ 

tions—these are some of the methods of 
the U.S.S.R. which are hateful to the 

people of the Western World. But if we 
wish to fight against these methods, our 
methods must be clean. 

We believe in peace based on mutual 

trust. Shall we achieve it bv using hy¬ 

drogen bombs? Shall we convince the 

Russians of the value of the individual 
by killing millions of them? II we fight 

a war and win it with H-bombs, what 
history will remember is not the ideals 

we were fighting for but the methods we 
used to accomplish them. These meth¬ 

ods will be compared to the war!are of 
Genghis Khan, who ruthlessly killed 
everv last inhabitant of Persia. 

WHAT would an all-out war fought 

with hydrogen bombs mean? It 

would mean the obliteration of all large 
cities and probably of many smaller ones, 

and the killing of most of their inhabi¬ 
tants. After such a war, nothing that re¬ 

sembled present civilization would re¬ 

main. The fight for mere survival would 
dominate everything. The destruction of 
the cities might set technology back a 

hundred years or more. In a generation 

even the knowledge of technology and 
science might disappear, because there 

would be no opportunity to practice 

them. Indeed it is likely that technology 

and science, having brought such utter 
misery upon man, would be suspected 

as works of the devil, and that a new' 

Dark Age would begin on earth. 
We know what physical destruction 

does to the moral values of a people. We 

have seen how many Germans, already 

demoralized by the Nazis, lost all sense 
of morality when during and after the 

war the bare necessities of life, food, 
clothing and shelter were lacking. De¬ 

mocracy and human dcccncv were emp¬ 

ty words; there was no reserve strength 

left for such luxuries. If we have learned 
anv lesson from the aftermath of World 

War H, it is that physical destruction 
brings moral destruction. 

We have also learned that prosperity 
is the best shield against communism and 

dictatorship, and in this knowledge we 

have poured billions into Western Eu¬ 
rope to restore her economy. This gen¬ 

erosity has won us more friends than 
anything else we have done. But alter 

the next war, if it were fought with 

atomic and hydrogen bombs, our own 

country would be as grievously de¬ 

stroyed as Europe and the U.S.S.R., and 

we could no longer afford such generosi¬ 

ty. It would be everyone for himself, 

and everyone against the other. 
It is ironical that the U. S. of all 

countries should lead in developing such 
methods ol warfare. The military meth¬ 

ods adopted by this nation at the outset 

of the Second World War had the aim 
of conserving lives as much as possible. 
Determined not to repeat the slaughter 
of the First World War, during which 

hundreds of thousands of soldiers were 
sacrificed in fruitless frontal attacks, the 
U. S. high command substituted war bv 
machines for war by unprotected men. 
But the hydrogen bomb carries mechani¬ 
cal warfare to ultimate absurdity in 
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defeating its own aim. Instead of sav¬ 
ing lives, it takes many more lives; in 

place of one soldier who would die in 
battle, it kills a hundred non combatant 
civilians. Surely it is time for us to re¬ 

consider what our real intentions are. 
One may well ask: Why advance such 

arguments with reference to the H-bomb 
and not atomic bombs in general? Is an 
atomic bomb moral and a hydrogen 

bomb immoral, and il so, where is the 

dividing line? I believe there was a deep 

f eeling in this country right after the war 

that the use of atomic bombs in |apan 

had been a mistake, and that these bombs 

should be eliminated from national arma¬ 

ments. This feeling, indeed, was one of 

the prime reasons for President Truman’s 

offer of international control in 1945. 

We know that the negotiations for con¬ 
trol have not led to success as yet. But 

our inability to eliminate atomic bombs 
is no reason to introduce a bomb which 

is a thousand times worse. 

When atomic bombs were first intro¬ 

duced, there was a general feeling that 

they represented something new, that 

the thousandfold increase of destructive 
power from blockbuster to atom bomb 

required and made possible a new ap¬ 

proach. The step from atomic to hydro¬ 

gen bombs is just as great again, so we 

have again an equally strong reason to 

seek a new approach. We have to think 

how we can save humanity from this ul¬ 

timate disaster. And we must break the 

habit, which seems to have taken hold 

of this nation, of considering every 

weapon as*just another piece of ma¬ 
chinery and a fair means to win our 

struggle with the U.S.S.R. 

1HAVE reviewed the moral issues 

that should deter us from using hy¬ 

drogen bombs even if we were sure that 

we alone would have them, and that 

they would contribute to, our victory. 

As Ridenour explained, the situation is 

lather the opposite. We can hardly ex¬ 

pect to have a monopoly on hydrogen 

bombs. If we ever had any illusions 

about this, the events of the past few 

months should have destroyed them. 

The U.S.S.R. has the atomic bomb. She 
was undoubtedly helped in her efforts 

by the secret information she received 

from Klaus Fuchs, which presumably 

included many of the vital “secrets” 

of our project. But knowing how a 

group of scientists put the bomb to¬ 

gether would not bv itself enable a na¬ 
tion to make one. If Fuchs had given his 

information to Spain, for instance, it 

would hardly have been understood; it 
would presumably not have been used, 

and even if used it would almost cer¬ 

tainly not have led to success. The prime 
requirements for the job still are a group 
of highly capable scientists, a country 

determined to make the weapon and a 
great industrial effort. We know now, if 

wo ever doubted it, that the U.S.S.R. 

has all of these. For the Soviet scientists 
the information must simply have re¬ 

solved many doubts as to which steps to 

take next and saved a number of costly 

and futile parallel developments. 
Their obvious competence will pre¬ 

sumably again bring success to the Rus¬ 

sians when they try to develop the H- 

bomb. Yet their decisions and their suc¬ 

cesses are not independent of our own. 

Our decision to make the H-bomb, which 

showed that we considered the project 
feasible, mav well have prompted them 

to take the same decision. For this rea¬ 

son l think that our decision, it taken at 

all, should have been taken in secret. 

This became impossible, however, when 

the advocates of the H-bomb used pub¬ 
lic statements as a means of exerting 

pressure on the President. If the Russians 
were already working on the H-bomb 

before our decision, they will now have 

increased their effort. 

It is impossible to predict whether we 

or the Russians will have the hydrogen 

bomb first. We like to assume that we 
shall. If so, I refuse to believe that the 

LT. S. would start a preventive war. That 
would violate all the fundamental be¬ 

liefs of this nation, and that these beliefs 

are still strong is shown by the history 

of the past four years: although we had 

„ a monopoly of the atomic bomb we did 

not start a war. Clearly, then, the time 

will come when both the U.S.S.R. and 

this country will have H-bombs. Then 

this country will be much more vulner¬ 

able than the U.S.S.R.: as Ridenour ex¬ 

plained, we have many more large cities 
that would be inviting targets, and many 

of these lie near the coast so that they 

could be reached by submarine and per¬ 

haps a relatively short-range rocket. I 
think it is therefore correct to say that 

the existence of the hydrogen bomb will 
give us military weakness rather than 

strength. 

BUT, say the advocates of the bomb, 

what if the Russians obtain the 

H-bomb first? If the Russians have the 

bomb; Harold Urey argued in a speech 

just before the Presidents decision, they 

may confront us with an ultimatum to 
surrender. 1 do not believe we would 

accept such an ultimatum even if we did 

not have the H-bomb, or that we would 

need to. I doubt that the hydrogen 

bomb, dreadful as it would be, could 
win a war in one stroke. Though it might 

devastate our cities and cripple our 

ability to conduct a long war with all 
modern weapons, it would not seriously 

affect our power for immediate retalia¬ 

tion. Our atomic bombs, whether “old 
style” or hydrogen, and our planes would 

presumably be so distributed that they 
could not all be wiped out at the same 
time; they would still be ready to take 

off and reduce the country of the ag¬ 
gressor to at least the same state as our 

own. Thus the large bomb would bring 

untold destruction but no decision. I 

believe that “old-fashioned” A-bombs 

would be sufficient to even the score 

in case of an initial Soviet attack with 

1 l-bombs on this country. In fact, be¬ 
cause of the greater number available, 

A-bombs may well be more effective in 

destroying legitimate military targets, 
including production centers. Il-bombs, 

after all, would be useful only against 

the largest targets, of which there are 
verv lew in the U.S.S.R. 

So wc come finally to one reason, and 

only one. that can justify our building 

the H-bomb: namely, to deter the Rus¬ 
sians Irorn using it against us, if only for 

fear of our retaliation. Our possession 

of the bomb might possibly put us in a 

better position if the U.S.S.R. should 

present us with an ultimatum based on 

their possession of it. In other words, the 

one purpose of our development of the 

bomb would be to prevent its use, not to 
use it. 

11 this is our reason, we can contribute 

much to the peace of the world by stat¬ 

ing this reason openlv. This could be 

done in a declaration, either by Congress 

or by the President that the U. S. will 
never be the first to use the hydrogen 

bomb, that we would employ the weap¬ 

on only if it were used against us or 

one of our allies. A pledge of this kind 

was proposed in a press statement by 12 

physicists, including myself, on Feb¬ 
ruary 4. It still appears to me as a prac¬ 

tical step toward relief of the interna¬ 

tional tension, and toward freedom from % 

tear lor the world. The pledge would 

indicate our desire to avoid needless 
destruction; it would reduce the likeli¬ 

hood of the use of the hydrogen bomb 

in the case of war, and it would largely 

eliminate the danger that fear of the 

H-bomb itself would precipitate a war. 

If we do not make this pledge, tlie 

hydrogen bomb would almost surely be 

used. Once war broke out, our military 

leaders would be blamed, in the absence 

of a pledge, if they did not immediately 
initiate a full-scale hydro gen-bomb at¬ 

tack. But if such a pledge existed, they 

would be blamed if they did use the 

bomb first. To be sure, the pledge might 

not be relied on by our adversaries, but 

at least it would create a doubt in their 

minds and they might decide to wait 

and see. Perhaps they would not wish to 

provoke the certain use of the bomb bv 
dropping the first one. Moreover, if they 

started a war, they would probably hope 

to capture our country and to exploit 

its wealth rather than to conquer a heap 
of rubble. 

We have proposed unilateral action 
rather than an international treaty on 

this pledge. We have done this because 
negotiations with the U.S.S.R. are known 
to be long and frustrating. A unilateral 
pledge involving only this country could 

be made quickly, and it could not again 

lead to the disappointment of a break- 
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down of negotiations. On the other hand, 

vve certainly would not want to exclude 

.1 pact with the U.S.S.R. on this subject. 
This might be the first point on which 

the two countries could agree, and this 
in itself would be important. 

Obviously the pledge can only be a 

first step. What we really want is a 

workable agreement on atomic energy, 

.is part of our efforts toward a lasting 

peace. Much has been said in the last 

few weeks about new negotiations on 

atomic control. Opinions vary from that 

of Senator Brien McMahon, who pro¬ 

posed to spend $50 billion for rehabili¬ 

tation of war-devastated countries in¬ 

cluding the U.S.S.R. in exchange for an 

atomic settlement, to thatv of Senator 

Millard Tydings, who declared that an 

atomic settlement would not be accept¬ 

able to this country unless it was coupled 

with general disarmament, which he has 

advocated for a long time. Both of these 

viewpoints, and those of many other 

Senators, show the desire of this coun¬ 

try for some agreement. At the same 

time there are persistent reports, clearly 

indicated in recent dispatches from the 

New York Times correspondent in Mos¬ 

cow, that the Russians might like to 

negotiate. It seems to me that too much 

is at stake to miss any such opportunity. 

ON the other hand, President Truman 

voiced the fears of many of us when 

he stated recently that there is no se¬ 

curity in agreements with the Russians 

because they break them at will. He re¬ 
ferred to the agreements of Yalta and 

Potsdam in 1945. Since then we have 
learned much about Soviet methods, and 

the Russians have found that we do not 
retreat as easily as they apparently im¬ 

agined in 1945. This more realistic mu¬ 
tual appraisal makes it much more likely 

that we could now come to arrangements 
which neither side would regret after¬ 

ward. Obviously in any negotiation 

each side must be willing to make con¬ 

cessions and to consider primarily pro¬ 

posals directed *to mutual advantage 

rather than superiority over the other. 
The situation in atomic energy has 

changed, both because of the Soviet de¬ 
velopment of the A-bomb and because 

of our decision on the H-bomb. To leave 

atomic weapons uncontrolled would be 

against the best interests of both coun¬ 

tries. If we can negotiate seriously with 

the U.S.S.R., the scope of the negotia¬ 

tions should probably be as broad as 

possible. But the situation would be 
greatly eased even if we could agree 

only to eliminate the greatest menace to 

civilization, the hydrogen bomb. 

Hans A. Bethe, from .1943 to 1946 
chief of the theoretical physics 
division at the Los Alamos Sci¬ 
entific Laboratory, is professor 
of physics at Cornell University. 

THE TIME REQUIRED for the nuclear reactions between dculerons (YU 

nuclei) and eacli of the three hydrogen isotopes is plotted against tempera¬ 

ture. The vertical coordinate is in seconds; the horizontal coordinate in 

millions of degrees Centigrade. Deuteron-triton reaction proceeds fastest. 

Sun’s temperature is 6,000 degrees at surface, 20 million degrees at center. 
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/ ^ WASfcKNGTON 6 FROM CHICAGO 19 3:01 AM Fi 

/DIRECTOR, FBI AND SACS, ALBANY, BUFFALO AND DETROIT 

URGENT 

HANS ALBECHrBETHE, ESPIONAGE - R. RE NEW YORK TELETYPE 
SEPTEMBER 16, LAST. SUBJECT HOLDS RESERVATION ON AMERICAN b6 
AIRLINES FLIGHT 120 TO DETROIT, DEPARTING CHICAGO 2:40 P.M.,b7c 
CENTRAL STANDARD TIME, SEPTEMBER 19, DEPARTING DETROIT FLIGHT 
716 AT 5:05 P.M., AND ARRIVING BUFFALO 6:22 P.M., ALL AIR¬ 
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MATICAL FORMULAE WILL BE SUBMITTED TO BUREAU AND ALBANY 
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64 

SUBJECT: HAWS ALBRECHl 
ESPIONAGE - R 

t 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

DATE: October 23, 1951 
Tolson_ 

Ladd__ 

Clegg_ 

AIL INFORMATION CONTAINED oi»vtn_ 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED Nlchols- 
Rosen 

DATE 09-29-2006 BY 60322/UC/LF/BCG/OT TracyZ 
Harbo_ 

Belmont_ 

Mohr_ 

PURPOSE: 
Tele. Room_ 

Nease__ 

Gandy__ 

To recommend that the attached photostatic copies of a 
chart and mathematical formulae found as a result of the baggage 
search of Bethe at the time of his return from Europe on Septembe: 
16, 1951, be examined by AEC to determine the nature and important 
thereof. 

DETAILS: 

Dr. Hans Albrecht Bethe, concerning whom the Bureau is |_ 
presently conducting a discreet investigation, returned from Europe 
on September 16, 1951- At the time of his arrival at the Port of 
New York a customs baggage search was made of his possessions and 
photostatic copies, of various manuscripts, letters and mathematical 
formulae were obtained by the Bureau. 

Inasmuch as Dr. Bethe was not intervieived concerning these 
documents the New York Office has suggested that the Bureau may desi^ 
to have a chart and various mathematical formulae examined by AEC irb7c 
an effort to determine the exact nature and importance of these docu¬ 
ments . 

RECOMMENDATION: 

To recommend that Liaison make the attached photostatic 
copies of a chart and mathematical formulae available to AEC for an 
appropriate examination with the request that they promptly advise 
the Bureau as to the exact nature and the importance of these documents. 
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/ Standard form no; 64 

ce Memorandum • united statSs government 

TO i DIRECTOR, FBI 

/^?'from ; SAC, CHICAGO, 

date: November 2, 1951 

SUBJECT: V HANS ALBRECHT BETHE - 
' *- . ;• . INTERNAL SECURITY - R 

■ ESPIONAGE - R ' 
ALL' IHFDiRpS’ldH CONTAINED" . / 

HEREIN -IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE- 09-29-2006 BY 60322/UC/LP/DC G/RW 

Re Bulets to Albany dated 9/5/51 and 9/11/51* New York 'J". 
teletype dated 9/16/51, And Chicago teletype dated 9/18/51. 

At. 'll rfiG P—M. . Central Btanda-rd Tima. on Santemhe-n 16, 1951, 

SAl and SA____|observed the 
subject, as identified from a photograph, arriving at 
Municipal Airport on American Air Lines, Flight 129. After . 
making return reservations, which were ascertained by the 
Air Lines to be Flight 120 departing Chicago for Detroit at 
2:40 P.M., Central Standard Time > on September 19, 1951* and 
for Flight 716 from.Detroit to Buffalo, New York, departing 
Detroit at 5:0$ P. M. on September 19* 1951* BETHE obtained 
his luggage. 

On September .19, 1951* SA_observed BETHE 
departing Chicago from the Municipal Airport oh Flight 120 
via American Air.Lines at 3:15 P. M., Central Standard Time. 

The schedule of the International Conference on Nuclear Physibe 
reflected that BETHE was listed as a participant in a 2 P. M.b7c 
session of the conference on Monday, September 17* 1951, and 
as one who would give an auxiliary paper at a session at 
2/P. M. on September l8> 1951. 

On September 25, 1951*___ b 1 
I Physics Department at the Institute for Nuclear 

ft.g_University of Chicago. I 
._\ advised SA that he attended 
about half of the sessions or une international Conference on 
Nuclear Physics held in the institute from September 17 to 
September 22, 1951* I Stated that he is acquainted with' 
BETHE but only had one chance to talk with him during the 
conference. He s tated that as far as he could judge BETHE 
is a reasonably loyal person who is among the advisory group ; 
of the "Bulletin of Atomic Scientists." T Impression is 

RKM: VMG ' 
65-3617 , • 

cc: Albany (100-12000) 
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ft 424 NOV 301960 
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DIRECTOR, FBI 
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/ SUBJECT: HANS ALBRECHT BETHE 
ESPIONAGE - R 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 09-29-2006 BY 60322/UC/LP/DCG/PJ.J 

date: November 30, 1951 

The Bureau was previously advised that a report would be submitted 
in this matter by this office by November 15, 195>1. It was not possible to 
submit a report by this date. Investigation in this matter is continuing and 
it is expected that a report will be submitted within the next two weeks. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
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FORM NO. 1 

THIS CASE ORIGINATED AT V 

REPORT MADE AT 

ON 09^29-2006 ‘ 

ALBANY 
DATE WHEN PERIOD FOR WHICH MADE | REPORT MADE BY 

MADE , 

Hf/' BUFFALO, NEW YORK . | 
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" ^ • ' 0 
;vT HANS ALBECHT BETHE 

IVIMUC. I / 

10/24,25J 
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CHARACTER OF CASE 

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS: 
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_was to Dr. BETHE at CorhelL^®^ 
Jlnisiaraity Physics Dept, rrom bept., 1947 to July, 1948. 
_|advises safe maintained in BETHE*s office used 
for storing all confidential material in possession of 
BETHE during this period. She and Professors BETHE, 
MORRISON and |had access to this safe. SARANT 
and I I did not have access to safe; however, they b 6 3 
worked under the direotinn of Dr. BETHE,_Another safeb7c ”, 
kept in outer office of | This b7D 3 
safe used to store, confidential material belonging to °'J 
Dr,'BETHE only in emergencies, , ui r or: 

; U,» 

- HOC - CZ 

CA 

UJ pi 

ICA \/3 , 
‘Up 92 
‘S. ^ I 
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DETAILS t _ _ 
ladvised that she was the] 

to Dr. HANS^ETHE who was connected with the Physics 
Department of Cornell University in Ithaca,. New York, from September, 1947 
to July, 1948. 

- During the time that she worked in this capacity] 
_Istated that a file cabinet with a combination locking device was ' 
maintained in the office of Professor HANS BETHE, In addition to| 
the following individuals connected with the Physics Department of the 
University knew the combination of the safe and had ready access to it, 
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These individuals were Professor HANS BETHE, Professor pipxLiamfflRlSON and 
___ At ‘time, MORRISON anq_lere b6 
connected with the staff of the Physics Department. She stated definitely b7c 
that she knows that these three individuals had access to the safe because 
she remembers all three of them opening .the safe at various times during the 
period of her employment as Dr. BETHE., 

She recalls distinctly that the combination of the safe was 
reset in Octobep or November, 1947 by Professor I 11 
BETHE J hnd MORRISON had arpess to this safe both before and after the 
combination was reset by|_ 

stated that all confidential papers in the 
possession of Dr., BETHE as a result of his connection with classified projects 
of the U, S. Government, as well as some of his personal papers, were kept 
in this safe and that Professor MORRISON kept some material, the identity 
of which she did not know but presumed it was personal material, In the second 
drawer from the bottom of this safe.l |was unable to specifically 
identify any of the confidential documents which were maintained by Professor 
BETHE in the safe in question... 

Relative to the project known as NEPA, she stated that the 
phrase NEPA is vaguely familiar to her and that sha ia .quite confident that 
while employed as a she took some] on this project. How¬ 
ever, she could not recall any specific details, alter taking on 
this or any other project] |were subsequently burned, She did not 
recall anything about a Lexington Report and could give absolutely no 
information concerning it. 

Relative toALFREB^RANT ancj | she !±ated that to 
the best of her knowledge, these individuals did not have the combination to 
this safe and she cannot recall ever having seen them opening the safe or 
being in the immediate vicinity whan ±ba qafe was opened by any other individual. 
She added, however, that SARANT nnr_to the best of her knowledge, were 
doing graduate work in the field of Physics under the direction of Dr. HANS 
BETHE and that it appears to her that SARANT and| [were in very close 
contact with BETHE as a result of their research projects. She ms unable to 

_e±aa_any information as to whether or not the research projects conducted by 
_land SARANT were in any way connected with the confidential work with 
which Dr, BETHE was engaged in from time to time as a result of his position 
as Coordinator in the Physics Department. She explained Dr, BETHE*s position 
bv stating that the Physics Department itself was under the direction of] | 
_| and that the Nuclear Research Branch of the Department was under 
the direction of a [from about April, 1947, Dr. BETHE*s position 
was that of a C ooramauor Deween one Physics Department itself and the Nuclear 
Research Branch of the Department. 
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Jwas unable to state whether or not Dr. HANS BETHE 
ever took any of the other members of the Physics Department into his confidence 
in connection with the classified projects on which he was working or whether 
or not the others even knew of his confidential work for the government* 

occasions did she ever have reason to believe that the mail was opened 
or tampered with before it was delivered to either her custody or the 
custody of Dr, BETHE, 

give the names of any individuals 
who may'liave been employed as J/0 Dr. BETHE 1 

whom she believes , and whotll She 
1 uujjiuvubj in that position* / 

office, but that she never, 
I for Dr. BE HIE_SHa 

Lms employed ii_ 
was onel 

She did state, however, thal 
I was for a time employed as theI 

□.dual by the name of 

to the best of her knowledge, naa aonq 
nTsn hnlipyes that a woman only known to ner as 

Iffice ,_and that a 
1 but that, none of these, to me oest or ner Knowledge, 

had ever performed] [duties to Dr. BETHE nor did they have access 
to the safe maintained in Dr. BETHE*s office. 

_plso stated that for some reason or other, the 
EG is familiar to her and that she has heard this, name and for 

However, she 

name of ROSENB! 
some reason, connects it with her duties at Cornell University 
could not state whether it was in connection with her 

b6 
b7C 
b7D 

[_|to Dr. BETHE or whether it was the name of d Student TIT thO Physics 
Department. She could not give the first name of this individual and stated 
that the full name of JULIUS ROSENBERG meant nothing to her whatsoever. She 
also stated that the names of WILLIAM PERL, HARRY GOLD and DAVID GREENGLASS 
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are unfamiliar to her and that she has never heard these names in any 
connection whatsoever while she was employed at Cornell University, 
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stated that she intends to leave 
Rochester, New York immediately and that in the event it is necessary, 
she can be contacted at her future residence. 

_b6 
b7C 
b7D 

This report is being submitted in this case pursuant to 
directions contained in Albany ^letter to the Director (Bureau file 65-59242) 
dated September 28, 1951, in the case entitled, "ALFRED EPAMINQNDAS SARANT, 
was.j ESPIONAGE - R». 

One copy of this report is being furnished to New York 
for information purposes in accordance with the instructions contained in 
the communication described immediately above. 

REFERENCE: Albany letter to Director dated 9/28/51. 
Buffalo letter to Director dated 10/18/51. 
New York teletype to Buffalo dated 10/22/51. 
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UN CLASSIFIED 

DATE &9-2'9-^0Q6 BY 60322/UC/LP/DCG/RU 

Boeember 4* 1951 

PURPOSE 

To request the Ispionage Section to prepare a 
memorandum reflecting the information in Bureau files for dis¬ 
semination to the Rational Science Foundation on Hans Albrecht 
Beths* am is the subject ef an espionage investIgatlon. 

RETAILS 

A request has been received from the Rational Science 
Foundation for an indlaes check of Bureau files on Bans Albrecht 
Be the. Be the is the subject of an active espionage investigation 
entitled* "Ians Albrecht Be the; Internal Security - B* Espionage - R* 
and is being reported in Bureau file 65-60393* 

According to an agreement with the Rational Science 
Foundation* results ef name cheeks are to be promptly furnished that 
agency for the purpose of determining whether or not a background 
investigation la to bo conducted* 

RBOOMBgfrAtlQR 

that the Espionage Section prepare a blind memorandum 
setting forth the information to be disseminated to the Rational 
Selene# Foundation. # 
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1-05 PM 

fo 
FBIy^LBANY 12-6-51 

l^jMiECTOfi, FBI........ .urgent 

HANS ALBRECHT BE THE, ESPIONAGE DASH R. REPORT PRESENTLY BET.,,,. 
b7C 

PREPARED IN THIS MATTER, AND SHOULD BE COMPLETED BY WEDNESDAY NEXT. I-I 

’ ’ A yy 

END 

1-06 PM OK FBI WA JMG 

v RECORDED -46 
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M* A, BOSEN ■ 

UR , A, H, BELUOMT 

AMpgHFORHATtOU'. CBJJTAINED „• , ‘ ; 

HeWiij p iM^LASSIFIEb . /' vb " Y;';: 

^Kffi09^2 5^006 'EY CC322/UC/LP/DCG/R? 

PeepJ3t 

• AM? 
NATIONAL &$ZMSGS FfWNBATIom 
A CT • APfUCAUT ■ ' . 

■:|p' recommend "-that the ■ attavp.e^ blan$ mesfcmndun 

to i/ans Bethe be mode' aooiJUsifcE® to tkepfjktional 
Science Fautodupion in. accbrddnes.'jsf^^str specific 
request, ■ • ‘v'r:/r .. ■:. V:b ' ;■• ■ •••*.' V.b v.- #' 

fp further recommend, that copies ej-thit''perno* 
randum be Similarly made available to AeeistmntAttcrnei/ 
General Japes U, Uclnerney for Hie .tsfotmiion^ ;" 

MMJM •• "" : ’ •' -‘w V. • 

J» tfco attached Memo rand um ■.■from Mr, Hoss%tsb ?wr, 
Belmont, it me requested that an appmprtote blspgfPemo* 
rdndum be prepared setting forth available inforpption in 
Bufilee relative to Hans Albrecht Beths, who tu^pes.entlp 
the subject ef an espionageinvestipation, It mas indicate 
that tn is blank mem randum me to be furnished to the 
national.Science foundation pursuant to the request of the 

■ organisation* 

the attached memorandum contains baobgiound^/T 
rff informations* moll as available subversive data cos^9rning 

^y1 Seths as ms Attained as a result of ahjtM investigation 
■ (lldrSMl) md the investigation conducted in tUk;iFuchs*. 
^ Rosenberg related cases. All of the itfermticpcontained 

therein has previously been mads available is jMG, J 

I%e information contained in this blank memorjmd 
which ms developed as. a result of the investigation oMth 
Fuchs*Bosenberg cases has been precissmXp made avutlamk ' 
to the Department in individual reports in those ca,jfr. 
Dissemination is being made to the Department cf2hny' r$por 
which are tv be submitted in the Be the espionage Cpse. 

Attachments ' 
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j b$'t*‘r$ct3 -if ,, 
’■y JMurlet 10/10/51 aneloaiag photographic copies of various 

jjniKnrtjti t0QtilAin| wathtaatl r>l fomsulae and srqpeatfng that the 
Bureau eight Ictlrt to boro un snsoined by ABC to Oatorolae the 
nature thereof. 

la ywt nnnaitlon th§ pbotijppv^io 
Of tht dogqgijgta aaaflhTttlfrffttt T—thtaatlril flgggKlIaa IMNt tuTngfl qyir to 

| mpoiao.ir... 

irf flirt mij ttaihtDgtoti 9* C* flaa Bupaaa la in jaatalyt <mT tht follttisg 
jpfyqiyt m a 3MiU af thlt at—T nation Tbjr tsfca JUDCx 

pi— The Hoteariol see gives to _ 
Ail Office of Claerification, rm (Vtnfrar 31, 1?JL, for roviov* 
% 0o BewoBar S&> 3551*1_|rep«rte* that ho could 
IK not find anything in the note* oawtelnlag restricted data, 
ijfe^ g| thit tht nalaa tttt iMM^UMMtiUT&tNl, rtititrM tf tht 
U* fctttt^U)| tf thAiftd |irticlii hj ^sA 4ba% ba touH 
i(v>‘ nat find fsr itfMMI to iTliaalflart MtUectlOM* It 
IK , sprained that -Oho papers ears rwtlig ootee on an "atoali 
ERt . 1 colli*ion" wAiliii tnrtMblF ettOMPfia* aentteiring*1 
^ - -*. of paw— radiation. lb* bulk of the notes oonearnad attaapts 
■BlL * ^ to tn ^tritiinfl ma tvgXuttt ntr^iln ^vtKtrtje aiataanA** thith 
■§- moot ho oaXsalatsO for eoaperiscBt with atpsrlaaatsl results. 

||5 She thorn ie being furnished for your lafometlen. 

FK” Tbs Albany Office is requested to aapedlte the submission 
111. of itt initial fnytyt la this tti# ca&taiAlaf tftj. thy lytiltblt 
Rfkl inf emotion eoneovadng rubiest Beths end any lofsanatiaa developed 

as a result of the investigation by that office to Oats, Ibis 
, fi- yapcart thoulAbt la a fww far flItttilriat 1 on 

met Albany (100-18000) 
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A LJjjjjWIFO PHATIOU CONTAINED 

JS, UNCLASSIFIED / 

.'dJMPm-29^2006 BY 6JD322/UC/LP/BCG/RU 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

FROM : 

SUBJECT: 

MR. A. H. BELMONT tv4) 
, ,17/ f 

V. P. KEAYy j^A^ 

HANS ALBRECOT'BETHE 
ESPIONAGE - R 

date: December 6, 1951 

Reference is made to New York letter to the Bureau _ 
dated October 10, 1951, in the above captioned matter* — 

Tele. Ro-j;n____ 

Referenced letter reflected that the subject’s - 
baggage was examined by Customs upon his arrival from Europe. a,!'y— 
Among the materials observed were several pages of mathemati- \ 
cal formulae. Copies of these pages were made and forwarded ^ ' 
to the Bureau. 

On October 24, 1951. Mr. Bartlett of the Liaison Unit j 
turned these copies over to|_I 

I I Atomic Energy Commission, for aidetermination to be b6 
made by the AEC as to the importance of the mathematical formul)-79* 

r_| On November 30, 1951, these copies were returned to| | 
with the following explanation by AEC: - 

_"The material was given to | 
I I Office of Classification, on October 31. 1951, 
for review* On November 26, 1951.1 H 
reported that he could not find anything in the notes 
containing Restricted Data* He indicated that the 
notes were unclassified studies of the scattering of 
charged particles by nuclei and that he could not find 
any reference to classified applications. He explained 
that the papers were working notes on an ’atomic 
collision* problem probably concerning ’potential 

> scattering’ of gamma radiation. The bulk of the notes 
' concerned attempts to understand and evaluate certain 

AAr !> I Matrix elements’ which must be calculated for compari- 
^ •iVt yson with experimental results*” 

ACTION: 

It is recommended that this memorandum, with its 
attachments, be routed to the Espionage Unit* 

;/A 

ATTACHMENTS 
RECORDED - 61 
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64 

r’DATDf 12-11-2006 

JfciMSIFIED BY 60309/uc/TAH/t 

■^CLASSIFY ON: 2SX 3.3(1) 

Director, FBI 

UfFl • UNITED STATES'^BVeRNMEISFT 
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN. IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT 12/12/51 
WHERE SHOOT OTHERWISE 

j*|pM ; SAC, Albany (100-12000) 

SUBJECT: HANS ALBRECHT 13ETHE 
ESPIONAGE - R 

I is made to the attached report of 
| dated December 12, 1951. 

Z'f-'bt 

This report is being given a security classification of 
t,Ocerot*> due to information" set forth concerning NEPA 
and also due to the possible involvement of subject in 
Soviet espionage. 

> j . ,r 

' Information obtained fror was not 

As per Bureau instructions, information obtained from 
this source cannot be disseminated. 

It will be noted that subject has admitted close 
association and friendship with EMIL JULIUS KLAUS 
FUCHS. It is believed that it might prove of possible 
benefit to have FUCHS interviewed through the Bureau's 
liaison representative in London, England. 

< 

It will be noted that. as set forth in the Interview with 
subject's present 1 she 
maintains information In the safes located at subject's 
office pertaining to the receipt and disposition of 
classified information and material. 

It will be noted thatl_| was. interviewed at 
her residence since it was not thought advisable to 
Interview her in subject?s office. As a consequence, 

PFMihmm f / 
Ends. *"('A 
cc: Albuquerque (End.) cc'iJ 

Boston (Enel.) INDEXED 
Buffalo (Enel.)(65-2090 
Chicago . (Enel.)(65-3617 
Baltimore (Ends.) 
Los Angeles (Ends.) M 

c * « < 

Ife^rlS^ttnc Is.) 
New York (Ends.)(65-15836) 
Washington Field (Ends) 

' tfl 1 
MU e„.« 
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Letter to Director 

RE: HANS ALBRECHT BETHE, ESP. - R 

these charge-out and inventory records were not avail¬ 
able, and again, it was not thought advisable to ask 
her to produce such records at any place other 'than » 
her'office. 

W 

Accordingly, it is- suggested that the Bureau arrange 
with NEPA and/or AEC to have one -of their representatives 
inspect the contents of the safes in subject's office 
for the purpose of obtaining all information contained 
therein with reference' to the receipt and disposition 
of classified documents and material. * 

It will hp nnt.pH that ipadg have been set fprth to 
interview! I at UCLA, and also to 
Interviewl 
Laboratory of Nuclear -Studies, Cornell University. 

The files of this office contain no derogatory informs, 
tlon identifiable with! | who is a potential]__ 

designated as a facility, by the AEC/ The 
.bureau is requested to advise ~L os Angele's and Albany 
‘whether it is-desired that these persons be interviewed, 

- 2 - 
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MSBl! B ^CLASSIFIED BY 60322/UC/LP/DCG/RTJ 
)N 09-29-2006 * . 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
FORM NO. 1 

THIS CASE ORIGINATED AT 

REPORT MADE AT 

ALBANY 

ALBANY, N.Y. 

DATE WHEN - ..-   - — 

MADE 9712-14,19,20, 
12/18/S.110A,?,15,57ilL/[ 

PERIOD.FOR WHICH MADE REPORT MADE BY 

b6 
lmkb7c 

12/51 

HANS ALBRECHT BETHEAGENCY-— 

CHARACTER OF CASE 

ESPIONAGE - 
REA. w> 

tP 
R !J l* } 

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS; «1 vr rnv.i ( py n — rg 

Subject, NuuxT^ax1 'SclentTst,. who was engaged in g 
the construction of- the AYom Bomb .at Los. Alamos, New.Mexico, g 
has been employed as Profe'ssor of Physics, Cornell University g 
since 193,5> and presently resides at 209 White Park Road, 5 
Ithaca, N.Y. Information obtained through a permissive search b6 5 
of the residence of ALFRED SARANT, Ithaca, N.Y., on July 21, b7c* 
1950, reflected subject-sent a gift upon the birth of SARANT1s [ I 

Q£ child on December 4, 1946. SARANT identified subject as an J 
£ ^individual whom he met through his father-in-law, VICTOR K.D. }\ 
uj SROSS, Ithaca'attorney, and who was unsuccessful in gaining @j\ 
g<tSARANT's admission to-Cornell Graduate School. Subject, in an b2 
l,j -^.interview on July .28, 1950, advised that SARANT was introduced b6 v 
eg u^to him by ROSS as a prospective graduate student in February b7c 
|£! 441946, but that he did (hot intercede for him for admission to b7D ' 
eg - ■’Cornell since he lacked the necessary qualifications. Subj’ect 
Uf' denied being close friend of SARANT and'denied that SARANT ■ 

l..sver attempted to obtain any confidential information from him. 
Subject, when interviewed after the arrest of EMIL JULIUS , I 
KLAUS FUCHS, admitted friendship and association with FUCHS. 
In two interviews at that time, subject furnished conflicting 

•information cnncerninv a meeting with FUCHS in Schenectady,’ 7 07 
N.Y. on has advised that JULIUS - ^ - 
ROSENBEku. m rurnisning information to him concerning - 1 

3r identified subject as one of Contact's pe 
I • m irnaca. TUTvID GREENGLASS has admitted fibhiShihg iub jectfs ~ - h f 

R0SE1 

laca. 

/urnisning information to him conct 
identified subject as one of I 

riD GREENGLASS has admitted fuPttiSi 
>wjPame to HARRY GOLD as a possible Soviet Espionage recruit. 

^r^sJune 4. 104 
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(Copies eont'd) 

2 - Los Angeles 
1 - Miami (Info.) 
2 - Newark 
3 - New York (65-15836) 
2 - Washington Field 
4 - Albany (100-12000) 

and |_ftdvised that ROSENBERG made two, trins tn Ttheca 
to pick up information from his -contact,|_| 
NEPA, nuclear energy for the propulsion of'aircraft, is a 
project undertaken by the government in 1947 to determine 
the advisability of using atomic power in aircraft.| |has ' b2 
advised that subject has been a consultant on this project b6 
and has had in his possession various confidential reports b7c 
pertaining thereto. Investigation reflects subject has b7D 
two safes in his office at Cornell .University for the maintenance 
of classified material and documents. No information developed - 
indicating that SARANT, had access to this material. Present 
and former secretaries'of -the subject interviewed concerning 
the manner in which classified information ha been handled 
by subject. In an interview on July 28, 193---^ subject furnished 
information at variance with'information furnished by present 
Secretary concerning her access to classified material in, his 
possession. Investigation reflects subject attended International 
Conference on Nuclear Physics- at University of Chicago from 
September 17 to September 19, 1951. No significant contacts 
noted. Subject wrote an article on the Hydro.gen Bomb in the • 
April 1950 issue of. "Scientific American" and publication was 
stopped by AEC on grounds that it contained classified informa¬ 
tion. . In a corrected article, subject,though critical'of 
Russia, stated that the U.S. should never be the first nation 
to-use the Hydrogen Bomb. During the previous investigation 
of subject, associates described him as a loval American._ 
and no derogatory information developed., I 
has advised that he knew subject while, at Ooraall TTrriVersitv. V 
_1 .former employee of SARANT and_\ I 

I advised they recall no close, association 
between subject an’d SARANT. Subject- not identified by informants b7D 
as active in Communist Party activities at Cornell University. 
Correspondents and telephone contacts of subject set forth. 
Information pertaining to background, including naturalization 
data, education, employment and description set forth. 
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I. 
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DETAILS: 

I. BASIS FOR INVESTIGATION 

./ During a permissive search of the residence of 
AEFRED^SARANT j RD #1, Cayuga Heights .RoadIthaca * New York., in 
connection with the investigation of the JULIUS ROSENBERG espionaj 
network, on July 21* 1950* there was located by Special Agents. 

Hand the writer a photo album with the name 
pecember 4* 1946* Ithaca* New York* on the inside 

cover. TTTTs pook was identified by ALFRED SARANT as a book 
prepay ed bv hi si lin r>Ai r-hr>a tinn of the birth of their son* 

on_• The contents of this book included 
a list; of individuals who gave presents when the child was born. 
A review of this list reflected that BETHE and his wife gave a 
gift of silver. 

When ALFRED SARANT was ’interviewed concerning the 
persons included in the list of donors* he identified subject as 
an individual whom he first met in Ithaca in July* 1946* having 
been introduced to him by his (SARANT1s) father-in-law* VICTOR 
K.p_.5^fQSS* an attorney in Ithaca. At that time SARANT was 
desirous of entering Cornell University as a graduate student in 
Physics and he requested BETHE* whom he identified as a leading 
nuclear physicist on the Cornell faculty* to sponsor his entrance 
jrto 'Cornell He stated that BETHE was unsuccessful in arranging 
for his admission to Graduate School but that subsequent to this 
meeting he maintained a 'social acquaintance with Dr. BETHE. 
According to SARANT. one of the chief reasons why he moved to 
Ithaca from New York City in September* 1946 was to attempt to 
gain entrance to CLornell as a graduate student._ 

___Albany r.onf j rlentl el_Informant _ __ 
_| has advised that on June 4* 194t 
ALFRED SARANT advised that he was then employed by the Bell 
Telephone Company in New York City but that he expected shortly 
to receive a research fellowship to "the eminent atomic physicists 
Dr. HANS BETHE of Cornell University Graduate School". \, 

During the permissive search of the SARANT •nny-Mnnnra— 
on July 19* 1950^ there was located by Special Agent_ 
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a letter dated September 
and signed, 7BILL", I 
and BILL wasAident if tot 
this lettei*rPERL_states: 
meeting. He*19"hot stuff 

21 
x^ 

194o;,-^addreseed 
Lnd ALiare ALFRED 

J ALFRED SARANT as WILLIAI^PERL. In 
"I heard and saw BETHE at-the phys. 
11 right." 

AIb7C 

soc 

at Her mo's illo_ 
not known.| 
of association 

JARANT fled the United States, entering Mexico 
on August 9) 195° and his present whereabouts are 

~ I has been questioned concerning the degree 
between her husband and subject and she furnished 

substantially the same information as her husband, that he met 
subject through her father, VICTOR K.D. ROSS, who has subject as 
one of his clients, for the purpose of attempting to gain admission 
to the Cornell Graduate School. 

b6 
b7C 

Dr!_'R'CTTTC was i w.rpr1 on .Tnlv PP, . 1 QRO . Tny 

Special Agents!_|and|_[ while 
he was employed as the summer faculty, member of the Physics 
Department, University of Washington, with residence at 4723 East - 
36th Street, Seattle, Washington. He advised that-he first met 
VICTOR K.D. ROSS in December, 1945 when he was recommended to him 
as an attorney. He engaged ROSS to perform oertain legal services 
in connection with the purchase of a home in'- Ithaca. ROSS refused 
to accept a fee, stating it x^ould be necessary for him to charge 
Dr. BETHE approximately $1000,.00 as adequate payment and he 
realized he did not desire to pay that large a fee. BETHE stated 
that it was his impression that ROSS desired his friendship and 
that this may have been the major reason for refusing a fee. 

ROSS initiated a social acquaintance with Dr. BETHE 
by inviting the BETKES to his home, which invitation was later 
returned on one occasion. However, no social relationship de¬ 
veloped. BETHE stated that ROSS has since drawn up his will and 
performed legal services for his wife, in drawing up a charter for 
a club to aid an Ithaca Hospital, in which she is interested. Pay¬ 
ment was rendered for such services. According to Dr. BETHE, 
during the few times they met socially, -he and ROSS had violent 
political discussions leaving him with the impression that ROSS' 
opinions were very close to the Communist Party line. 
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In February, 1946* ROSS told BETHE about his son-in-law, 
ALFRED SARANT, who was then employed at the Bell Telephone 
Laboratory in New York City and who was very interested in 
studying physics. ROSS asked him if he could help SARANT enter 
Cornell University as a graduate student. He told ROSS that he 
was not in a position to commit himself to sponsor anybody but 
that he would be glad to talk to SARANT to ascertain if he were 
sufficiently qualified to enter Graduate School. According to 
BETHE, these remarks by ROSS were brought up in casual conversation. 
In approximately May, 1946 BETHE first met SARANT when ROSS 
brought him to his office at Cornell University. In a short 

' discussion with SARANT he learned that he did not have the 
qualifications for a graduate student in physics and he so advised 
him. He told SARANT that it would be necessary for him to 
further qualify himself before his application could be considered, 
and recommended several general physics texts for him to study 
but told him that his chance’s for admission were not good. Later 
BETHE told the head of the Physics Department in regard to b6 
SARANT's application, that he saw no reason to recommend him and b7c 
the application was,refused. 

BETHE continued he was surprised in the fall of 1946 
to find that SARANT had moved to Ithaca, giving up his position 
at the Bell Telephone Laboratories when he had no assurance 
whatsoever of acceptance at Cornell. He was never admitted to 
Graduate School but did gain employment as an electrical engineer 
in the construction of the Cornell Synchrotron. BETHE advised 
he never .maintained any close relationship with SARANT, stating 
that he had probably not talked to him for over a total of an 
hour in all of the time that he knew him and that the longest 
conversation he ever had with him was during their first - meeting. 

‘with SARANT 
in his home 

tf* 

ft*fc'iufj*BBTHE denied ever discussing any confidential data 
and further denied that he ever entertained SARANT 
CU2 wee ever in SARANT'S home. He stp.ted . however . 

that his f 
] which resulted 

^school where the BETHE 
was very much loved by 

visited quite a 

close friend of was 
TTecause 
children had 
the BETHE children, 
bit and because of the fact 

.had taught 
attended and that 

at. a nimRpW 

andl 
mat the 

J 
SARANTS. 
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were next-door neighbors of the 

b6 
b7C 

Mrs. BETHE met and 
visited the SARANT home on several occasions. Dr. BETHE explained 
that he and his wife had given a present to the SARANTS on the 
birth of their child because of the feeling of obligation for the 
free legal service which had been rendered by VICTOR K.D. ROSS. 
He added that he had no Idea what the gift had been but was sure 
that the value was definitely not in any respect equal to the 
legal service rendered. Dr. BETHE denied ever knowing or contat^gng 
JULIUS^OSENBERG,/wiLLIAM PERL, J0EJ/H3ARR, I MORTON b7c 

yfeOBELL, or HARRmfeOLD.’ He denied that any approach in any manner 
had ever been made to him on the part of any person to furnish 
information to an apparent espionage agent. He stated that - 
SARANT never pursued the development of his friendship and that 
he never gained the impression that SARANT wanted technical data, 
nor'did SARANT ever ask for such. He concluded that SARANT is a 
frustrated type who gives the impression that he feels that he has 
never had a chance for performance adequate with his ability. 
However, BETHE added that SARANT1s technical ability is strictly 
average. 

II. CONNECTION WITH SOVIET ESPIONAGE 

On February 14, 1950, after the arrest of EMIL JULIUS 
KLAUSyFUCHS in England on charges of espionage, activity,on behalf 
of the Russian government, subject was interviewed by the writer 
at his office in Newman Laboratory, Cornell University. Subject 
advised that he had been a close associate and friend of FUCHS, 
having first met him at the University of Bristol, Bristol, 
England in 1934 - FUCHS was a graduate student and subject a 
research assistant. Subject stated they did not become too well 
acquainted at this time and that this period of association 
lasted for only half a year. Subject stated he believed he next 
saw FUCHS on a visit to England during a trip there in 1936 or 
1938. 

Subject advised that in 1944, he was in charge of 
the Theoretical Division at the Los Alamos Atomic Project, Los. 
Alamos, New Mexico. . This Division performed the calculations \ ^ 
beforehand as to how the atomic bomb was to be made and assembl^ra 
and how it would work. During this period, FUCHS joined the g^roup 

-5- 
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at Los Alamos and worked under subject from the summer of 1944 
until January, 1946 when subject left the project. 

Subject stated that he next saw FUCHS In June Or July, 
1946 while he, (subject), was employed at the General Electric 
Company, Schenectady, New York. FUCHS was on his way back to 
England and stopped to see subject. Subject recalled that their 
main topic of conversation was an accident that had occurred at 
Los Alamos when a Dr. SL0TIN was killed by radioactivity when .a 
reactor "ran away". It was subject's recollection that! I be 

from Boston came to Schenectady to meet him, but subject b7' 
advised that he did not meet her and does not know her name. 
He believed that FUCHS remained in Schenectady only one day. 

Subject stated that since this meeting he saw FUCHS 
two other times, one occasion was in England during the summer 
of 1948 when subject spent a day and a half at Harwell. He talked 
to FUCHS, as well as several other scientists? and FUCHS showed him 
around and told him something of the theoretical work being done 
there. Subject stated that he was under orders of the Atomic 
Energy Commission not to talk on restricted matters and that con¬ 
sequently the conversation was strictly one sided. During the 
spring of either 1948 or 1949, FUCHS visited subject at his 
invitation in Ithaca; FUCHS had come from England to attend 
Declassification Meetings in Washington, D.C. Subject advised 
that, as he recalled, FUCHS stayed one day and their main topic 
of conversation was nuclear reactors and declassification. Subject 
stated that again he was under orders of the Atomic Energy 
Commission not to discuss any restricted information. 

At the conclusion of this interview, subject stated 
he never had any reason to suspect FUCHS of espionage or even to 
consider him pro-Russian. Subject added that to his knowledge 
FUCHS never attempted to elicit any confidential information from 
any of his co-workers. Subject remarked FUCHS' arrest came as a 
complete surprise to him,and he felt that he does not know whom 
he can ever trust since he always regarded FUCHS as absolutely 
loyal and trustworthy. y 
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On April 17. 1950. sub.iect was again Interviewed 
concerning FUCHS by SA| This interview 
took place at the Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory, Schenectady, 
New York. It will be noted that in the previous interview, 
subject stated he saw FUCHS at Schenectady, in June or July, 1946, 
that it was his recollection thatl ' Ifrom Boston came 
to Schenectady to meet FUCHS but that he, (subject), did not b6 
meet her and does not know her name. In this second interview b6 
subject stated that sometime in May, 1946 he received a letter b7 
from FUCHS stating he would like to stop for a visit prior to 
his return to England. He stated that he must have advised 
FUCHS to visit him at the General Electric Company in Schenectady. 
Upon recollection, he stated that he was at the General Electric 
Company from June 17s 1946 to July 10, 1946. Records of that 
company reflected FUCHS visited subject on June 25* 1946. 

Subject advised that on the day of his visit, FUCHS 
arrived alone around noon and that FUCHS planned to, and did, meet 
his I I in-the afternoon. Sub.iect further advised that he is 
quite positive >hat FUCHS also saw| | and 

I Iwhile at General piectric. Late in the 
afternoon, according to subject, both he and FUCHS left the 
plant and walked uptown where they met I lat a drug 
store. He believed that they either had dinner or a light lunch 
together and that it was his recollection that after eating FUCHS 
and Jhis| |took a train for Boston and he returned to the 
Van. Curler Hotel, where he was then residing. Subject stated he 
resided at this hotel for abo'ut a week after his arrival in 
Schenectady on June 17. 1QA6 and when| I sub-let a house 
at| | he moved in with the| land' stayed 
there until his departure on July 10, 1946. 

___Since it had been previously ascertained from| 
| that,she hfid 

sup-ieu ner nouse rrotn June k!4„ ly^o to August y, 1946 to|_ 
of Rochester, New York and since General Electric 

uompany records reflected that FUCHS visited subject on June 25> 
1946, these facts were brought to subject's attention. Pie then . 
advised he felt sure that FUCIIS ana his I 1 had accompanied 
him via bus to where it was quite possible 
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they had dinner. Subject then recalled that FUCHS had expressed a 
desire to stay overnight for an extra' day's visit at Schenectady, 
but that his| |was quite anxious to return to Boston as soon 
as possible to see her children* who had been left in someone's 
care. He then stated that FUCHS and his| took the night 
train to Boston. - 

of unknown relial 
Run si an esninnop-i 
to 

| Albany Confidential Informant| | 
>i±ity, advised that JULIUS ROSENBERG (\onviewed 
l agent), in furnishing information pertaining 

stated that ] bad a contact .at .Gojane 
red to as' 
advised that ROSENBERG 

s_(in 
|orJ[ 

onna.ni 
| In discussing this above 

on JUiy 10, 1951 , it was ascertained 
tely/mentioned are identical with 
eSFthe Physics Department of Cornell 

that subject's name is i 

^phonetic). On Aorill_ ladvised that ROSENBERG Lad 
\^ain discussed ^rith him and mentioned thatl I 
.had two excellent friends [Tnphe college) namely; Professors 

| (phonetic) andj^ \orJ\ I In discussing this above 
mi ormation with the mrormant on JUiy 10, 1951, it was ascertainec 
that these individual nrovi oUteTy/menti oner! are identical with 

I I and _ eSFthe Physics Department of Cornell 
University. It should bp 1nrvinir‘ that subject's name is 
pronounced phonetically 

On July 2, 1951. DAVipj^GREENGLASS, a conf£j3.s.ed_S_pviet 
espionage agent who is now serving7 a 15 year sentence for 
conspiracy to commit espionage against the United States, advised 
SAS| Hand I ] that he furnished tho 
name of Dr. HANS BETHE, among others, to hArrY GOLD on June 4. 1945 

.as a possible Soviet espionage recruit. He stated that 
' | had advised him that BETHE was a Communist. DAVID 
GKEENULASS stated that he never met BETHE, who was then (in 1945) 
connected with the Atomic Energy Project at Los Alamos, New Mexico 
as was GREENGLASS. 

_■ >6rEENGLASS related that his instructions were to 
furnish the"’names of’ prospective recruits to his contact; however, 
under no circumstances was he to follow up by contacting the 
individuals. He stated that he never spoke to JULIUS ROSENBERG 
or HARRY GOLD again about BETHE, and does not know whether BETHE 
was actually recruited to do espionage work. GREENGLASS stated ^ 
that his Instructions were received from his I 
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a confessed So_vl&t^e.splonage _ age.pt., who in turn had received 
these instructions from-JULIUS ROSENBERG. GOLD. gave the list in 
which BETHE's name was included to ANATOLE AjpTAKOVLEV-, then Vice 
Consul of the U.S.S.R, Consulate, in New York City. GOLD is a' ' 
self-confessed former Russian espionage agent currently serving a 
thirty-year prison sentence. 

- III. ALLEGATIONS CONCERNING JULIUS ROSENBERG'S 
. POSSESSION OF INFORMATION PERTAINING TO THE 
■' NUCLEAR PROPULSION OF AIRCRAFT AND REPORTED 

TRIPS MADE BY HIM TO ITHACA. NEW YORK 

DAVID GREENGLASS, mentioned previously, has advised 
that in either March or October/ 1948, JULIUS ROSENBERG told him 
that he had the mathematics for "an atomic motor" for an airplane. 
Confidential Informant jhas reported that ROSENBERG claimed to 
have received highly confidential data pertaining to the nuclear 
propulsion of aircraft. Information will be set forth in a 
subsequent section of this report concerning thejfNEPA^Nuclear 
Energy for the Propulsion of. Aircraft) Project. ** b2 

It was set forth previously in this report that by b7c 
their own admission subject and ALFRED SARANT were personally b7E 
acquainted. It was also reflected that JULIUS ROSENBERG identified 
sub lent to Confidential Informal as one of I i 

Albany Confic 
advised tha~ 



t t 
b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7C 
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be noted that ALFRED SARANT previously advised 
and the writer that he moved into his home^on 
, Ithaca in February, 1949. This would.then 

place the train trip sometime subsequent to February, 1949. 

-10- 
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It will be further noted that believed 
to be the | |of the automobile used in tne second trip to 
Ithaca, purchased' according to Bureau of Motor Vehicle Registration 
records in New York City, a new 1949 Bulck convertible from the 
Glidden Buick Corporation of New York City on May 14, 1949. This 
would then place the automobile trip sometime subsequent to- 
May 14, 1949.- 

At the time of his trial in U.S. District Court, 
Southern .District of New York, DAVID GREENGLASS testified that 
JULIUS ROSENBERG met him early in June, 1950 and told him thathhe 
had just come back from upstate New York, where he had seen some . 
people. GREENGLASS in his testimony placed this contact by_ 
RnsENRERfi- p.nmetims between June 4, 1950 and June 15* 1950.1 I 
__Lu.S. Weather Bureau, New York City, advised b2 

SA_that during this period there would have been b6 
two. dates when a person could have driven from Ithaca to New Yorkb7c 
City in a continual rainfall; the latter half of June 3 and the b7D 
early hours of June 4, and the period extending from 9:00 AM 
June 10 to two to three A.M. June 11. I ladvised that 
the June 10-11 period (a weekend) was the more probable possibility. 

IV. INFORMATION PERTAINING TO NEPA (NUCLEAR 
ENERGY FOR THE PROPULSION OF AIRCRAFT) AND 
SUBJECT'S ACCESS TO CLASSIFIED DOCUMENTS AND 
MATERIAL PERTAINING THERETO 

' b7D 

Ay 'Information concerning NEPA. 

The follow! 
Confidential Informantf 

information was sained from Albany 

Commencing in 1947* a project was undertaken to 
determine the feasibility of using an atomic power plant in aircraft 
This project was known as NEPA (Nuclear Energy for the Propulsion 
of Aircraft). In May of '3.947, an initial report on this study ' 
was issued and was known as NEPA Technical Report No. 4. This 
report could be considered to contain the basic mathematics in x 
developing atomic energy for airplane propulsion. 

v 
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commenced an exhaustive study of this problem and Its work In 
/this regard was commonly called the iftexlngton Project". On 
September 30* 1948* the results of this .'''Lexington Project" were 
published In a report known as the ^Lexington Report■(LEX.P-l)" 
The appendix to Chapter XII of this report contained the basic 
mathematics for the solution of the problem of the application of 
nuclear energy in an aircraft power plant.' 

In 1947* the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

B. Investigation concerning subject's access to classified 
documents and material pertaining to NEPA. 

Albany Confidential Informant | 1 referred to above* 
has advised that subject was furnished with numerous progress 
and completed reports pertaining to the NEPA_project, and that-a 
number of these documents were receipted for"biTehe'l I 
who;it is understood is identical with| 
the present| to subject. 

This informant furnished the following information 
of pertinency concerning the various NEPA reports that have been 
in subject's possession. 

TITLE 
DATE 
ISSUED 

COPY 
NO. 

DATE 
ASSIGNED 

DATE 
RETURN! 

b2 
b6 
.b7C 
b7D 

b7C 
b7D 

It will be noted that Albany Confidential Informant 
of.known reliability* has advised that NEPA No. 4 report* 
assigned to subject* was actually a proof which had been submitted 
for consideration and final approval prior to publication. This 
informant also advised that Copy No. 34* .which was an abridged 
edition of the report* after the more highly classified portions 
had been deleted* was sent to subject on June 6* 1947. 

-12- 
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_To nontinnp with i nfnrma t-.-i nn furnished by |_| a 
_| wa^J__to subject* prior to the latter 

part of 1948 whenl I was employed in thst noslt1_nn..—This 
informant indicated that bothl b-ndj ^had "received 
clearance from the Atomic Energy Commission to handle classified 
material; however, this informant stated that subject had another 
” ~ jluring the year 1948* whose name was unknown to the 
Atomic Energy Commission and who had not been cleared to handle 
AEC material. It was further learned that subject maintained 
NEPA material in the same safe as AEC material assigned to him 
prior to October 20* 1949* when NEPA supplied him with a separate 
.safe for their information and documents. It was understood 
that, according to NEPA's instructions* no one was to have access 
to this safe with the exception of Dr. BETHE and a number of NEPA 
officials who were actively participating in the project. 

According to Confidential Informant| H the AEC 
required a periodic inventory from those persons having classified 
AEC materials* which inventory is supposed to set out the identity 
of all persons having access to that material. Informant advisedbe 
that per the.s£ inver 

|M0RRIS0N andj 
as"having access to 
_f and 
thereto. - 

•i-rri.q. as of July 11* 1947* Drs. PHILIb7c 
|as well as subject* were listed b7D 

data. Further* that in 1948* |_| 
were listed as having access 

I I Cornell 
University* was interviewed concerning the manner in which clas¬ 
sified documents are kept at Cornell University. He advised that 
any professor having classifieds documents must safeguard them 
according to existing instructions .of. the particular branch of 
the government to which the documents" apply. He added that there 
is no central depository for such documents or classified infor¬ 
mation. nor is there any central record of documents on inventory 
or charged out by any particular professor for his personally- 
assigned safe. 

| jstated that any classified information 
or documents assigned to subject would necessarily be kept by 
subject In a safe assigned to him. I btated that he knows 

-13- 
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that subject has classified information in his possession., but that 
he himself is not aware of the nature of- such information. I I 

added that he has come t.o know Dr. BETHE quite well since 
he has been at Cornell, and that he regards him as an ultra- 
sincere, straightforward individual and that he has never had any 
reason to question his loyalty or integrity. I I stated 
that he has talked with subject concerning PHILIP MORRISON, who 
is one of his associates in the Department of Physics, and has 
questioned him concerning MORRISON1s reported Communist 
affiliations. According to [subject in these 
conversations, though maintaining that MORRISON is not a Communist, 
has expressed his own personal opinion concerning Communism which 
created a definite impression in mind that subject is 
strongly opposed to Communism. 

Cornell 
University, upon interview cv tne writer" rurnisnea substantially 
the same information as did He stated that each 
person having classified inrdfmatloft i£ responsible for taking b6 
appropriate safeguards for this information and that the security b7c 
officer, and the University, in no way dictates to an individual b7D 
or controls him in the manner, in which he is to keep classified 
documents assigned to him. 

Department , norno'l I TTni vonai f.y , anrl|_| 

I lof the Nuclear Laboratory, Cornell University, advised 
that since 19^-7 the following Individuals have been employed by 
Cornell University as secretary to subject. 

_[ employed in-1947. She came originally 
from New York City and was last known to be emplpyed at the-' 
American Institute of Physics, 57 East 55th Street, New York City. 

|_| employed in 
As of March, 1951, according to Cornell University records. 

Iwas residing with her husband at 1 
where he was employed by the westinghouse 

Electric Company. 
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is now married and her last name is |_ 
to he residing someplace in Hawaii. 
TTn i ironr* n iir records is ShOWH ES 

employed by subject in 1948. L 
She was last known b7c 

Her home address on Cornell b7D 

|has been employed by 
subject from louo to date anci she presently resides at 

I I was Interviewed. by SASl | and] □ 
“Ton October 15, 1951. I~“ ladvised that she is 

currently employed as a Industrial Engineering Department 
Columbia University, New York: City. She indicated that she was . 
previously employed by the American Institute of Physics, 57 East 
55th Street, New York City. ' be 

b7C 

stated that from April 1. 1046 until b7c 
or May 14, 194Y, she was employed as a 

the Physics Department at Cornell University.^ During this period 
she ^served as a 

who were 
to both Dr. HANS. A_F%ETHE .andf 
~~ | of the NucTear Studies School at 

She Indicated that I lie ft Cornell Cornell University. _ 
University in February, 1947 to continue his work with the Atomic! 
Energy Commission on a full-time basis and' that he is now at the 
California Institute of Technology. 

urther advised that there were two 
safes, one in the office of tnd the other in the office 
of Dr. BETHE at Cornell University, which were used to keep 
classified &EC documents. For clarity these safes will be referred 
to as the No. 1 safe which was maintained In the office of 

and the No. 2 safe, which was later maintained in the--— 
office of Dr. BETHE, 

Concerning the Nh 1 safe,_|furnished 
the following information. She stated that this was the safe 
in which the very important AEC documents were maintained and that: 
there was a stenographic notebook maintained in the safe,-which was 

-15 
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used for charge-out purposes. 
Cornell Universitys\ 

She stated that when she came to 
furnished her with a combination 

of the safe on a piece or paper, and thereafter she committed it 
to memory and destroyed the piece of paper by burning it. She 
stated that| |was the only person who knew the 
combination of the No. 1 safe at that time and he must have 
forgotten part of the combination because he relied upon her ' 
memory for the combination. • 

stated that she passed this combination 
on tol_^ |in Pebruarv- \Qh7. 

Indicated that 1 had become her I 

b6 
b7C 
b7D 

explained 
arid 

memory 
combination 

c 

that she passed this combination in writing to| 
advised her that she should commit the combinerion 

and thereafter burn the piece of paper on which the 
had been ,recorded_SLha_further advised thatT 

To- 

had 
September 

the joined 
or October, 1946. 

staff in either 

he furnished thp—r- nimhinnt i nn 

who was 

stated that upon[ 
safe to 

of the Nuclear Studies Laboratory at Cornell University. 

further advised that 
would keep some Oi hiS OOrffidentlal materials in the No. 1 safe, 
however, on any occasion when he might desire these materials, 
she would remove them for him and after he had completed the use 
of the materials she would return them to the safe. She advised 
that the jionlv other nerr=jon who would keep anything in the No. 
safe was 
She stated thfttl who is a 

had had the .lob of -.r 
’iiiiea position au Loj Alamos, and pec 

| and a 
lor some similar 

a special courier came from Los Alamo 
7$ 

to be use 
had formerly held at Los Alamos. 

&hd delxVbbbd 
a quantity of classified material which was allegedly' 
as a continuation of the position whict)!- 

She stated that 
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gave her this package of documents for safe-keeping in the No. 1 
safe. She indicated that ould from time to time 
come to her and request these documents, and thereafter she would 
remove them from the No. 1 safe and|fould usually 
take them to the office of her husband. 
150 feet or so down the hall frod 
No. 1 safe was kept. — 

., which was approximately . 
office, where the 

stated that would sub¬ 
sequently return the documents to her to be replaced in the safe. 
However, she stated that there was no accounting of these 
documents and she never knew the exact number of documents which 
were maintained in this package. 

Concerning the No. 2 safe, furnished 
the following information. She stated tnat tins sare was obtained' 
during the winter of 19^6*to hold classified materials which were 
sent from Los Alamos to Dr. BETHE. She explained that Dr. BETHE 
was on a committee which reviewed materials in order to decide b6 
whether they should be declassified.' She stated that there were b7c 
considerable classified documents sent to Dr. BETHE hv registeredb7D 

one was 
documents 

mail from Los Alamos. She believed that 
employed at Los Alamos and that he would receive tne 
upon declassification, from this committee. She indicated that 
there was no charge-out record kept in this safe while she was 
employed as departmental secretaryy-'- 

Concerning the combination for this safe, she stated 
that upon obtaining the safe, which was government property as 
was the No. 1 safe, | |set the combination and recorded 
it on a piece of paper for her to commit to memory and thereafter 
this piece of paper was burned. She* stated that she passed this 
combination on t'o 
recall that anyone1 
herself knew this 

elSd dthdf 
combination. 

in February, 
that 

1Q2T7 and she does not 
and 

pertaining 

all consultants 

UEPA. • She 
a research 
to the NEPA 

furnished the foil.owing 
stated that Dr. BETHE,’ 
assistant at Cornell 

project. She 

information 
_land 

University, were . 
stated that I Had 

-17- 
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connected with 

□ 
our gftoaaj 

~r 

on s* 
](?) 

the Los Alamos atomic project* as were 
She recalled that all three of these 

made separate trips to New York 

formerly been 
Dr. BETHE and 
men had on vari 
City to see aT _|(?) who was|__[of the Fairchild 
Airplane and Engine Corporation,, with offices at Rockerfeller 
Plaza, New York City. She indicated that this individua.1 would 
on occasions come to Tthaca. New York via his private plane to 
consult with Drs. BETHE,I I She recalled taking 
dietatinn np the early stages of the NEPA project for Drs. BETHE 
and |_ 
She stated 

copies of 
that these 

which were maintained 
letters were sent 

in the 
registered 

No. 1 
mail. 

safe, 

b6 
b7C 
b7D 

b6 
b7C 
b7D 
;s |tated she could not recall any progre 

reports during the period she was employed as the I I 
hnd stated that "the NEPA project from the outset was 

considered to be something fantastic and was just a matter which 
you might joke about". She stated she had later learned that 
the idea of NEPA had considerable merit and it is her understanding 
that today it is, or will bo, a successful venture. 

1 
1 as an 

student or 
the period 
had met I 
for| I at 

dentified various photographs of 
individual who was either a graduate 

assistant in the Physics Department during 
Cornell University. She stated she possibly 
thel I who would call 

Rockefeller Hall. She indicated that Rockefeller 

a graduate 
she was at 

Hall 
University 
new laboratory 

housed the Physics Department and the laboratory at Cornell 
(this was before the construction of Newman Hall, the 

for nuclear studies at Cornell). 

stated that did not work direct! 
under Dr. BETHE; however, she stated the Graduate School was a 
well-knit, close organization and almost everyone in the departmen 
was known to everybody else. She stated they often attended 
.socials and receptions at various faculty members' homes and they 
had ample opportunity to become known to one another. She stated 
that|| to her knowledge, did not have access to either the 
No. nr imp. 2 safes afore-mentioned, and she has no knowledge 
that 
maintained. 

Jc. oaico ai ux auu uao uu 

may have had any access to material which Dr. BETHE 
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Concerning WILLIAM PERL, failed to 
identify the various photographs of him which were exhibited to 
her. However; she stated she recalled reading about.his arrest 
in the New York newspapers. She stated it was very hazy in her 
mind, however, she cannot definitely place where, but there was 
something about PERL or PERLE in Dr. BETHS's papers. She stated 
it was possible that Dr. BETHE had corresponded with someone by 
the name of PERL. 

b6 
b7C 
b6 
b7C 
b7D 

It should be here noted that when subject was inter¬ 
viewed by the writer on February 14, 1950, concerning his 
association with EMIL JULIUS KLAUS FUCHS, he advised that FUCHS 
was one of the scientists who had come to the United States from 
England to work on the atomic energy project at Los Alamos, and 
that this group of scientists had been under the direction of 

I lof the University of Birmingham. It is 
possible that this may be the individual, referred to by | | 

Photographs of ALFRED SARANT,_ 
and various other individuals connected with the- 

ROSENBERG espionage group were exhibited to 
effecting identifications. 

ithout 

ns. l tqp>i .r 
__ that 
combination for 

toQ 

telephonically 

the No. 2 s$.fe , 
She ■ 
it was 

•On October 
advised Special Agent 
Dr. BETHE may have obtained the 
at the time she furnished the combination 
stated that Dr. BETHE had access to this safe Inasmuch as 
in his office and he would help himself in obtaining documents 
from this safe. She also advised that at the time I 
furnished her with the combination of the No. 1 safe, he^reset ^ 
the combination, and there is a'question in her mind as to whether 
at the time he physically passed the safe op tnl , | 
he massed on the combination of this safe to 

] 

_ ■ She 
jwas reluctant to accept the responsibility-of the 

safe and this accounts for the question in her mind as- tr 
whether he actually received the combination from 

stated 
No. 1 
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|_also advised that filed the 
necessary forms for her to obtain clearance to nanaie the 
classified documents in the No. 1 safe at the time of her employ¬ 
ment in April, 1946. She stated she does not know whether she 
ever received any clearance, inasmuch -as there was no apparent 
investigation conducted pertaining to her clearance. In this bg 
connection she also advised that she had no knowledge of whether b7c 

had clearance to handle classified documents. b7D 

was interviewed on November 16, 1951 by SAS 
ladvised she is_ 

]ana Tnat herL i nor employed otngr tnan as a|_lanci tnat herl_ 
]is now working as an | |at the Atomic 

rower Division, wesuxnghouse' Electric Company,. Bettis Field, 
Homestead, Pennsylvania. 

I Jtated that she was employed as a| 
in the Physics Department at Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, 
from, about October. 1946 until June, 194?, during which period 
her I I was a student in Mechanical Engineering at Cornell 
University. She said that she served as an I . _I 

| phe regular| |for the major 
part of this employment and eventually replacedl I when 
the latter left about April, 1947. According to I 1 
the Physics Department hired another 
shortly after left. However. sne cwas or rhd obxhion 
that this was only a temporary.appointment since \ |was only 
of high school age. 

_stated that her job consisted of taking 
dictation and typing correspondence and reports for all members 
of the Physics Department, numbering about 10 faculty members in 
/all, as well as occasionally doing some typing for a graduate 
/student. However, she was principally occupied handling 

I Hduties for Dr. HANS BETHE-, co- 
director ot the departmen£~SIong withl llater ■ 
succeeded by| "T According to I f. she 
was officially employed ds an| |but 
was in effect a| I to Dr. BETHE and his I 
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. Accordingly, she had limited contact with 
[aria-other members of the faculty. 

|_Ipointed out at the outset of the interview 
that she had had no previous experience and no particular 
aptitude for technical subjects such as nuclear physics, and 
that therefore she seldom had any real understanding of the 
papers or dictation handled by her or even took an interest in 
this correspondence. She advised that she'was aware that a be 
considerable amount of atomic energy research was being conductedb7c 

• by members of the Physics Department but she had no recollection b7D 
/ of a "Lexington Report" or nnv other specific documents or 

^ projects. Moreover] ~ stated she did not know the 
significance of the term. "NEPA" or have any recollection of 
research work at Cornell relating to the study of nuclear energy N 
for the propulsion.of aircraft. 

She did recall, however, that on a few occasions the 
department had received registered mail, presumably containing 
classified AEC documents from Los Alamos, New Mexico and Washington, 
D.C. It was her belief that this mall had always been addressed 
to Dr. BETHE and that it was carefully sealed and stamped with. 
"Confidential" or similar markings. She advised that in those 
cases where she had received this mail, she had kept it under her 
personal observation or stored safely in her desk until she was 
able to turn it over to Dr. BETHE personally. 

maintained two safes 
Dr. BETHE1s office. 

re cal 
one iq 

She advised 

Tori that the 

recollection, she never had 
office and further that she had 
measures relating to this safe, 
or the contents thereof. 

5hysics Department 
office and one in 

that, to the best of her_ 
access to the safe in _ 

no knowledge of the security 
the persons who had access to it 

office . 
had direct ; 

stated that only Dr. BETHE and 
Dr. BETHE's 

_ —i/iiey were 
the only persons who knew the combination. She stated that 
she never had the combination to this safe herself and advised 

-21- 
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that whenever she desired 
to ask either Dr. BETHE or 
She stated that the only reason 
safe was to make deposits or 

o gain entrance 

sne ever naci 
withdrawals from 

petty cash fund which was kept in the safe. 

ip the safe, she had 
to open it for her. 
to go into the 
the department's 

Wheel 
claim never to have had the_ 
(particularly in view of| 

I was given the combination on a s 
commit it to memory), she stated that 
positive of this statement, in view of 

was' again questioned regarding her 
combination to Dr. BETHE1 s gife ._ 

Statements that I I 
lip of paper and asked to 
although she could not be 

the lapse of time involved; 

b6 
b7C 
b7D 

she definitely had. no recollection 
or of opening the safe herself. 

of ever having the combination 

advised that she had no recollection 
concerning the specific contents of the safe other than it 
contained the petty cash box, as well as a number of documents 
and papers which she presumed were classified and which probably 
included the correspondence Dr. BETHE received from time .to time 
from AEC. She advised that she cannot remember any specific 
security measures, such as a charge-out book or periodic inventory, 
which might have been in effect with r 
her belief that Dr. BETHE and 

spect to this safe. It was 
|cc as tonally 

the faculty or graduate opened the safe for other members oi 
students to allow them to take out specific reports or documents 
which they wanted to study. 

advised that she could not remember what 
measures* if any. Dr. BETHE employed to safeguard this material, 
and she said that it may ha.ve been necessary for the person¬ 
charging the document out to remain in Dr. BETHEb office while 
reviewing it, although she was not sure of this. She had no 
knowledge whatever concerning the possibility that some of the 
documents charged out in this manner may have related to the NEPA 
project. |_ 
in Dr. BETHE' 

_pointed out that the safe was in fact kept 
s private office which.was adjacent to the office In 

which her own desk was located, and that Dr. BETHE's office had 
a private entrance which was frequently used by faculty members 
and graduate students. She stated that in view of these 

-22- 
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circumstances, it was not always possible for her to know who was 
visiting Dr. BETHE or what may have transpired in his office 
with respect to the safe. 

_I stated that her office was’shared by another 
|who - oddly enough - was not affiliated 

in any way with the Physics Department but who was employed by 
a professor, name not recalled, who had something to do with 
student affairs a.t Cornell. 

It should be here noted that mentioned 
above,is to| i 
Cornell. ' jraiversiuy' : 1 Fg~g| _|or pnysics. 1 1 

] has been contacted by the writer and. she advised she shared 
an office with| |for a very short time only and that She 
has absolutely no Knowledge concerning the work performed by 
Dr. BETHE, his activities, or the material contained in his safe, 
or any other safes in the Physics Department, f ttdvised 
that though a| |of physics, of 
the Faculty, cievotes yp;# of his time to the duties involved with b?r, 
this position rather than the duties of a professor of physics. b7c 

b6 

Photographs of WILLIAM PERL were shown to I 
who failed to identify PERL either by descriptinn or namp. A 

who 
a 
of seeing 

photograph of ALFRED SARANT was then shown to_ 
appeared at first not to recognize the subject, but alter 
moment's hesitation stated she had a vague recollection 
him at Cornell. Moreover, the name SARANT was familiar to_ 

I I who advised that she definitely associated this name with 
Cornell. However, she could not place the subject specifically 
or recall the'circumstances in which she may have met SARANT. 

)jP secy 

A photograph oil 
recognized by 
stnflpnt 

_Jas immediately 
,who believed that he had been a graduate 

n physics at Cornell during her employment there. However, 
name was not familiar to her 

any specific information regarding 
and 

him. 
she could not furnish 
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was Inl.prvi pwppI ~hv RA 
! Ion November 29« 1951. I \ q 
1 i lad vised tb Lat 

t£ie 
Dope Timeni oi1 

to Dr. HANS BETHE who was connected with 
Cornell University in Ithaca, New York, 

September, 1947 to July, 1948. 

stts way 

from 

tated that during.the time she worked 
in this, capacity, a f ia.e cabinet with a- combination 
locking device was maintained in the office of Professor HANS 
3ETHE. In addition to herself, the following individuals 
connected with the Physics Department of the University knew the 
combination of the safe and had ready access to it. These 
Individuals were Professor HANS BET HE, Professor PHILLIP MORRISON 
and| l At this time, MORRISON and 

fjGFfe comidbtbd With thb ktaff of the Physics Department. 
She stated definitely that she knows that these three individuals 
had access to the safe because she remembers all.three of them 
opening the safe at various times during the period Of her 
employment asl I to Dr. BETHE. 

;\ 
> 

She recalls distinctly that the comh na11qn n£ the 
mfn m-an nr-rr.p in .October or November, 1947 by 

BETHE, herself and MORRISON had access to 
this safe both before and after the combination was reset by 

stated that all confidential papers in 
BETHE as a result of his connection with 

the U.S. Government, as well as some of 
kept in this safe and that Professor 

the identity of which she did not 
in the second 

was unabl'e 

the possession of Dr 
classified projects of 
his personal papers, were 
MORRSION kept some material, 
know but presumed it was personal material 
drawer from the bottom of this safe, 
to specifically identify any of the confidential 
were maintained by Professor BETHE in the safe 

documents which' 
in question. 

Relative to the project known as NEPA, she stated 
that the phrase NEPA is vaguely familiar to her and that she is 
quite confident that while employed as a| I she took some 

b6 
b7C 
b7C 
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dictation on this project. However, she could not recall any 
specific details. After taking dictation on this or any other 
project, her notes were subsequently burned'. She not 

and could give 

_ she 
these individuals 

recall anything about a Lexington Report 
absolutely no information concerning it. 

Relative to ALFRED SARANT and] 
stated that to the best of her knowledge 
did not have the combination to this safe, and she cannot recall 
ever having seen them opening the safe or being in the immediate 
vicinity when the safe was opened by any other individual. 
She addeji, however, "that SARANT and] | to the best of her 
knowledge, were doing graduate work in the field of Physics 
under the directioh of Dr. HANS BETHE, and that it appears to 
her that. SARAiNT, anc| | were in very close contact with 
BETHE as a result of their research projects. She Was unable to 
gil^ve anv information as to whether or not the research projects 
conducted bj and SARANT were in any 'way connected with 

confidential work in which Dr*. BETHE was engaged from 
ime to time as a result of his position as Coordinator,in 

(the Physics Department. She explained Dr. BETHE's position 
by stating tVjat t-.hp PhvaJ^iR rippartmont itself was under the 

knd that the Nuclear Research 
under.the direction of a 

Dr. BETHE's position was that 

'direction of 
Branch of the Department was 

from about April, 19^7. 
or a coordinator between thfffeftysics Departmentitself and the 

•Nuclear Research Branch of the Department. 

was unable to state whether or not Dr. 
HANS BETHE ever took.any of the other members of the Physics 
Department into his confidence in connection with the classified 
projects on which he. was working, or whether or not the others 
even knew of his confidential work for the goverment-. 

_tated that to the -best of her knowledge 
all classified material, whether connected with the Actomic 
Energy Commission or any other government department, was 
always kept by Dr. BETHE in the safe maintained in his office, 
except that on occasions when mail was addressed to Dr. BETHE's 
office,and no one was in it, the mail would be 

c\ V 
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(^0 Tn imnarj 

ofl 
of i-h<a individuals employed In the office 

Upon receipt of this mail by one of 
imined iaj^-La-Jia mil: in JJie saf e 

where it would 
these employees * it would 
maintained in the outer office of[ 
remain until she herself or Dr. BETHE would either 
mail directly from this safe and put it 
or until some employee of 
would remove the mail from this safe and 
either her or Dr. BETHE, at which time 
safe in Dr. BETHE's office.| 
occasions' were very rare, and that bn none 
did she ever have reason to believe that 
or tampered with before it was delivered to 
the custody of Dr. BETHE. 

take the 
in Dr. BETHE1s sa¬ 

bring it directly 
ii, was'then placed in 

added that these 
of these 
the mail 

either 

<3 
office 
to 

the 
b6 

!b7C 
b7D 

occasions, 
was opened 
her custody or 

_|was unable to give the names of any 
individuals who may have been emnlovef] as al Ito Dr. 
BETHE outside of herself. 
her, and[ 
that position. 

whom she believes preceded 
whom she believes succeeded her in 

of 
Professor- 

stated, 
was for 

s offica MORRISON ' S office but ‘thatT 
of her knowledge, had done_ 
She also believes that h tnma 
smnl nvcd ini_ 

however, that an individual bv 
a time employed as the 

I 
as one 
nowl edge" 

1 
known 
ff ice 

the best of her 
fcrDr. BETHE nor did they 
Dr. BETHE's office. 

naa 
have 

never, to 
|autie’s for Dj 

only^asl 

% 
name 

in 
the 'best ■ 

ever 
access 

to her 
and that 
but that 

performed 
to the 

I 
THE. 
as 

to 
none or tries e, to 

^duties 
•did maintained in 

_| also stated that for some reason or 
other, the name of ROSENBERG is .familiar to heij and that she has 
heard this name and for some reason connects it with,her duties 
at Cornell University. However, she could not state whether •' 
it was in connection with her official duties as al 
to Dr. BETHE,or whether it was the name of a student in the Physics 
Department. She could not give the first name of this individual 
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and stated that.the full name of JULIUS ROSENBERG meant nothing 
to her whatsoever. She also stated that the names of WILLIAM 
PERL, HARRY GOLD, and DAVID GREENGLASS are unfamiliar to her, 
and that she has never heard these names in any connection 
whatsoever while' she was employed at Cornell University.' 

the writer at her residence 
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_Jadvised that she has served as subject's | [ 
at the Laboratory of Nuclear Studies at Cornell University since 
September 13, 1948. She stated that, although this laboratory was 
officially opened on October 1, 1948, several of the offices 
began functioning prior to that date. She added that she has 
never been employed in Rockefeller Hall, which is the main 
physics department hall. 

I tated that when she first began employ¬ 
ment at the Laboratory or Nuclear Studies, subject was ,6n sab- . 
.batical leave during the first semester of the 1948-1949 school 
year and during this period was teaching at Columbia University 
in New York City. As a consequence, though her position called 
for .her to be his| | she had no connection with sub ject^ 
other than typing up from time to time oertain manuscripts which7r 
he sent her. b7D 

stated that when she first began this 
employment "mere was one safe located in subject's office. This 
safe contained all classified documents and information in. the 
possession of the staff members of the nuclear laboratory. She 
stated tha't she did not know, the combination of this safe until 
after subject's return to Cornell in February of 1949. She added 
that it was about this time that she received clearance by the 
Atomic Energy Commission, upon sub -ionf.' s return, he gave her 
the combination to the safe 
subject was at Columbia University, 
nature which he would have received would 
him in .Rockefeller Hall, where jt would hrivp 
safe in that 

to 
building 
the 

o under the |_ 
Director of the 

stated that while 
any mail of a classified 

have been directed to 
been held iru the 

of 
Physics Department. 

September, 1940 to 
on the Cornell faculty 
Professors PHILIP MORRISON.f 

and 

tated that 
February, 1949, 

may have had 

during the period, 
the following 

from / 
individuals 

access to-this, safe; 

aoes not know who, 
combination to the 

if any, 
safe. 

Jidded, 
of the foregoing ind: 

however, that she 
.viduals had the 

b6 
b7C 
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|_|stated that from February, 1949 to the 
present she has had access tq and has had the combination of, 
this safe, which was given to her by Dr. BETHE. She stated that 
the combination has been changed from time to time by subject. 
She further stated that prior to June, 1950, no inventory was 
kept of its contents, the only record, being the receipts for 
material received. She advised that such receipts are maintained 
in the safe. According to| since June, 1950 she has 
maintained a record book of all material entering the safe which 
shows date of receipt, date of document, description or reference, 
copy number, sender, classification, and date of transmittal. 

With further reference to this safe,|~ stated 
that she knows that for a short time subsequent to February, 1949 
PHILIP MORRISON also knew the combination. She stated, however, 
that he has not had the combination for well over a year since 
it was over a year,ago when he removed all material assigned to 
him and returned all classified documents. She stated that wit^e 
the exception of MORRISON she is certain that no one has known b7c 
the combination of this safe since February, 1949. b7D 

__stated that sometime in late 1949 or 
early 1950, subject received a second safe which was furnished 
him by NEPA on a loan and was for the exclusive use of NEPA 
documents. All documents pertaining to NEPA that had been kept 
in the other safe were removed by subject and placed in this second 
safe. | |stated that she maintains a record of the 
receipt or ail material which has been placed in this safe since 
1950 and that since the receipt of the safe, only she and subject 
have ever known the combination. 

to her as 
advised tha 

a former graduate student 
known 

is absolutely 
positive that he never had access to either safe, 

|_|stated that she was never acquainted with' 
ALFRED SARANT, and she failed to identify a photograph of him as 
ever having been a visitor in her office. She added, however, 
that she has seen his name on records maintained at the nuclear 
laboratory as a former employee. 
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_|was shown photographs of JULIUS ROSENBERG 
and WILLIAM PERL, and she stated that t.hpsa jnidliala anot 
known to her She further stated that 

are unknown to her. 
md 

nau no 

the When questioned concern-in; 
prior to her employment, | ” 

"[during the summer or ly^o. 

identity of sub j e c t1 s 
stated that he 

When questioned concerning the identity of NEPA 
documents in the possession of subject,, she stated that the 
^Lexington Report” is familiar to her and that this was part 
of the material which was moved from the first safe at the tinicb6 
of the receipt of the second safe from NEPA. She stated that b^c 
subject returned this report to NEPA in September or October., 
She advised that she Is not able to identify any other reports 
pertaining to NEPA by name or report number. 

During the course of this interview,| ] 
described subject as one of the finest men that she has ever 
known. She stated that the development of the atomic bomb has 
been a source of worry to him, since he realizes the terrible 
potentials of the bomb when it comes to- killing power. She stated 
that she has heard him remark that he is not In favor of the 
development of the hydrogen bomb since he cannot see any use to 
which it may be put other than the destruction of mankind. 

|__|stated that subject appeared to be quite 
hurt when the article that he had written for the^vScientif1c 
American" in the April, 1950 issue resulted in tho AEC destroying 
the issues of the magazine that had already been printed containing 
this article. According tol I subject told her that he 
did not think that he had included any restricted or classified 
information in this article. She stated that since that time 
he has been particularly careful in matters pertaining to security. 

|_| stated that she considers subject both a • 
foe of Communism and of Russia, and that she is of the sincere 
opinion that he is for America "first, last and always". 

-30- 
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Information was set forth earlier In this report 
subject by SAS [ 

950 wnen he was 
concerning an interview had with 
|_| and | _| on July 28, 195 
questioned concerning his relationship with ALFRED SARAMT. At 
the time of this interview, subject stated that during the time 
that SARANT was employed at Cornell, the University had no 
confidential contracts and that SARANT had no access to confidential 
data in his work on the Synchrotron. BETHE stated that the only 
confidential information at Cornell University at this time, b6 
of which he was aware, was contained in various documents b7c 
relating to a confidential consultant contract which BSTHE had 
with the Atomic Energy Commission since his termination of duties 
at Los Alamos, New Mexico,but he claimed that .cat?at\tt Vnri no 

access to this information. BETHE stated that 
formerly was employed at California Technical Institute and may 
have had access to classified Information at that time which 
possibly could have been available to SARANT. 

Concerning the confidential Information in his 
possession, subject stated that all documents relating to his 
consultant contract were, maintained in two safes in his office 
at Cornell University. Fie stated that the combination to one 

to his 1_ 
eTerrecC J 

safe is known only to himself and 
(this individual is identical witlrj 
to above). Subject advised tha- 
was changed by order of the Atomic Energy Commission in January, 
1950 but that the previous combination to this safe was known to 

— professor MORRISON,. both_of_the[^^^_^^^_ 
TJepar5Tmerrt—aTrTTorTiell. Subject stated that I brobablv did 
not know SARANT and -was not close tol 1 knowing 
only as a graduate student-Subject further stated that 

his present 
and was acquainted wiun 
the University. Dr. beThk eri vised 

MORRISON was close t< 

also probably did not know SARANT 
only as a graduate student at 

however, that Professor 
and that he knew both were 

active in a minority poiincai parry in Ithaca, of which MORRISON 
was Chairman at that time. 

It will be noted that the information furnished by 
subject with reference to the safes in his office is at variance 

b6 
b7C 
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with information received from his| | It 
will be noted tha Advised that she knows the 
combination of both safes in subject’s office, i-diereas he advised 
that she only knows the combination to one safe and that only 
he himself knows the combination of the other safe. 

V. ATTENDANCE AT INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
NUCLEAR "PHYSICS, UNIVERSITY OF "CHICAGO, 
SEPTEMBER, 1951 

Confidential Informant! _idvised in|_ 
that subject had been invited to attend the International 
Conference on Nuclear Physios, sponsored by the Institute for 
Nuclear Studies of the University of Chicago from September 17 
to 22, 1951. 

On September 12, 1951 to 
the Director, Department of Physics, Cornell University, advised 
that subject had been in Europe during the summer but it was her 
understanding that he was returning to the United States on b? 
September 20th and would be in Beechhurst, Long Island, on that b6 
date. ' b7c 

b7D 
Records of the Ithaca Post Office reflected no change 

of address for subject. |_| advised 
that his records reflected the subject had instructed all mail 
received by him during the summer months be delivered to the 
Nuclear Laboratory at Cornell University. 

Albany Confidential Informant of known relia¬ 
bility, advised that subject maintains a checking account at the 
First National Bank of Ithaca but that records of this bank 
reflected no change of address for subject during the summer of. 
1951. 

This informant advised that a review of subject's 
checking account reflected that the loot item -in the amnnnt was 
a check dated August 9, 1951, payable tol fc.n 
the amount of $510.00. This check,- whicn bore subject's signature 
was cashed at the Bank of Manhattan Company in New York City. 

The foregoing information was furnished by[ "kith 
the distinct understanding that it would not be made public 
except following the issuance of a subpoena in a proper case. 
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Laboratory or Nuclear studies, Cornell university;i aavisea on 
September 14th that subject was returning to the United States 
on September l6th and that he would arrive in Ithaca, New York 
on September 20th. it was lunderstanding: that he would 
s£ay for one day. September l6th, with his mother, Mrs. ANNA. 

BETHEL. Cryder's Point, Beechurst, Long Island. | ^ Ridded 
that he had learned that subject would leave New York for Chicago, 
Sunday night, September l6th, to attend the International 
Conference on Nuclear Physics. 

Ito the Dean of the Faculty, 
Cornell University, advised that she had 'learned that during 
the first week in September, 1951* subject was in Germany and his 
wife was in Switzerland. She added that he was returning to 
Cornell University on September 20th after attending the conference 
of nuclear physicists in Chicago, Illinois. ^ 

b7C 
b7D Albany Confidential Informant! 1 of known 

reliability, advised that subject arrived at the International 
Airport in New York City at 12:15 PM, on Flight 93-A of Trans- 
world Airlines on September l6, 1951- This informant advised 
that subject was traveling alone and was not met by anyone, and 
that his baggage consisted of one metal handbag and one canvas 
zipper bag. Subject left the Idlewild Airport at 12:55 PM, 
traveling by taxi cab and arrived at Cryder's Point at 2:00 PM, 
stopping at a boarding house named MICHELS. Informant stated 
that Cryder's Point is a small section in Beechurst, Long Island 
consisting of about ten homes in a private location on a private 
road. Subject.traveled by taxi cab from Cryder's Point to 
LaGuardia Airport and left on Flight 129 of American Airlines 
at 9^30 PM, September l6th enroute to Chicago. 

Albany Confidential Informant| 
reliability, advised that subject arrived at t 
Municipal Airport on American Airlines Flight 129 at 11:05 PM, 
Central Standard Time, September l6, 1951. After making return 
reservations, which were ascertained to be Flight 120, departing 
Chicago for Detroit at 2:40 PM, Central Standard Time, on 
September 19* 1951* and for Flight 716 from Detroi-t to Buffalo, 

of known 
ne Chicago 
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New York, departing Detroit at 5:05 PM, on September 19, 1951, 
subject left the airport. It was ascertained by this informant 
that subject stayed at the Hotel Windermere, 1642 East 56th 
Street, Chicago from September 1 &±Ja to 'September 19th, 1951- 
Albany Confidential Informant' of known reliability, advised 
that subject made no telephone calls while staying at the Hotel 
Windermere and also that he received no mail during the period 
of his stay there. 

The schedule of the International Conference on 
Nuclear Physics, University of Chicago, reflected that subject ( 
was listed as a participant in a 2:00 PM session on Monday, 
September 17, 1951 and as one who would give an auxiliary paper 
at a session at 2:00 PM on September 18, 1951. 

On| Albany Confidential Informal^| 
of known reliability, advised that he attended about half of the 
sessions of the International Conference on Nuclear Physics 
held in the Institute for Nuclear Studies at the University of 
Chicago from September 17 to September 22, 1951- Informant 
stated that he is acquainted with subject, but had only one chancy 
to talk with him during the conference. He stated that as far b6 
as he could judge, subject is a reasonably loyal person who is b7c 
among the advisory group of the "Bulletin of Atomic Scientists",b7D 

Informant's impression is that BETHE is somewhat conservative, 
seems to have a very firm belief, in democracy, and seems to think 
that the people of the United States can decide questions_ 

Tnf *n: 

[nformant stated he did not know whom 
le conference, but. he did know that he 

mingled with a number of deleg Informant added that he 

Informan 
subjectC 

_| Albany Confidential 
of known reliability, advised that he first knew 

Informant stated 

/ 
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that subject spoke at the Conference on Nuclear physics and 
that his remarks were purely scientific and were a discussion of 

iments which had been reported on by[ 
n the preceding day. 

Informant stated that subject is a man of broad 
interests and capabilities and that he considers him loyal to 
the United States. He stated that he did not see much of subject 
at the conf erence and did not know with whom he was in contact, 
but did recollect that he did not see him during the last few 
days of the conference. Informant added that he observed no 
activity indicating anyone was trying to obtain classified 
information and observed no breaches of security during the' 
conference. 

observed no breaches of security. This Informant could furnish 
no specific information concerning subject's activities at the 
conference. 

Informant | |of known reliability, advised that although he 
did not meet subject at the Conference on Nuclear Physics, he 
did have a social, contact with various delegates to the conference 
.and that he had observed no breaches of security or attempts ' / 
to obtain classified information. 

/ 

Albany Confidential Informant advised that subject 
departed from Chicago at the Chicago Municipal Airport on / 
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Flight 120 via American Airlines at 3:15'PM, Central Standard 
Time, September 19, 1951* 

Albany Confidential Informant!_\ of known 
reliability, advised that subject arrived at Buffalo, New York 
from Chicago, Illinois via American Airlines, Flight 716 at ^7D 
approximately 8:12 PM, Eastern Daylight Saving Time, on 
September 19, 1951. Subject-immediately took a taxi to the 
Lehigh Valley Railroad and boarded an eastbound train, departing 
at 8:55 PM. It was ascertained that subject was going to 
Ithaca, New York, where he would arrive at 12:45 AM, Eastern 
Daylight Saving Time, September 20, 1951. This informant 
advised that subject's baggage consisted of one large leather 
case, dark brown with light tan trim,and an overnight bag, either 
canvas or leather, the color of which was a brilliant red. 

VI. INFORMATION CONCERNING ARTICLE WRITTEN BY 
SUBJECT IN THE APRIL, 1950 ISSUE OF THE 
Scientific American" 

Reference was made previously in this report to an 
article written by subject in the April, 1950 issue o,P the 
"Scientific American". Albany Confidential Informant|_ 
known reliability, recently 
him from Albany Confidential Informa 
reliability. Confidential Informal 
"Scientific American", stated that it runs 
which the Soviets would like to see in a popular 

of 
^ .JL UX W -L 

snf; 1 
UJ.CC 

“I 
in 

hy 3n received 
|of unknown 

referring to the 
;o the sort of 'fetuff" 

scientific 
journal, including left-wing authors on atomic energy and security 
questions. There runs through nearly all the.issues, a general 
vein of anti-security editorial policy and the most significant 
of this sort of material is in the May, 1951 issue at Page 33, 
where they deride the idea that the ROSENBERG-3OBELI, trial, at 
which GREENGLASS testified, dealt with real security matters that 
it was vital to keep secret. The theme is that the atom bomb 
is so complex 
a detail. 

that no individual could do much harm by revealing 

This informant went on to report that the magazine 
used information received from various left-wing authors and 
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\ 
V 

$ 
u 

makes particular reference to subject, who, according to this 
informant, was against the H-bomb development and holds that our 
best and proper defense against Communism is prosperity. This 
informant advised that subject also attacked separatism and 
supra-nationalism, which "are ways of expressing the support of 
the one world idea and that everybody should share the bomb and 
other atomic energy secret matters". 

This informant further advised that the April, 1950 
issue of the "Scientific American", contained a 5,000 word b6 
article by HANS BETHE, which was suppressed, on account of four b7c 
technical paragraphs, by order of the AEC. Informant reported that 
in one story on this incident, BETHE was identified as "war-time 
chief of theoretical physics at Los Alamos", According to this 
Informant, 3,000 copies already run off were burned, type was 
melted down, and every galley proof and script impounded. The 
"Scientific American", through its editor, GERAKQfd^IEL, attacked ■■ 
the AEC decision and went to some trouble to drum up scientific 
opposition to the AEC's policies on security in a way fully 
consistent with the editors' general opposition to effective 
security policies. Further, according to this Informant, the ' 
Federation of American Scientists joined the protest, attacking 
attempts to restrict secret information and ridiculing the idea 
that "security lies in blind secrecy". 

the 
and 

On September 26 
"Sni enfrl £j r._Ammii nan11 
SA 

an connection with 
the "Scientific 
advised by a friend. 

Editor HL. 

article 
unerican". 

, 1951, DENNIStfFLANAGM*. 
was interviewed by SA[ 

FLANAGAN stated he met subject in 
of BETHE's which was published by 

FLANAGAN explained that he had been 
one EUGENE RABINOWITCH, of the staff of the 

"Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists" that BETHE had written an 
article on the hydrogen bomb. FLANAGAN advised that the 
"Bulletin of Atomic Scientists" is published in Chicago by the 
Emergency Committee of Atomic Scientists and has a circulation of 
about 15,000 copies per month. He also advised that RABINOWITCH 
was a professor of physics at the University of Illinois and was 
co-editor of "The Bulletin". RABINOWITCH suggested to FLANAGAN 
that the "Scientific American" might like to publish subject's 
article, FLANAGAN advised that he read the subject's article and 

fill'seuplc'x. - 

■ - ■'■■'tsiiri. cabpj. . 
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BETHE gave him permission to have it published. 

FLANAGAN said that when subject prepared the article 
he had it mimeographed and circulated about twenty copies among 
his friends and among other people to have it cleared. He sent 
one copy of the article tol I one of the five 
members of the Atomic Energy Commission. When the article was 
sent tc he was away on vacation and did not see it until 
the "Scientific American" had set up the article and had run off 
about 5,000 copies. The article was sent to| |on a personal 
basis,and as .a result it was not examined by any other member nf-- 
the Atomic Energy Commission during absence. Whenj_ 
finally read the article he felt that it contained certain 
material which should not be published. FLANAGAN advised that 
the Atomic Energy Commission destroyed the printing plates on 
the article and confiscated the 5*000 copies of the magazine that 
had been run off. FLANAGAN stated that none of the original 
copies of the magazine which was published in April, 1950, was 
delivered to the news stands. 

FLANAGAN stated he talked to the subject about delelj^ .g 
the objectional passages and they made several deletions. The 
Atomic Energy Commission then approved the article , in its corrected 
form. FLANAGAN advised that the article was a ncn-technical 
article on why BETHE did not want the United States to manufacture 
the hydrogen'bomb. FLANAGAN stated that since the article was • 
not technical, it did not occur- to subject that the information 
was not generally known. According to FLANAGAN, subject opposed 
the manufacture of the hydrogen bomb because he felt that this 
country could get by with the atom bomb and that in manufacturing 
the hydrogen bomb we would have to manufacture fewer atom bombs. 
FLANAGAN stated he believed subject's feelings were of a technical 
nature rather than of a political nature. 

FLANAGAN made available a copy of the April, 1950 issue . \ 
of the "Scientific American" and in the first paragraph subject._ 
in referring to a previous article, written by one I I 
stated that he agreed entirely with his view that the creation of 
the H-bomb makes our country more vulnerable rather than more secure. 
Subject goes on to state that he will discuss the hydrogen bomb 
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both on the technical side and on the political sidq and that on 
the political side he wished to take up the moral issue and the 
meaning of the bomb in the general framework of our foreign 
relations. 

The following is quoted from the section of this 
article devoted to the moral issue involved in the construction 
of the hydrogen bomb: "I believe the most important question 
is the moral one: Can we who have always insisted on morality 
and human decency between nations as well as inside our own 
country introduce this weapon of total annihilation to the world. • 
The usual argument heard in the frantic week before the President's 
decision and frequently since is that we are fighting against a 
country which denies all the human values we cherish and that any 
weapon however terrible must be used to prevent that country and 
its creed from dominating the world. It is argued that it would 
be better for us to lose our lives than our liberty and with 

i this view, I personally agree but I believe this is not the 
1 choice facing us here. I believe that in a war fought with 
I hydrogen bombs we will lose not only many lives but all our 
i liberties and human values as well. 

i "Whoever wishes to use the hydrogen bomb in our 
conflict with the U.S.S.R. either as a threat or in actual 
warfare is adhering to the old fallacy that the ends justify the 
means.a The fallacy is the more'obvious because our conflict 
with the U.S.S.R. is mainly about means. It is the means that 
the U.S.S.R. is using both in dealing with her own citizens and 
withoother nations that we abhor. We have little quarrel with 
the professed aim of providing a.decent standard of living for 
all. We would invalidate our cause if we were to use in. our fight 
means that can only be termed mass slaughter. 

"We believe in personal liberty and human dignity, 
the value and importance of the individual, sincerity and openness 
in the dealings between men.and between nations, prosperity for 
all and peace based on mutual trust. All this is in great contrast 
to the methods which the Soviet Government uses in pursuing its.- 
aims and which it believes necessary in the 'beginning phase' 
of Communism - which by now has lasted thirty-three years. 
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Regimentation of the private lives of all citizens, systematic 
education and spying upon one's friends, ruthless shifting of 
populations regardless of their personal ties and preferences, 
inhuman treatment of prisoners in labor camps, suppression of free 
speech, falsification of history in dealing both with their own 
citizens and with other nations, violation of promises and treaties 
and the distorted interpretations offered in excuse of these 
violations - these are some of the methods of the U.S.S.E. which 
are hateful to the people of the western world but if we wish 
to fight against these methods, our methods must be clean." 

Later in the article subject states: "So we come 
finally to one reason and only one that can justify our building 
the H-bomb: namely, to deter the Russians from using it against 
us if only for fear of our retaliation. Our possession of the 
bomb might possibly put us in a better position if the U.S.S.R. 
should present us with an ultimatum based on their possession of 
it. In other words, the one purpose of our development of the 
bomb would be to prevent its use,not to use it. If this is our 
reason we can contribute much to the peace of the world by stating 
this reason openly. This could be done in a declaration either by 
Congress or by the President that the U.S. will never be the first 
to use the hydrogen bomb, that we would employ the weapon only if 
it were used against us or one of our allies." 

On September 27, 1951, Dr. JOHN R. DUNNING, Dean of 
the School of Engineering. Columbia Universitv. New York City. 
was interviewed by SA and 3l\ 
Dr. DUNNING stated he was ramiliar with tne "Scientific American" 
and believed that it is the foremost magazine of its type in the 
country. He stated that it is not a "left-wing magazine" and as 
a matter of fact takes no political position. Dr. DUNNING stated 
that he was familiar with the circumstances surrounding the 
publication of the subject's, article in.the "Scientific American" 
and believed that the facts were the same as those mentioned by 
DENNIS FLANAGAN. _ - 

Dn. DUNNING stated that he knew Dr. BETHE and that he 
thought that BETHE had exercised "poor judgment" in publishing 
the article. He stated that he did not believe that BETHE's 
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opposition to the development of the hydrogen bomb was caused by 
any disloyalty to the United States. He further stated that 
Dr. BETHE is a very capable scientist and is playing a foremost 
part today in the development of the hydrogen bomb. 

On September 24, 1951> 

in Charge of Research, Cornell University, was interviewed by 
the writer as reported previously. During this interviewJ 

^stated that he had heard of the difficulties which arose 
over sub 
However, 
not read 

.iect1 s article written for the "Scientific American' 
stated that he 

the article" in question, 
has read the "Scientific American" 

maa nnf acquainted with and had 
did stated that he 

on ana on for several years 
and that in his opinion, by no stretch of the imagination, can it be 
considered "left-wing". He stated that he has always thought that 
the magazine attempts to keep itself free from political questions 
and issues. 

VII. MISCELLANEOUS INVESTIGATION AND INFORMATION 

b6 
b7C 

A. Results of previous investigation' 

The following investigation 
bn April 7 and 8, 1947. 

the University, Cornell University, 

TAiqa pnndnpf.prl hv .b fl 

Ithaca, New York, 
n-ffrpm? and 

__for 
stated that he was personally acquainted with Professor 
had known him since he first arrived at Cornell in 1935- 
asserted that BETHE,was of excellent character and reputation, and 
that he was considered a very distinguished member of the Cornell 
faculty and as being one of the outstanding theoretical physicists 
in the world. |_ 
or comments in any way 
beliefs or sympathies, pointing out 
was a German refugee who was regard 

any 
i 

stated that he had never heard 
derogatory pertaining to BETHE’s 

that, on the contrary, 
d as 

and anti anti-Communist, 
and pro-democratic, 
emotionally pro-American 
stated that he has no 
the government of the United 
tion concerning politics was 

being strongly 

criticism 
political 

BETHE 
anti-Nazi, 

totalitarian, being strongly pro-American 
|stated that BETHE is one of the most 

naturalized citizens he has ever met, and 
doubt but tnat BETHE is entirely loyal to 

States. He added that BETHE's reputa- 
that it was very conservative, that he 
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seldom expressed himself on political matters, and was inclined to 
leave such matters to officials of the government charged with 
the responsibility of policy-making with respect to the United 

'fy time has he had any cause to suspect or in any way question any 
of BETHE's activities, associates or conduct. He pointed out 

is, in fact, a German refugee and that he fled from 
this country because of his dj sap-reepient with the Nazi 
ruling Germany at that time, 

that BETHE 
Germany to 
philosophy ruling Germany at that time. | fetated that BETHE 
has frequently expressed himself as being anti-Nazi, anti-Communist, 
and anti-totalitarian and very strongly pro-American and pro- 
democratic. | ]added that he knew that BETHE is concerned over 
the present aggressive political tactics of Russia, and that he 
feels that it is the responsibility of the United States to curb 
Russia in order to protect democracy and freedom throughout the 
world. With respect to the disposition of atomic materials and 
the construction and disposition of atomic weapons. tated 
that BETHE is inclined not t<>6xpress himself on sucTT topics. 

Dean CARLETON C. MURDOCK, Professor of Physics and 
Dean of the University faculty, advised that he had known BETHE 
and had been associated with him since his arrival at Cornell in 
1935- Professor MURDOCK considered BETHE to be the highest type 
of gentleman from the standpoint of character and reputation, and 
an intensly loyal citizen of the United States, MURDOCK described 
BETHE as being typically a "pure scientist" and that he occupied 
himself almost entirely with scientific research and did not 
associate with any individuals outside of his field. MURDOCK 
stated that BETHE seldom makes any statements or comments of a 
political nature, and when he does he .is criticizing Communist and 
like philosophies and expressing himself in favor of democracy 
and Americanism. According to MURDOCK, BETHE is grateful to the 
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kr United States for accepting him, granting him American citizenship, 
and permitting him to pursue his scientific endeavors in this 
country. Professor MURDOCK stated that he would not have the 
slightest apprehension over the loyalty and patriotism of Professor 

BETHE. 

Laboratory o' dtacdTearBSt uclids', “advised that 
_of_ 
he 

the Cornell 
had ”'khown BETHE 

since B'940, and that he had’.-been intimately acquainted with him 
since earBy 1943, "pointing out that he .and BETHE worked very 
closely together at the Los Alamos project. I 1 stated that 
had the highest regard for Professor BETHE, describing him as a 
"pillar of strength" among the field of scientists, many of whom 
noted for their diverse opinions in matters outside the field of 

he 

are 

]stated that he knew BETHE to be conservative in/ 
ical opinions, being 'somewhat socialistic but so deeply 
the United States' that he was content to let the 

appropriate government officials determine policy with respect to 
the political aspects of scientific matters. 

science. 
his polit" 
loyal to 

B, Miscellaneous interviews 

united 
BETHE, 

SA md 
StHCes Court” 

on 
House in New 

_stated that ALFRED 
casually. The mv.mwp'.c’_ammd±mz 

o l 

was interviewed by SA 
June 18 and 19, 1951 

York City. In discussing 
SARANT ktjew BETHPj and his 

±£] thud_ 

at the 
Dr. HAN S 

personal friends 
x’espectively, off" | for a number of years 
stated that LOUISE SARAH!1 possibly knew Dr. BETHE throdgn 

] inasmuch as BETHE came to Cornell University 
Tier 

in 
approximately 1935 or 1936. 

_{stated that he first met BETHE at Cornell in 
the Physics Department, having taken courses under him. He 
indicated that he knew BETHE only as a teacher and the only social 
relationship he had was to have attendrad receptions at the BETHE 
home on White Park Road in Ithaca. 

| 1 became acquainted wij 
nursery school at which his 

-vi maniiE t 
stated that hisl 

ROSE, through -“life, 

) had taught. 
urre— 

He stated 
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that the name of this nursery school was Cornell Nursery School. 

Cltv of 
Jtfho is employed as 

Jthaca and who is also employed by 

b6 
b7C 

by 

_ was interviewed by the writer 
questioned concerning the relationship 
HANS BETHE and PHILIP MORRISON. [__ 
these individuals in and about Ithaca., 
SARANT. He stated that he recalls 
him about trying to get BETHE to help him enter Cornell University b7c 
Graduate School, but that this is the only time SARANT ever 
mentioned BETHE and that he does not believe that they were very 
close friends. He stated that he does not remember SARANT ever 
mentioning MORRISON. 

the 
_fas a 

in July, 1951 and was 
between ALFRED SARANT and 
] advised that he has seen 

Tnrb he never saw them with b2 

something that SARANT once told b6 

Albany Confidential infrvprnarriT-1 nf known 
reliability, a former associate of|_| was 
questioned concerning the relationship between BETHE and ROSS. He 
stated that he recalled BETHE as one of ROSS' clients,but that he 
never heard ROSS make any particular mention of him, and that to 
his knowledge, they never were close friends or associates. This 
Informant further advised that he does not believe that subject was 
ever a close friend of ALFRED SARANT. 

a£_ .known 
lof 

Albany Confidential Informant!_ 
reliability, arid Albany Confidential Informant j_|of known 
reliability, who "both are acquainted with Communist Party activity 
at Cornell University, have advised that to their knowledge, subject 
has never been connected with any Communist activity or front 
movements since he has been at Cornell University. 

C. Correspondents of subject 

Albany Confidential Informant | | of known 
reliability, has advised that subject was in correspondence ^ 
wdth the following individuals during October and November,' 1951* 
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Cryder's Point, Beechhurst, Long Island, New York 

With reference to the above, it will be noted that 
Cryder's Point, Beechhurst, Long Island, is the address of subject's 
mother. 



# i 

With reference to the above calls, it was 
ascertained that Trumansburg, New York, telephone 90F12 is a 
public phone booth in the Bath House at Tougannock State Park. 

Albany Confidential Informant |_pf known 
reliability, furnished the following information concerning the 
Western Union telegrams, mentioned above. It will be noted that 
information obtained from this informant can be made public .only 
in court upon issuance of a proper subpoena. 

contamea 
that whenf messages 

land td 
| Both 

was further 
he indicated 

telephone from which they were sent was 

telegrams 
ascertained 
that the 

It was ascertained from |_ _ 
Ithaca Savings Bank Building, Ithaca, New York that | 
is an expression in Greek which equals our expression of "many 
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happy returns of the day" and it is the message generally used to 
convey one's wishes on a birthday. 

^ersitv 
pr»r->rds nf ±±L£ E££2 S£E£Ul!s Qj £i ce - Porno11_ 

TTniversitv reflect that_ 
is a candidate for a degree in Chemical 

Engineering, having entered Cornell in September, 1948. His 
lis listed as 

Cornell University, 
who entered Cornell 
Athens, with his edu 

Istated that he 
the residence of Dr. 
duties he receives h 

lis a 
student and athlete 

| that 
.s undoubtedly 

in Corning, New York 
telephone. 

advised that he is 
with advanced stand 
ication sponsored by 
was instrumental in 

BETHE, where in re 
iis room and board, 
high-type individua 
at Cornell IJniversi 

has a girl 
identical! with the 

|to Foreign Students «_ 
acquainted with! 
ing from the University of 

■ the Arner 1 r,an F1 e 1.d Sorv.1c e. 
. placing|_p.t 
•-.nr»n tor certain house 

stated that 
.1 ana is an outstanding 
ty. It was ascertained from 
friend, who, according to 

individual at Mike's Grill 
called from subject's - 

VIII. PERSONAL BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Information sot forth in this section, unless 
otherwise noted, is a compilation of material obtained f ran the files 
of the Ithaca Credit Bureau, Cornell University, Confidential 
Informant! land "Who's Who". 

A. Birth and citizenship 

Ithaca, New York, made avaiiaDie 'Kecord oi 
, Tompkins County, 
’etitions, Book 

No. .19 , wherein is filed'Petition for Naturalization, 1295. 
Supreme Court of New York at Ithaca, New York, which reflected that 
a petition of naturalization for HANS ALBRECHT BETHE was granted 
by that court on February 10, 1941. Certificate of Naturalization 
No. 5079504 was issued. 
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A Certificate of Arrival attached to this file 
reflected that BETHE arrived in the United States at the Port 
of New York from Bremen, Germany on February 8, 1935 on the 
S.S. "ALBERT BALLIN'1. He has lived in Ithaca, New York 
continuously since the date of his arrival in the United States. 

In his Declaration of Intention, BETHE stated that 
he was born at Strassbourg, France, July 2, 1906 and that he was 
German. He listed his last foreign residence as Baden-Baden. 
Germany. lie listed the maiden name of hls[ | as| 

Stated that they were married on September i-h, T93y 
at JMew Kocnelle, New York. She was born at Munich, Germany, 
March 20, 1917 and entered the United States at New York City 
on April 30, 1936 and had not been naturalized as a citizen of 
the United States. 

s • 
B. Relatives and family 

Father,- ALB RE C HT73ET HE, 9_0_Forsthaus Street, Frankfb7ct ^ 
Germany (born in Gennany and' citizen of Germany). Mother, ANNA 
BETHE, Cryder ’ S Point B^nhhnratV ttfew York fhnrn in Frajo^o ■and 

Izen of Germany) . I residence 
I • 1 no-p£^ in Germany, citizen ox 

OiU,—UU-L L<l!!U JIjUUUJ •) 

and citizen of the 
TTvn n ro r1 Tf nf n n 

born in the United States 

(born 
TTm S ■‘r r\ .-l P f n t r Uni 

C. Education 

Goethe Gymnasium, Frankfurt on Main, Germany,* Univer¬ 
sity of Frankfurt; University of Munich (PHD. Degree, 1928); 
honorary degree, Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute, June, 1950. 

\ 
D. Employment 

1928 to 1929, University of Frankfurt (assistant in 
theoretical physics); 1929, Stuttgart Technical High School, 
Stuttgart, Germany; 1930 to. 1932, Private Docent, Munich, Germany; 
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1932 to 1933:9 University of Tubingen (lecturer in Physics); 1933 
to 1935, University of Manchester, Manchester, England; 1934 to 
1935, University of Bristol, Bristol, England (research fellow); 
1935 to 1937, Assistant Professor'-, Cornell University, Ithaca, 
New York; 1937 to date. Professor of Physics, Cornell University, 
Ithaca, New York; 10/10/42 to 3/1/43, on leave of absence from 
Cornell, at the Radiation Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Cambridge, Mass.; 5/1/43 to 2/1/46, on leave of 
absence from Cornell, on Project Y, BSM Project, Los Alamos, 
New Mexico (Division leader of the Theoretical Division). 

It also will be noted that subject, wrote the article 
on"Neutrons" in the "Encyclopedia Britannica - Revised". 

It will be further noted that subject is a consultant 
to the Atomic Energy Commission and has also been employed as 
consultant by the General Electric Company in Schenectady and by 
the Brookhaven National Laboratories. 

E. Residence addresses 

Prior to 1935, Bristol, England, Manchester, England 
and Tubingen, Munich, Stuttgart and Frankfurt, Germany; 1935 to 
1937, Ithaca, New York; 1937 to 1939, 101 Highgate Road, Ithaca, 
New York; 1940, 104 Nort'fiway Road, Ithdc-a, New York; 1941 to 
1942, 20 Remington Road, .Ithaca, New York; 8/42 to 3/43, 10'Forrest 
Street, Cambridge, Mass; 4/43 to 1/46, Post. Office Box 1663, 
Santa Fe, New Mexico; 1946 to date, 209 White Park Road, Ithaca., 
New. York. ‘ 

F. Foreign travel 

7/35 to 9/35, Germany and England; 7/36 to 9/36, 
Germany and Switzerland; 8/37 to 9/37, Germany; 7/38 to 9/38, 
England, Germany and.Switzerland; 7/39 to 8/39, Canada; summer 
of 1948, U.S. Office of Naval Research assigned subject to visit. 
Physics Departments in England (Manchester, Cambridge, Birmingham, 
and Bristol), in Germany (Frankfurt, Munich, and Goethingen), and 
in Switzerland; summer of 1951, subject traveled in England, 
Germany and Switzerland. 
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G. Membership In organizations 

National Academy of Science; Ne\«j York Academy of 
Science; American Physical Society; American Astronomical Society; 
Federation of American Scientists; Association of Scientists of 
Cornell University; Sigma Xi; Phi Kappa Phi; and Gamma Alpha. ' 

H. Motor vehicle registration 

b6 
Motor Vehicle Bureau records in the Tompkins b7c 

County Sheriff 's Office,. Ithaca, New York, reflect no motor vehicle 
registered under he name of s u b .1 e.ct. but two motor vehicles 

_J a 1935 Ford V-8 noune._ 
York registration!_ 

model TH. eight cylinder. 

registered to his 
color gray, engin 
and a 1950 Pontia 
color gray, seria 
York registration 

New 
C , f 0 

1 no. 

ur-door Rfidar 

engine no, New 

I. Description 

The following description of subject was obtained from 
records and augmented by personal observation: 

Date of Birth: July 2, 1906 
Place of Birth: S tras sb ourg, Alsace-Lorraine, 

Germany (France) 
Citizenship: United states (naturalized) 
Race: White 
Height: 5'll" 
Weight: 190 pounds 
Eyes.: Blue 
Hair: Black 
Build: Heavy 
Characteristics: 

President Residence 

Foreign accent; very precise in 
speech 

Address: 209 White Park Road, Ithaca, N.Y 
Employment: Professor, Cornell University,. 

Ithaca, N.Y. 
Photograph: Available 
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J. Credit and Criminal 

Subject has a s 
the Credit Bureau of Ithaca 
Information of a derogatory. 

itisfactory credit record with 
l and his file there contains no 
nature concerning him. 

Subject' has no > 
Police Department or the Td 

criminal record with the Ithaca 
lipkins County Sheriff's Office. 

I 

I 

PENDING - 
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arm_vaoe. 

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D 

Copies of this report are being designated 
for Albuquerque, Boston, Buffalo,-Chicago, and Miami for 
information purposes in view of the fact that these offices 
may be requested to conducted investigation in the future 
in this matter. 

This^report is being given a security classi¬ 
fication of t4* due to information set forth concerning 
NEPA and also due to the possible involvement of subject in 
Soviet espionage. 
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ADMIN. PAGE 

Leads 

/ THE BALTIMORE OFFICE . 

At Chevy Chase, Md. 

Will identify and furnish gmr tlttyicrratnr-r rnf^mRfirin 

appearing in office files concerning 
^lephone 

THE LOS ANGELES OFFICE 

At Los Angeles, Calif. 

Will interview Institute of 
Numerical Analysis, UCLA, regarding his knowledge of the 
handling of classified documents and material in the safes 
in subject's office at Cornell University, and determine what 
persons may have had access to such information. (It will be 
noted that subject ha, 
during a meeting with 

advised that was present 

Will hold the above lead in abeyance pending 
authorization UT^satne "’Ey BuTfeauT 

THE NEWARK OFFICE 

At Linden, N.J. 

^ Will identify and furnish any derogatory informa- 
tion appearing in office files concerning[ 
telephone 1 telephone and 

r 3 
THE NEW YORK OFFICE 

^-<At Beechhurs.t, Long Island 

Will identify and furnish any information of a 
deupip-st-.orv nature appearing in office files pertaining to 

It is noted that an individual by this, 
name was me recipient' of a check in the amount of $510..00 
issued by subject on August 9, 1S51J also, that the residence 
of subject's mother at Cryder's Point, Beechhurst, L.I., 
is called |(Letter postmarked 10/17/51) • 

b6 
b7C 
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ADMIN. PAGE 

^At Brooklyn, N.Y, 

Will Identify and furnish a mi dgjcagai: i n £prm sJ^.o n 
appearing in office files concerning L 

I (Letter postmarked 10/14/ 
that subjectT .j |name was 

f will bfe noted 

At New York City 

Will identify and furnish.any information of a 
derogatory nature contained in office files concerning the 
following listed individuals and/ or telephone numbers: 

•^Council on Foreign Relations. (Letter postmarked 10/8/51). 

specific information in her possession concerning any albged 
Communist or espionage activities on the part of subject. 

‘-'Will interview LOUIS F. BUDENZ for any specific 
information in his possession concerning any alleged 
Communist or espionage activities on the part of subject. 

A-t''Garden City, L.I. ----- 

derogatory nature 
Will identify and furnish any information of a 

spearing j_n office files concerning 
telephone 
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ADMIN. PAGE 

At Glen Cove, N.Y. 

Will Identify and furnish any information of a 
cjsiL nature appear!no- in offjr.& fi 1 es- concerning 

telephone 

/^-At Yorktown Heights 

Will identify and furnish any information of 
a derogatory nature appearing in office files concerning (|or I I Lelephone 

and New York City telephone|_| 

y/THE WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE 

Will- check the records of the Passport and Visa 
Division, Department of State, for all pertinent information 
concerning subjects foreign travel. 

Will interview 
Atomic Energy Commission, for information 
concerning subject's breach of security 
written by him in the "Scientific American”. 

a member of the 
in his possession 

in the article 
b6 
b7 

THE ALBANY OFFICE 

At Syracuse, New York 

Will identify and 
derogatory nature appearing 

(It 

furnish any information of a 
in office files co 
will be noted that 

Iname of subject * 
t cermniz 

is 

At Dryden, New York 

Will Identify and furnish any information of a 
derogatory nature appearing in office files concerning 
Telephone]—I 

i 

> 
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ADMIN, PAGE 

At Poplar Ridge, New'York 

Will identify and furnish any information of 
derogatory nature appearing ir\ office files concerning 

\ Telephone| 

At Schenectady, Nex^ York 

Will identify and furnish--any 
a derogatory nature appearing in office _ _ - ^ 

information of 
files concerning 

lephone 

At Ithaca, New York 

Will interview Laboratory of 
Nuclear Studies, for any information regarding his knowledge 
of persons having access to information contained in the 
safes.in subject’s office. 

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D 

Will hold this lead in abeyance pending authorl- 
zation from the Bureau. 

Will locate and interview ormer 
of subject in the summer of 194'/, for any informa- 

ututt concerning her knowledge of persons having access to 
subject’s safe and for the>manner in which classified material 
was maintained by subject. 

Will, through established contacts, sources of 
information, and confidential informants, follow, and 
report subject’s activities at Cornell University. 

Will 
—fend 

mainta;in contact with Confidential Informants 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
Form No. 1 

THIS CASE ORIGINATED AT ALBANY 

, REPORT MADE AT 

NEWARK. 

DATE WHEN MADE PERIOD FOR 

--—--- .gyy-- 

REPORT MADE BY 

i/10/52 
• 

WHICH MadE 

■W!?' 

DECLASSIFIED BY 60322yUC/LP./DCG/RW 
ON 09-29-2006 . . 

FILE NO. * \. , •• .* 

’ b6 

ti, ' b7c 

CHARACTER OF CASE 

ESPIONAGE - R 

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS: 

I AGENCY- 

| anq_ both of Linden-,. ^ ; 
. N. J,-^ ic^ntified. Newark indices reflect no 'jfi / -y 
information identifiable with either* Y" *- 

• - * - R 0 C . 
/ ' 

Confidential Informant Newark) | of known reliability 
advised that TlllTr of* IQfil nTihTnryb . jlUEItlirriiralij 

The current Lin 

The current Linden City 
ccupatio$ as "real estate^ 
his residence as above.and. 

identifies'. his 

yy. 

'Yw 

A report at the Credit Bureau of Greater Newark, 24 
Branford Place, Newark, H.J. 8/6/49 reflects the ^ 
following, information regarding /7*GJ£NCiv4—j 

■ ■ / REQ. R1C'D4< 

Name- ■' . .' 
Age.. ' •-v ' 4- • BY/. 
‘Hife _ 
Children. One ’ . . .■ 

Residence • I 

APPROVED AND 

FORWARDED: 

0 j***- copie: 

4_5^- Bureau ■ 

'VlL l/i ,^ Special, agent 
/ pH. in Charge . 

COPIES OF THIS REPORT ' 

DO NOT WUtTK IN THESE SPACES 

RECQMD-J 

- Albany (100-12000) 
MM8KR94331) 

•wiaaisis 

j v PROPERTY DP FBI j 

JAnSi6 con^ential import and its 
contents are loaned to you by the 

j FBI and are not to be distributed 
/outside of. agency td which loaned. 



i 

NK 65-4331 
Ei&iuu- 

Employment. 

321 Westfield Ave., Eliz., N.J. 
for prior eight years 

, Assistant Superintendent 
Prudential Life Insurance Co., 

■ Eliz.,. W.J*. for past 14 years. 

Newark indices and-records of the Linden. N.J. Police 
Department failed to reflect any record, identifiable with! •; 

The above mepMnried tel 
not reflect any listing for al 

■ • Confidential Informant! 
however, that jfirst narng is[" 
the,Experimental Laboratory of the GeTOT 

Lity and credit records do 

oi Mown reliability, advised, 
and that he is employed in • 
lillne Co., Linden, N.J. 

- Newark indices and records of the Lindenf N.J. Police 
Department failed to reflect any record identifiable with 

- REFEREED UPON COMPLETION TO THE OFFICE OF ORIGIN- - 

r'- *y« ~ r-r —; 

® ■ V iii« 41 j I Jsjd'ji 

•2- 





SAC, Albany (100*12000) 

Director, FBI (65-60393) 

HAMS ALB HI CHT BETHE 
uSPlCMAGE • R 

January 8, 1952 

ALL INFORtlATION COHTAITJED 

HEREIH IS UHCLASSIFIED 

DATE 09-29-2006 BY 60322/UC/LP/DCG/RW 

--fte Alhany letter December 12, 1951, and report of 
_To/ same date, wherein the. Bureau, ma r^aujLS±£d 

to grant Q&MojtlMSLtion /or interview arttftj_ _J 
I I o/ Physics Laboratory o/* Muclear Studies. 
Cornell Universitu. It ha ca. Aeia rorfr, and I 
_|o/ Physics at Cornell 

IJnTversityymo is indicated as being presently located at the 
Institute of Mumerioal Analysis, University of California at 
Los Angeles, California, 

Tour office and the Los Angeles office grp h£X0£Mi±K 
aut4ani2fid_to conduct the desired interviews »itb| 
cndj_ lunjg-sa information might appear in the files of 
either of your offices which would make such interviews 
inadvisable at the present time, These interviews should be 
limited to determining the extent of their knowledge as to the 
manner of handling classified documents and material which were 
retained in the safes of subject Bethe at Cornell University, 
as well as the identity of the persons known to them to have had 
access to the material in these safes. They should be specifical. 
interrogated as to their acquaintance with Alfred Sarant, Weldon 

| and William Perl, and as to information they might 
have as to the possibility of any of the foregoing having had 
access to the material in Bethe*s safes. They should also be 
questioned as to the possible accessibility of these persons to 
any information relative to the MPA (Muclear/Energy, for the 
Propulsion of Airplane,) Pro . .(ft '4 ?3 [ 

It was noted that ref let i rrftcQTLdtitha ol 1 
was presently at the Institute of Burner ical Analysis', University 
of California at Los Angeles* However, a recent inquiry at the 
A tomin hnerny Commission has developed that as of June, 1951, 

ms destined to go to Brasil for a period of one 
year where he was to serve as an exchange professor at the 
University of Brasil, It is rifft!|noisrtin q^ififyer, 
actually did make this trip, ^v 

Sp&lWG^vntemiews sho'ufdxk.e Bandied by 
agents oA UpAT ff/JflSfef *oho drq^afMmrJOfth. the 

| cQ9my*cfe well kts insl^ptWattei^ vTme A1 
should mate nriHHifi TBQbgjS^n i*f r the., Los Apge&es office 
of Sarantp fand Perhfo r^dpnQbition to I 
time, of tins interview, / >— 

N0TE 0N MM. la* /'j ^ 
COt Los Angeles * 

EFEtmpm, rtY • 

whether 

Wt$bf 
3 office photo )Pes 

tion 

v-'Vv^ 



NOTES fA aheck has been maria of Bufiles relative tij 
and Charles Parker Baker, ana, We 

b6 
b7C 

results are Toeing set forth hereinafter, 

was 5orn in NYC of American'horn 
parents. Ss received a B,S, degree at MIT in 1030. and— 
Ph^D, at Princeton #n 1942, He was appoinieq^_ 

I lo/ Physics at Cornell U, in 1944 and remained 
■there until I960, when it is indicated he went to the 
Institute of Numerical Analysis at UCLA• 

It is noted\ |was one of the\ _|of the 
Theoretical PKysTcs Division at Los Homos during the 
period that Emil Julius Klaus Fuchs was^ assigned there. 
He was, according to Bethe, present at the tims. Fucju 
visited Bethe in Ithaca, NY« Fuchs denied\ 
nn.rt.ir.inated in espionage, The main case fTIe "on 

|fails to reflect any information indicating 
UommunTst activities or espionage on the part of \ 
He has been interviewed a number of nn£iLL£Ui& occasTonB 
in connection with the| land Fuchs 
cases, as well as a number of AEA investigations, , 

(100-344431; 116-26773) 

Baker was born Leominster, Mass,, February 3, 1910, 
He received a B,A. in Physics from Denison U,, Granville§ 
Ohio, in 1933, and M+A, and Ph.D, degrees in physics , 
from Cornell U, in 1940, Baker is presently an Assistant 
Professor in the Laboratory of Nuclear Physics at Cornell U* ' 

While the main case file on Baker fails to reflect any 
indication of CP or espionage activities, >*+ ™*fi nn+nMnv 
±ha±- in connection with the case entitled 

■1 

et al; AEA and TGP, Baker admitted having~taken 3 
small 'pieces of uranium from Los Alamos which he sub- » ,J m 
sequently returned. Baker has been previously inter$4+9*4 
on several occasions and found to be cooperative, 

.(U$-22591$ 117-614-174) „ ,v ' 

/>> 

_ 

_  oot*H 

___ n©v'XA 

. 3floiBi.se 

_} 
„_-rrfgV 
_ SOoH -s>£riT 

_______ QBliBZ 

_thrar 

— 1& ~ 
I 



STANDARD FORM NO. 64 STANDARD FORM NO. 64 

Office Memorandum I • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT i 

T0 * DIRECTOR, FBI 

FR°SAC » BALTIMORE^ 65-1974) 

SUBJECT: ALBRECHT BETHE 
ESPIONAGE - R 

DATE: 

ALL .INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE. 09-29-2006 BY 60322/UC/LP/DCG/OT 

/Jl'yXLs i “ 

SA 
Relet to Albany from Director 12/12/51. Rerep of 

jdated at Albany 12/12/51. 

The Baltimore Office files contain no identifiable 
information with respect tel” i i- 

The Baltimore Office will make neighborhood inquiry 
to identify this individual and the Washington Field Office 
is requested to check its indices and to check with the 
Credit Bureau of Washington for identifying information. 

FXJ:fw 

cc - Washington Field 
Albany (100-12000) 

b6 
.b7C, 



SAC, ALBAST (100-02000) 

BXBBCK*, FBI (65-60393) 

■ ALA IHFOKKATION COHTAIMED 

\hER$6i 15 UNCLASSIFIED 

'■DATE* -09^ 2'9- 2 0 0 6 BY 60322 /UC/ L P /DC G/PJJ 

January 15, 2952 

B8PX0SMB 

Baurlet 12/12/5L vherein you »hm»W that the Bureau arrange 
«ltt UFA (Sucl—r ff eerier for PUpSttw of livotft organisation) and/oi 
the Atoote Snargy Co—rtMtnn to hut e— of their repreeentailvoa 
impart the aantaatta of the oofh la Bethe’e office far the purpoet of 
oMiliiiag ill loftoootlQ* inutilmfl tlwiroln with nffwwkM to tho 
fiotlpt mi disposition of iliiitnid doowsorto Mi mtifiil* 

_In this iospootj S dlSCUSOipgl SOS hod fttt b6 _In this rospoct, * Isensslcm nos hod slth|_be _| 
I I of tfaa Secwrity MLviai—, Atonic Energy Ob—I—low, £29 It 
sos dstofs&nod that ouch lnopoctlon it tho jnsod tins spuld mno no 
purposo unis— lsfonotloo sos nvitUMi lndlcotlm that o ctrtiln 
•pacific classified doc snout nos bollosod olsslns fson Botha *n 
poooooslon* It sos ssintod otd that Tnsisntinrc of ABC hod ndi 
parlodlc eecurlty eurraye of Baiba aa a faeility tinea 19*7 and tbaaa b6 
a array nyorto ha— reflected that Bathe *e —Mar of handling cl—alfled b7c 
doosnosts sos ssttsfhstoiQr ond that ttow* hos hosn os IsdUontlon of ony 
al—lag doc—ta. in addition, it —a atntad that ABC had rata1—d 
fson Botho t consists toogtofy of rloiolfl sd doc—ta in hit 
poaaaaalon — of February 18, 19*9, and Jb— 1, 1990* their next 
Inventory from Batba it dm a—d March, 1998* 

For yaar isfer—tloo, tha— 1—tart— furnished by Bathe 
lnolndsd tho follmlMs dsto of dossoost* ilisoplstisn ond yofossneoa 
copy n—bar, aaadar, and da—1 fit at Ion, Za tha a—at your office 
deal*— coplat af tha afore —ntlonad i—tort— ePwltted by subject 
Botha, arranjtaaata till ba aadt to ttetrt aa— f— ABC* It it naiad, 
however, that ABC da— not —ba nay aback to ratify that all rla—tried 
AoeuMttfco frysHf11 to hos* hoon sods ssallsblo to Botho os* p'j r osirtsfi foot 
in tha— InwtadM, bob a—to—irtly —It— — it— facility's aetata- Q , 
—nt that no— a— —lag and — their ^yot rrherlr —da at tha ti— of 
• security aurny af tha facility* ■ -.uu’.'wr [m¥ 

Ayiflt Mo hson oodo of tM sox*tBB*ttt*ttrtio&s of tho 
—porta 00—ring tha —aloua carurity surveys ——'of Bathe'0 office 
ml it soo notod thst oooosdiM to tho wportoi Botte it no tint 
1001 nto t iwnl oojr obojp*o out systs* for olooolflsd doosoooto In bis 

CCS Bov took (65-13836) 
X—ilia 

EFE:hc /?. 

Discussion concerning this matter on 1/3/52 with 

of the 

Security Division, ABC. 

65 FEB I 1052 H«1| — 

^CORDED R.esiot 
f;. ,r 



possession due to te* vaary Unite* distribution timer and the fact that all 
—k relative thereto m yrfami la hie own off lee. It w» indicated, 
IW*WW) that since April, 1550, a classified twwirt register tee teen 
uttttatd with Wilirt te ell 1 ■coming awed outgoing dec—nts, this register 
teles —I ntel,ted. i» etaenelogigal —A— Is —te— with the date of 
receipt «P the tree—1 of each tec—wt. Share Is tell* set forth 
hereinafter for jeer inform tie® certeln pertinent infer—tion — extracted 
from instant ABC security survey reports. She latest security survey report 
dated October 9, 1951, which — seteitted hy | ~ bf the Sew 
Tork ABC Operational Office, reflected that Bans Allweeht Bette — classed 
ss a $£&' facility and is p—eestly aarvlag seder four coatrsets in the 
followinf capacity* (1) responsible review— far Oak Bldg*, (3) ee—ultaat on 
theoretical physics fer Lee 11—e, (|) consultant site General Heetric 
Coapsny, Schenectady, for leaf cord, (a) consultant on theeeetieal physics fer 
Brookhaven Xatloaal Laboratory. 

At the ti— of this October survey one|_ 
listed aa earring in the capacity of I Its 

this resort reflected that I I 
1 natk at —1w— 

!-. —— *= 1 a" —*- caninet. 

b6 
b7C 

Bette on the latter *0 Lee It 
iatmd access to Bathe's ABC safe 
to the BKFA safe cabinet. 

"G* cl—ees fron ABC, 
tet cnly Bcthc hi— elf had aeccse 

b6 
b7C 

{ 
She security survey report of March 21, 1951, sitedtted hy [ 
of the Mar Sock ABC Operational Office, —fleeted that the 

pe— ted access to tee ABC and BRPA safes — indicated in tee October —pert 
It was mentioned, however, teat Jr. Phillip Harrison me —lag the lower 
drawer in Bathe's ABC safe cabinet far tee storage of varic— Oak Bidge 
classified dee—ate charged te Morrison, hut teat he, Harrison, only secures 
access to tease doe—amts throughl ' 

At 
likewise _ 
to tee A1C life cabinet. 
MKPA cabinet. 

tw s— on Benteater. *8, 1950, which was 
had access 

Shis report noted that oaly lathe had access to the 

She April 20, 1950, security survey report submitted byl □ 
| of tee leer Stefc ABC Operational Office, shewed teat tee —— persona had 

access to safe cabinets — indicated heretofore in the Beptateer, 1950, report. 
At the tine of this survey it —a noted that Bathe neither Maintained a ehergo 

b6 
b7C 
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b6 
b7C 

lytti fMf rlUtttfff'rt 
outfsiisg ttostlfitA ^iKlil* 

SJn Meuyitaf myw ygrpoyt for October 20* i|toA 
such reports vfeich nflacM that Bette w yttUltlne 
mm tor fait ABC material, te ehlcb te and[ \ 
other for bis MBA Material, 1» whleh only te| 

the tint at 
coblartoj tte 
i cal te# 

There tm being listed hereinafter tec dates tf previous security 
survey reports by ABC repreteutstlres, together site tbs Iteutitiss of the 
fsreeas listed therein «s tearing bed moss to Betted safe cabinet is vhlch he 
retained «11 of his cl ossified Material prior to tee receipt of tee soeond sots 
cabinet on or About Oeteher 80, 19A9* 

f 
/ ( 

Bovenber l6. 19b8. sad Beteet 
/ M«y IT, 39WJ_li 
/ July 30, 15*r, aad Bette} 

July 11, 19*17, sad Bette. 

end Bette} 

It is noted test tee shore inforoetics relative te tee identities of 
having ■<*— te sets is not entirely consistent tilth 

the statement ofI___Jee reflected in tec report of 
ggp&Utl Agent [_| dated December it, l^jd, at Albany, Bee Bark. 

She inforaattan mm tug on page 16 at Jm"**" 
relative to the receipt of clsssifled material by 

/iji special courier frost Los fllfrnroa ess of 
Of ABC* They requested test! | MgsiP PPHEss^pWr 

ntxtft 
_[ttarougli 

lntetft to topWiM I'it ftfivi0 
of this toftoittof to 

further interrogated toBseewdtog tUi vm&t&r, m** particularly vith itfutnet to 
tor y^oltoction n to tot tanert or toto of_ this incident, The 
Xre York Office is therefore requested to relntervieitl kt an early 

^ teas.c-WHteUk.sflu iteudP ^Pl■tesreA.^MreK tekJr teiufltsBMHia^rehrebdterih 1 sav J Mhte aAsugfe aJs tea <J jre (MfciJilJ’ JTCWf tolMt ^t3P^pCMP® 03T 3®0PW^ w^XAXJLlPCll XiiXOQPMBKtoX^Cflfit wO wttX® 

rifcj JLtte teiSteUfeA JL^Ik m tJ tete^ VMIM gre*| test J ddlt Iks^dMtete. '^Wrea^terep <sa« Jp wito rttptcx to tot cxtttintu xsfa sttinti iraicn tty atrt oowm ooao 
available to Bette, it was ascertained teat the desired information as to 
Bette's maintenance of any charge out records, document registers, 
or his submission of inventories can te secured through an appropriate check 
at either tee BEPA Office st Oak Bldgs, Tennessee, or possibly the Air Force 
Office at Oak Ridge, vhieh latter office exercised certain inspection 
responsibility over tee MPA project. Accordingly, tee Knoxville Office is 
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requested to natoe m 1 modi eta chock to •ctiewwtfm tbe oveilebility of ouch 
inforoation, oat if inspection or ether type report# oo to Sethe'o office 
ore located they should to ononliitd for lnforoation Along the see* lines 
os Mentioned in this letter* In tier e€ the Burma's pros out interest in 
tetixilfltni whether MSM data was wafts tviUiKLt to tti lorltti through ths 
Itn—rfbfflTiT ttft’felfDVit it la tbit TOM>tf>a4^44 * ewrvf mm nf omf* 

available inrentorlos of clisclfiti BFi Hfifimwti in the i»osena>1on of 
Bctin ho node att& fundsM to tbs Simon. 

For the infohmtloa of the XhoocriUe Office, the Bureau hos received 
ififooMtioil through Pidi ITrsantl lit cc^fttiod iaviit taunte tad tHmvitfh at 
confidential infomant of unknown reliability to the affect that late in 19WJ 
cap early in 1$^ Beeedberg hod secured the nethemrtloe of the JFPA project. 
As a rssult of this Infflirwittom coi^idiriblt liwiittfiilbR has Haas* eonftactod 
in an rffort to dstan&wa tho josSiVts iourot and tlMi trirfft Mtan of tha jbgpa 
data which ny hut ccaa into jfaaaritassa*s wasasssisau Xwssauch as it is toona 
that Hatha was in wosssssissi of assssass raysats jralsfciwt to this joppjtet tho 
above cheek is being requested on the possibility that such data mar hays been 
secured through Beths by either Alfred Savant efl K»th of 
ebon were acquainted with Bethe at Cornell tfedvearsity end ere suspected of 
ttUf isoops or lot flosanfrerg sspionaas atwix* 

fho above investigation should be given year proapt attention and all 
ytpflfti should ti sshuLitsd 1st a fon saltabls fto ill asaiil nstl on At Albany 
Division is sri|la ix& lnsta&tcssa* 
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ON 09-29-2006 

REPORT MADE AT 

WASHINGTON, D.C* 

DATE WHEN I PERIOD FOR WHICH MADE REPORT MADE BY 

MADE li 2/28 M 29/51; 1/2, I- 
7,10,11,14/52 I- 

HANS ALBRECHI^BETHE 

CHARACTER OF CASE 

b6 
JR(b7c,EH 

ESPIONAGE - R 

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS: SECURITY INFORMATION 

Iekcy. LLS—1_J 
q. Kic'n/Z: 
P»I fOxut.Al 

INS records'reflect subject born Strasbourg, 
France (Germany) 7/2/06, Immigrated to U.S. ' 
as German subject February 8, 1935? to accept 
Physics Professorship at Cornell University, 
Made subsequent snrnrner An’sits to Germany d 

ft 1935-1938, Married lalso a German v 
remigrant. September 14, 1939“» f ~ 
t ]of German Physi cist, emigrated to 
j/'-SHSo April 30, 1936, and attended Smith College, 
-Subject and wife naturalized 3/I/4.I and IO/3/I4.I 

respectively. Passport records indicate sub" 
ject made one and six month visits to Europe 
April 2 and June 1, 19l|-S,yon business and vacation 
and three month trip to Europe June, 1951? on 
pleasure and business under sponsorship of 0NR. 
|_|&E'C, recommended publication ' 

of H-bomb article by BETHS be suppressed during 
March, 1950, considering the article In light of 

gBETHE’s prominent association with AEC (AEG Con- 
gsuitant) would reflect unfairly on the purpose 
<1 of the commissi uni [ Considered incident 
£ poor judgment on Beths 1 s part but has no doubt 
« as to BETHS’s sincerity and loyalty. Subject 
g reportedly was leader of a group of prominent —^ 
t* physicists who held a pres3 conference at NYC 
§ Physical Society meeting in February, 1950, urging 

E fl ik x 

physicists who held a press 
Physical Society meeting in 
a U, 3 aeciaration 
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other government agencies, and Visa Division, 
State Department, contain no additional per¬ 
tinent information,. 

- RUC - 

DETAILS; AT WASHINGTON, D.C 

Central records of the Immigration and Naturalization 
Service reflect that subject applied for a non-quota visa afej' 
Stuttgart? Germany, January 3* 1935? under the name of HANS^ETHE. 
An application thereof furnished the following InfomatTonT" 
Birthplace - Strasbourg, Prance, (Germany), July 2, 1906. Resi¬ 
dence - Guzenbach Strasse Number 27 Baden-Baden, Germany, Decem¬ 
ber, 1934? to date of application. It indicates that he pre¬ 
viously resided in Rome, February to June, 1932; Munich, Germany, 
June to October, 1932; Tubingen, Germany, November, 1932, to 
April, 1933; Munich, May to August, 1933? Manchester, England, 
September, 1933, to 1934? and Bristol, England, October to Decem¬ 
ber, 1934" He indicates that his profession Is that of a Pro¬ 
fessor, and that he desires to immigrate to the United States to 
accept employment as a Physics Professor at Cornell University 
to remain permanently. He lists his parents as ALBRECHT BETHE 
of Frankfurt, and ANNE BETHE of Baden-Baden, both Germany. The 
above application reflects a, certification of subjeet1 s. arrival 
at New York City, February 8, 1935? aboard the S.S. Albert Bal^gn. 

b7C, 
Immigration and Naturalization Service records reflected 

additionally that the subject filed a Declaration of Intention 
at Ithaca, New York, November 6, 1940? at which time he listed 
his residence as ]0)i Northway Road, Ithaca, New York. Therein 
he identifles hisi 
Germany, 
York, septet 

I .I andL 

rvn ^ to 

and whom 
who was born at Munich, 

married at New Roc 

"Ithaca, New Yorkl 
5? 

fitnesses listed therein are 
both indicated, to be 

i New 

aF 

The above records reflect that the subject received 
Certificate of Naturalization Number 50795P4 at Ithaca, New York, 
March 1, 1941? and that he theniresided at 104 Northway Road, 
Ithaca. ' 

The Immigration and Naturalization Service file pertinent 
to BETHE. reflects that the following re-entry permits.were issued 
to him prior to his naturalization; 
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(1) . Number 1044569 on January 15, 1935, to permit 
a two-and-one-half“month visit to Germany, England, and 
possibly Switzerland to visit relatives and ’’possibly 
some laboratories in Europe”. The permit bears a certi¬ 
fication of return at New York City, September 24, 193-Sp 

(2) o Permit Number 1167068 issued July 16,1936, to ^ 
permit a two-end-one-half-month visit to relatives in \ 
Germany and Sxdtzerland. Subject’s residence was then 
listed as 212 Kelvin Place, Ithaca, New York. The permit 
bears a certification of return to the United States Septem- 
her 29, 1936, through the POpt of New York. 

(3) « Permit Number H663IO issued July 16, 1937, to b6 
permit a tx^o-month visit with relatives in Germany and b7c 
Switzerland. The permit reflects his return through the 
Port of New York, September 26, 1937» 

(4) o Number 1215541 issued July 8, 1938, to permit 
a visit with parents and friends in England and Germany. 
Such permit reflects the subject's re-entry September 25, 
1938, at New York City. 

Central records of the Immigratioi 
Service reflect that the sub ject ’ s| 
ceived a quota immigration visa at Stuttgarl 

ition 

ceived a quota immigration visa at Stuttgart. GePm&hv. April 2, 
1936, under the name of| | In application thereof she 
states that .she was born in Munich. Germany.I = and 
lists .her residence as| I 19'30> to 
date. She lists her parents as Prgf^S^oF^PETEIi PAUES£WALD,_ indi¬ 
cated to be a physicist, and ELLi^EWALD, indicating tHat'^"she 
plans to enter the United States lit-.New York at which time she 
id.ll be destined to 

| for permanent residence.The above record 
identifies her arrival at New,York City, April 30, 1936, aboard 
the S.So Washington at which time she was in possession of a 
German oassport number 12011 issued at Stuttgart, Germany, Decem¬ 
ber 16, 1932. 

Immigration and Natural! 
additionally that the subject's 
Naturalization at Tthaca. New York 
name ofl lat which time s 

ion Service records reflect 
filed a Petition for 
ctober 3, 1941, under the 
listed her address as 

Witnesses therenn_ 
were 11s 
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Immigration and Naturalization Service records re¬ 
flect additionally that she was naturalized November 18, 19i|JL, 
at Ithaca, New York, receiving Certificate Number 5213470° 

Immigration and Naturalization Service records further 
reflect that prior to naturalization subject1^ 
application for /a^re-entry permit Hay 23 
of 

made an 
under the name 19397 

to permit a two-month visit to England for 
Visit with ner parents. She indicated that during her absence 

she would reside at,_ 
she listed her own address as[ 

1 Therein 

b6 
b7C„ 

New York, and further indicated that she x^as a student. In 
anstver to place of employment she listed Northampton, Massachusetts 
(Smith College). Therein she notes that she had previously filed 
a Declaration of Intention January 26, 1937* at Greensboro, North 
Carolina. 

Re-entry permit numberl 
ject1 £ 
September 9/ 1939, is certified< 

kvas issued to the sub- 
May 23, 19390 Thereon her return to the United States 

Records of the Passport Division, Department of State, 
reflect that Passport Number l8o508 was issued to the subject in 
the name of HANS ALBRECHT BETHE March 30, 1948. In application 
thereof subject indicated that he desired to leave the United 
States about April 2 and again on June 1, 1948» for two trips of 
one month and six months duration. He indicated that on the first 
trip he intended to visit in Belgium, and on the second trip to 
visit England, Switzerland, Prance, and possibly Germany on busi¬ 
ness and for the purpose of visiting relatives. 

The above file reflects additionally that Passport Num¬ 
ber 427613 was issued to the subject May 3, 1951, to permit him 
to make a three-month visit to England, France, Denmark, Germany, 
Switzerland, and Italy for business and pleasure. He indicated 
his plan to depart from New York City June 15, 1951, via Pan 
American Airlines. 

In connection with the above passport it is noted that 
records contain a letter of May 7, 1951, from the Office of Chief 
of Naval Operations advising that a letter of authorization had 
been issued to BETHE to permit him to enter all areasUnder Naval 
control. The letter further noted that BETHE at all times during 
his absence would operate under direct Naval control, and requested 
that his passport also provide for permission to proceed to 
Denmark, Germany, and England. Subject letter noted that he was 
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a civilian technician supplied to the Navy under contract with 
Cornell University of direct interest to the Office of Naval 
Research., 

_of the Atomic Energy 
Commission^ advised that he had been acquainted with BETHB for 
several years and knew him as a prominent physicist who had been 
actively associated with the Atomic Energy Program in the past 
and is currently a consultant to AEC,. 

___recalled that during March, 1950, BETHE had 
mailed | |an advance copy of an article concerning the hydrogen 
bomb, which article BETHE indicated was to be published in a 
forthcoming issue of "The Scientific American11.! jadvised 
that he had been on vacation around this time and that the article 
did not come to his attention until shortly orior to the April 
publication date of the above periodical. _stated, upon 
reading the advance copy of the article, he noted that it contained 
material and opinions which had been previously published .and ex¬ 
pressed concerning United States interest in the hydrogen bomb<■ 
He stated that it appeared to him that the article contained ncj5;r 
information which.could not have been written'by other qualifie^D 
scientists not necessarily associated with the AEC Program. He 
stated, however, that'as he considered the article, he felt that 
in view of BETHE’s prominence with the AEC Program that the article 
might thus reflect unfairly on the purpose of the Commission. 

| I stated that, therefore, he recommended that the publication 
of the article in its advance form be immediately suppressed. 

|stated that thereafter he gave further attention 
to the article, making certain recommendations as to deletions and 
revisions which he felt would avoid any unfair reflection and in 
turn submitted such recommendations to BETHE. 

3tated that in light of BETHE1s association 
with the AEC PfOgrW at that time that he, felt that BETHE 
used poor judgment in proposing publication or tne article as it 
stood in the advance copy.| Stated, however, that he felt 
that BETHE was prompted completely by a sincerity of opinion, and 
that the instance concerning this article as well as other association 
with BETHE had never caused him to have any doubt as to BETHE’s 
loyalty. He cited as an example that he had recently recommended 
BETHE for an additional assignment of interest to the Los Alamos 
facility of AEC. 
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It is noted that an article which appeared in the 
New York Times of February 5, 1950, by-lined by WILLIAM L. 
LAURENCE, reported that on the previous day HANS A. BETHE, 
together with twelve other physicists, had held a news conference 
in which theymrged the United States to make a declaration to 
never use the hydrogen bomb in warfare unless used first against 
the United States* The article noted that the group was among 
attendants of the annual New York meeting of the American Physical 
Society at Columbia University* 

The article further quotes BETHE as stating "Until we 
have international control we cannot afford not to have the 
hydrogen bomb." 

"It will be very difficult for the United States to 
disregard its own resolution to develop the bomb. On the other^ 
hand, it will be very difficult for Russia to Use the H-bomb b7D 
In the face of our {the United States) declaration." 

BETHE is further quoted therein as stating.. "A^lar-ge -P- 
part of the peril lies in the uncontrolled use of the ^hycfrdgen 
bomb, but the peril is much greater in the absence of a resolution 
not to use it except when forced to Ho so. . There can be. only one 
justification for our development of the hydrogen bomb, and that 
is to prevent its use," 

In addition to BETHE, the above article identified the 
following physicists as in attendance in connectiorrwith the 
press-conference: ^^GEORGE B .JfPEGRAM,. Columbia University; SAMUEL 
K.^^LISQN, University of Chicago; vBRUN0/^f0SSI, Massachusetts 
Institute’”of Technology; KENNETH L^ffeAINBRIDGE, Harvard; -CHARLES 
E.JjjKAUMSTSN, Kellogg Rad-lad,, Calilfqmia institute of Technology; 
TOJ^OS-P'.JpiSSKOPF, MIT,; F. WHEELER JlLOOMIS, University of Illinois 
ROBERT B^fBEODE, ^University of California; MILTON G/WHITE, ...... 
Princeton university; FREDERIC^SEITZ, University of Illinois; 
and M. ArtfTU'VE, • Carnegie. Institute of Washington, D.C. 

other government 
, located; no 

additional pertinent information In connection with this matter. 
agencies. 

A check of the records of 
and the Visa Division, 

/ 

6 
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ENCLOSURE TO BUREAU: 
() 

Two o;>pjL6^ v: photograph of HANS BETHE. 

ENCLOSURE TO ALBANY: 
• / 

Two copies of photograph ofJ3ANgftBETHE. 

REFERRED UPON COMPLETION TO THE OFFICE OF ORIGIN - 

7 
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ALL I 

HANS A. BETHE' • ' 
Born: 7/2/06, Germany 
Height: 5 feet, 11 in. 
Weight: 190 pounds. 
Eyes: Blue. 
Hair: Black. 
Build: Heavy 
Occupation: Physicist 
Citizen: Naturalized U.S 
Photo: Passport - 1951* 

If HATioi cohta: d 
'I IS UNCLASSIFIED 

j 9 ™ 2 9 ■” 21J sj 6 BY S 0322 /UC / L P /D CG/RW 



Sato: 

0i*>e1 

■ Tlpil Attach* 
■ Blo do Janeiro, Broail 

pOUII Baglir iATivlQir 
yyfrrjfl Imfim TfFWF*ff jilfiflft 

DECLASSIFIED BY 60322/UC/LP/DCG/RU 
ON 09-29-2006 . 

XSTXOlAiSE • a 

/ / y§r ppnr tirfcjimtliM^ Hm Biiirni li a»Htnrt1ii m fllntyiiffc 
; lufuttgitiit <t)m Mtitiiiii of Mnl AlferMti JMstlMt* h fiU^ 
/ Immotw ftlirlmrr ©tTiltflPli vMk 1ft WiMMHtfkly miftFlttt *M * n#||gig» 4m tht 

/ iftfsloo TOgartiweily carooll Mwiitgr, ithouj Swr Pelt* SU« i*- b7c 
FWp«MpiM.ott m iwiwii ton m Biiif m jjnwnvMB mb* uppypaitt ©y 
fioru qrooagleee, cmfOiioC fovlot oifio—» apod, to tt* «f»*t that 
yiKVIWi^ A# lJMAFittitlAttl mAtl'VHi' fhNM AtHMtiiij tMflfiitii llPtit 
mylMifltpt MHaI*# hi 1mA iki Wtms it JptAlli IsA AMI ' flfflfti A# A 
|oft§lhte mjrifmm TAiTiilth It ii furtktr niHi thit &&vu0k m tMfiiwtlil 

tf pMjmml yylinlH TIAy At tmay imuftMi ttst MMpflMit itTiitiliy 
mm^m H ffiHfcttfVMHilt itfwil iliiot, * ©itMMttini wmmMbmm grf1 ijMI RMftftbirft 

. pppimitt mtmjfi^u m Mt iiptiiiftt nmttwri ha fApimtJJL Ibtiiiittyj Htioim 
am m lnAlcmtpd mm hilaft rriffciirr MMi or Biifc fuliAMtlnl. vM Mto In 
wiifiOTi tdlurtlfil aith iiAIntt BiidMu it in ■ I'ntPt Hi that hath lithi 
ggH smxhhA^ irti Hit. %lim if Htdjf imtitIphi ijrtAdwHt^ * HfcHirtMNI Hnty mrtml 
irrywif rnilfiimt n% ctflin IHvigiityt 

jin n ttiMSdl ndf Ht mpriNttit t# tnte| up im~ 
fmiitiii Imt HNWI tiswflNttNI wtSisttSSup Hm& ttHA hi pBtp^pjtfri m ml;HtHf 
otPvorcloe «r m^immm mUxltim. It w dmltot# loworwur j^uM^yer iflod 
to wtm mSmSsmimm thit ti jptte. Imp InmH iMHiiitltti p&m 19H 
vlHi MHI IhllH HfliTif fmlMia Kfitlih ifltitlfti HM tMui «P ipyitt 
IMtNNlNMltt^ IMC HMh Spfete hm§ Ia nttttMt pith 9w*iS$ it inn j||mm^ IM> HUL 
Hi lit ItiMim# awt Tffrrkj mi ii(liai (imfill)| m Htt flW iH* 

la fgmpttfuw iflHi Hit> iwptHHNpMt m^.HtlilFi 'Hi Htm ^ 
iMAt t# tHtMWfcM thi iAmtlty af %ii immnmm'ti tirHwi1^ 
too MM at CeoooU. Oatvorsitr, ohMfiia ho hwt jUoL.ooijfiioiitli1 oat 
ftmilfltti ABB fjktotti* TinrftT (THMrtiif iil mi WNL\fHsUMr iriiHrrr ^ 
lMWo of Atiylaao) dowpgtto* Wlo lotoroet to ' 

V" ^ ^ 



mmmrimi* nmvtm «4_hand 
SflElt’Ojl&jMI Mj f]i|M JVfla tb* lhl*g(l SiMMMi. Mr JONHl tO tfcO 
iatwmto&m ii tho **tm, mi to tills •ar intmnrim* M l*io* coafcicto* 
m«li wsmi'wmm* mo ox» Mm to tamo Ugitittoay InK occmm to. 
olthor of xiio*« oofoo, out yh» pi oooooiotoi WmM#&* *» tbo ttgroie* 
UNntaqr it fim«U PtMPttf* 

tO tiP M 
tp %*F si 
kaon tjr 

lirlotip* 

.—iooariiPilY Iha iwhpm j» tmixvm of Porfap)_| 
_m\_Jot tip ityoioo UUmmmfi pw*** 

«oito »***«j^ it pp 1ompP» ^bwroyor, 

XmmoIomp jtsjpartis mjmmmw <***»* ffgtii ** of* 4* Jhpp*to* oat to to ' 
—li»»t to viaolii tipro mtil tip ngmfymk, l£ft* 

$t|*, Umrnfum. dcilitd tlmfe ym* MftfliMPi i# l&tnyrjUfll ~ 
lo Mo 'it «ftaprio opppatiog tldo ■*«*»» It it *ioi|pf» IwooPbe 
tldjl |p iitellii&i thf #irtJ|$|4 Iff hmfliltl f 
WttMf #f hinfflfrc tlftsiiflii flagtmnii'Si |jy i^mumNI. 
ifte- iri fturiill SMLimrnitarv mi mil mi ttt <sf ill mmiii 
lip to jim )mA arttira to tfe* mtoiiil in ito St rtiitiilfl %ii 
^iiy i<%iTrittfjt?tortl &$ tm Sttitt1# iftfjyfui tilffli tit it H^IS Aififti suml 

1 aaft mi %$ mgr iBftrtmMUR feU.j&t^n tevt im to 
jjgpg^y mf mmmwi j. )m^< nii#pMi $# my ihkimpI^A 
v iitipiif g^ii tfSitrittiltyi toi iMyr mtlMmiiil tiMlsimiiMi iy JMMto itoi 
op yitk ilm lttltp^i mri mi mt 1BP1 nriiiit . 

It in riiiMittl itot tm tM tollt inhifftlMF ntiuilf bt jmMi 
to jrriTmt toi (ttiiljiwni of Hm ftmfc IMti mmcmmI' 
lithi Mi itei if pMMlIffifeJ — Mto tlm inpvmMimi 
toit thlff imntTy in imXnimi 1m iim isitoiFy^to^UM' 'ii i^itoti stnuti# 

IS wrliT ilm% 71m xl^i% Imi Ml jpttMmiMBQi tf full jjtfitmttiMi 
Ml in H«i tfutlto tc Mm SMmti inytirttiMimn in tototott imlmii tommWLilt 

iiitiwPiar aCl|fL .PPP*** ■ jwffoooo : 

T| ip rMttftttoi 4Jmp4 ygo arltBP tUt mt&M* ywif PAftt MBMftllkitlftt 
ottootlosi. 



STANDARD FORM NO. 64 # 4 
Memorandum • united states government 

TO : 

C'Kf' FROM : 

V 
SUBJECT: 

re) 

DIRECTOR, FBI (65-60393) 

SAC, LOS ANGELES (65-5423) 

HANS ALBRECHT^ETHS 
ESPIONAGE - R 

date .yebruary 5/1952 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 09-29-2006 BY 60322/UC/LP/BCG/RTJ 

Re Albany letter to Bureau dated January 8, 1952. 

Investigation at University of California, L03 Angeles, 
fails to reflect] lever employed at this 
university; however, he did maintain an office at the Institute 
of Numerical Analysis, University of California at Los Angeles 
approximately two years ago. 

Records of the Dean of Faculty, California Institute 
of Technology, Pasadena. California, reflectf I 

|is q pt this institution on leave and presently 
bt Sentro Brasileiro de Pesquisas Fisicas, 
r _ n 1 / o • _ j ^ T__ .1*     * 1 n  aaaress uaixa, rostal 46, Rio de Janerio, where he will remain 

until the Fall term, 1952. The records of the California 
Institute of Technology reflectf _jis expected to 
return at the University in the Fan of 1952. 

RUC UACB. 

AMSD 
WHS:JEM 
cc: Albany (100-12000) (AMSD) 

b6 
b7C 

' / 



standard form NO. 64 

Office 2VMy. ffMtUfh • united 

i 
41 

- act 
TO 1 . PIRECTOR,. FBI (65^60393) 

0 ’FROM 
* • 

subject 

• ■y < 

SAC KNOXVILLE (65-519) 

ESPIONAGE - R 

All IHFOWIATIOn .CQHTAIHED • . 

HERE III IS UltfC L AS 3IFIED 
DATE 09-29-2006 BY 60322/UC/1P/DCG/RF 

Rebuiet to Albany l/l5/52i 

Inquiry has been made at ANP Project,, formerly NEPA 
Project, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, and it has b een determined that 
there is a document register at that installation reflecting 
documents which have been available to subject. It has also 
been ascertained that there w«s lah inventory made at one time 
by an official of the former.5'NEPA Project regarding the docu¬ 
ments in possession of the subject. This NEPA official is not 
presently available for interview but will return to Oak Ridge 
within the next week, at.which time he will be contacted 
relative to .this inventory. />': 

Meantime, arrangements have been made to obtain a 
photostati’c copy of the document register, and a report 
reflecting the results of examinations of these records will 
be submitted in the near future. 

TAS:id • 

cc: Albany (100-12000). _ 
cc: New York (65-1583&) 

tv* 
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■ STANDARD FORM NO. 64 

I Office j Office Aiemoi ^um • united si_ Government 

' TO j 

€3&mtou , 

DIRECTOR, FBI 

SAC, WFO (65-6064) 

date: February 14, 1952 

ALL INFOPHATIOM CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 09-29-2006 BY 60322/UC/LP/DCG/RU subjects albrecht'betee, 
ESECQMCS - R. 

R© Baltimore let dated January 21, 1952. 

Relet requested Washington Field Office to check indices and the 
Credit Bureau for identifying information pertaining to 

indices of the WFO contain no information identifiable with 
BIRTCBATM. 

to u 11 
Records of the Credit Bureau pnn-haln «. ranort. of September' 18, 1950, 

identifying pad his|_[ as residents at the 
above address since dune xo. xsnb. Such information indicates that, h« wap 
bornl land formerly resided at| 

| Such records state that he Is a| I 
employed by the United States Public Health Service, Cancer Division, since 
September 1, 1950. Re is further Identified as a graduate of the University 
of Cincinnati, College of Medicine, June, 1950. He stated that he was in 
the military service from 1942 to 1946. 

JRC:DDJ 

cc: Baltimore (65-1974) 
Albany (100-12000) 

RECORDED -160 

INDEXED • 160 
33 



FEDERAL BUR® 8PBve^!™n 
FORM NO. 1 

THIS CASE ORIGINATED AT 

REPORT MADE AT 

ALBANY 
DATE WHEN PERIOD FOR WHICH MADE I REPORT MADE BY 

MADE I .1 

KNOXVILLE, T3INN. 2/l{|/5'2 l/29; 2/1,1+15/52' 
TITLE 

HANS ALERE choPbethe 

CHARACTER OF CASS 

VI. 
ESPIOiTAG 

SYNQPSIS OF FACTS: 

r ' • " "" 
nm*. ‘ 

/.?- g/r. STAILS: 

Special 

An Individual Document Record of Fairchild 
Engine and. Aircraft Co., -MEPA Division, 
Oak Ridge, Term., for classified documents 
in possession of subject obtained. OSAR 
.Security Survey Reports, documents, regis¬ 
ters, or inventories are presently in 
custody of Provost Marshal’s representa¬ 
tive, Dayton, Ohio. NEPA Security Survey 
Reports presently in custody of Fairchild 
Engine ana Aircraft Corp., Hagerstown, 
Kd., Photostatic copies of above Indivi¬ 
dual Document Record’ obtained. • • 

■ -wo- 

AT OAK RIDGE, TENNESSEE: 
BAr x » r; 

AT OAK RIDGE, 

Tile foil owing 
. Agent 

[ED BY 60322/UC/LP 

9D 0 6 til's. T 

•• i Q&^w&scon du c t e d 
and the writers 

Bureau of Areonau* 
N.P. Project, ad- tics, Liason Office, S-pO Area; A.N.P. Project, ad¬ 

vised that the NEPA Project at Oak Ridge had been 
terminated as of June 30, 193-1, andv the u. S. Air 
Force contractor, Fairchild Engine, and Aircraft 
Corp., upon termination of the contract, had trans¬ 
ferred their records to their home office iri Hagers-* 
town, Maryland. 

INDEXED*37 

SSB-TSS 
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- 

A 
C 

XX 65-519 

made available two photo¬ 
static co -ies of Dr4 HANS ALER 
ual Document Record, which was 
records used by the Fairchild Eng 
Go., NEPA Project, tr> armnnt. fnr» 
to their consultants, 
according to the above document 
had returned all documents that 
to him. It Is noted that this record 
the first document was assigned to the 
September 23, 191+6, and the last of-his 
was returned to the NEPA Project on 

urther advised that 
the only record or 

CHT EETBE’s Individ- 
one of the document 

ine and Aircraft 
H nnnwiavit s issued 

poted that 
record tne subject 
had been submitted 

ndicates that 
subject on 
documents 

October 1, 1951• 
the above 
inventory rs‘- 

*l\T *A. 
document record, rs 
tained at the present A.N.P. Project, formerly NEPi 
Project, which would indicate what documents Dr. 
EETHE had in his possession at any given time* 

_{further advised that the 
U. S. Air Force representative who had been respon¬ 
sible fnrti, a 1 n inqrwp-H nn g  tnh.p nntr-a aims  

was 
ana it was his understanding that. 

upon leaving Oak Ridge had placed his records in 
the Provost Marshal's office at the Dayton. Ohio, 
Air Base.f Irecailed that I ~l 
had conducted a survey or inventory of the subject's 
office at Utica, New York, during the continuation 
of the NEPA contract. s 

b6 
b7C 

Kd 

The following investigation was conducted 
by the writer: 

General Electric Co.. A.N.P. Project.I \ 
|for Fairchild Engine and Air- 

craft Oorp., NEPA Project, advised th t he has no 
charge-out records, document registers, or inven¬ 
tories in his possession.! |stated that 
at the conclusion of the'NEPA contract he had for¬ 
warded all of his records to the home office of 
the Fairchild Engine and Aircraft Gorp. in Hagers¬ 
town, Maryland* 

La 
-2- 



aX 65-519 

|_ Irecalisd that approximately - 
three years ago he had made an internal survey of 
the subject's facility at Utica, New York, and it 
was his recollection that Dr. EaTHE had used a par¬ 
ticular room for the solo purpose of working on 
classified material for the NEPA Project. Subse¬ 
quently,! juralshed to Dr. BSTHE a combi¬ 
nation three-door cabinet in which Dr. 2ETRE was 
to keep his classified documents which related to 
the NEPA Project. I Ifurther recalled that 
a document register was used by the subject prior 
to April, 1950, and that this register was a regis¬ 
ter for NEPA documents only. I Isald that 
ho had not made a document inventory at the time 
of his internal survey, nor could he recall whether 
or not Dr. BETHE had made an inventory of the do 
cuments in his possession during the period covered 
by the NEPA contract. He said tht t it x>rould-not 
have been necessary for the subject to maintain any. 
charge-out records, because it would have been neces¬ 
sary for the subject to clear with NEPA Security 
before he could permit others to use the material 
or documents. 

ENCLOSURESl TO BUREAU AND ALBANY2 

One photostatic copy of the Individual 
Document Record secured from | 

- REFERRED UPON COMPLETION TO THE OFFICE OP' ORIGIN - . 

1 

b6 
b7C 
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KX 65-519 

ADMINISTRAYIVE PAGE 

For the information of the Cincinnati and 
Baltimore offices, the Bureau has received information 
through DAVID GRESNGLASS, confessed Soviet agent, 
and through an informant of unknown reliability to 
the effect that early in 19ii-9 or late in 1948 ROSEN - 
BERG had secured the mathematics of the NEPA Project. 
As a result considerable investigation is being 
conducted to determine the possible source and the 
exact nature of the information. The Bureau has 
requested thatcheck be made of the possibility 
that such data may have bean__premp.ft_ 
by either ALFRBD]^£.RAN T or 
both of whom were’ ab© a a. in to a with at >;ornei± 
University, and are suspected of being members of 
the ROSE!'.’BERG espionage network. 

Investigation should be given prompt atten¬ 
tion, and all reports should be submitted in a form 
suitable for dissemination. 

/ LEADS ;• • ' 

'THE CINCINNATI DIVISION 

AT DAITON, OHIO; 

’a'ill make an appropriate check at the U. S. 
Air Force Provost Marshal's office, Dayton, to deter¬ 
mine BSTHE's maintain once of any charge-out records,, 
document registers, or his submittance of inventorlos. 
It should be noted that the I _ 

exercised certain inspection 
responsibilities over the,NEPA Project. Photostatic 
copies of any available inventories of classified 
NEPA documents in possession of BETHS should be 
made and furnished to the Bureau. 

HE BALTIMORE DIVISION 

-4- 
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KK 65-519 

will make an appropriate check at the 
Fairchild Engine and Aircraft Corp. to ascertain 
information as to BETHS’s maintainance of.any charge- 
out records, document registers, or inventories 
which had been forwarded to the ;iEPA office at Oak 
Ridge• Photostatic copies of any available invent 
tories of classified documents in the possession 
of EETHE should be made and furnished to the Bureau. 

1952. 

REFRREHCE 

Bureau letter to Albany dated January 1$, 

-5- 





NAME" Bethe, H» 

LAST FIRST 

INDIVIDUAL DOCUMENT RECORD 

INITIAL 
COMPANY 

all ..... coim.. 
HERE DJ 13 UNCLAS 31FIEI) 

DATE 09-29-2006 BY 60322/UC/LP/DCG/ ST 

Cornell University____ 

DOCUMENT 

NUMBER TITLE AUTHOR 

DATE OF 

DOCUMENT 

COPY 
NO* 

COPIES 

IN 
SERIFS SERIES 

DATE 
ASSIGNED 

DATE RET. 

OR TRANS., 

fcfe?*—re-r—-C-ree-s ^eetions— - - • *. .-1, Kst-Vitinsky- 5-20-A 7 1 6 A  //>/•! 1 
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INDIVIDUAL DOCUMENT RECORD TfA/^CA, /W 

company AL& t2A O^AiyyLXiu'L__ 
LAST FIRST INITIAL 

DOCUMENT 

NUMBER 

— 
.“IjrtL 1 X L 

UIIC \ 

m 29-2CCC BT /LP/DCG/RIi 

titll author 

DATE OF 
document 

COPY 
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COP.I ES 

IN 

SERIES! 
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I ASSIGNED 

DATE RET. 

OR TRANS, 
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INDIVIDUAL DOCUMENT RECORD 
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LAST FIRST INITIAL 

DOCUMENT 

NUMBER TITLE . author 
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DATE OF 
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S' lN.A / DECLASSIFIED BY 60322/UC/LP/DCG/RU 
\ ON 09-29-2006 

This case originated at ALBANY 
T 

REPORT MADE AT DATE WHEN PERIOD FC 
& 

mm 1 REPORT MADE BY 

v j r - ■ iSlE^JSS |0 ' i -1 
CINCINNATI « OHIO,, >1>52 1 1 

\jelj_12_'_ i b6 

TITLE 

HANS AI 3HT BETHE 

I CHARACTER OF CASE 

! ESPIONAGE - R 

b7C 

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS: 

V 

d** OV 

V Vv 

AGfSNCl 
REQ. p 
REP * T 
8Y_<£ 

^ f > 

Marshals Office. Wright-Patterson 
advised 

Air Proves 
Dayton, dtiio’ 

]was Air Provost Marshal 
Representative for NEPA Project, Oak Ridge, Tenn, 
_returned to Wright-Patterson AFB February. 195 
but did not bring any NEPA records with hiraj 
presently assigned Savannah River Operations Office, 

}’ 

Augusta, GaJ advised his office had inspection 
report of facility of BETHE in which it was stated that 
an itemized list of restricted data documents charged 
out to BETHE had been balanced against physical inventory 
and all documents were in order.1advised if 
document record or inventory of documents issued\ 
were maintained bvl I same would have been turned 
over to Southern Air Procurement District Office, Ft. 
Worth, Texas at time of termination of NEPA Project, as 
that office had jurisdiction over NEPA Project. 

- RUC - 

AGI 
REQ. 

/e C- 
REC' vT' .iSL? 

REP'I FORW. A±CE 
BY JJj G> - -■) /V/ 

APPROVED AND SPECIAL AGENT 
FORWARDED: &/, /^u^CHARGE / DO NOT WRITE IN THESE SPACES 

COPY IN FI LI 4- >fe.jj6E<(9 f COPIES OF THIS REPORT _. 

- Bureau (6£=££&£&) (RM) , ! iAR 
- Albany (100-12000) (Enel.) (RM)(Ret.-ReV. Requested) 

2 - Dallas (RM) , 
Savannah (RM) 
New York (Inf©.) (65-15836) (RM) -- 

- Cincinnati (65-1839) . 
aiifskmisa; 

pi 

i 

A’ 

he 
.OF FBI. —This lilMofttl 

ire not to be distributed outside of agency 
to you by 

«S5? 



Cin. #65-1839 

DETAILS: 

Air 
Provost Marshal’s Office. Wright-Patterson lir Fnwp Bags. TWhnn. Ohio. 
advised that 

[ 
had been the 

J.n the fiapar.itv or T.ne Somrri tv Officer for the NEPA Project at 
Returned to Wright-Patterson Air Force Oak Ridge, Tennessee, _ 

Base, Dayton, Ohio in February, 1951, several months prior to the time 
the NEPA Project was t.mjnina ted, but did not bring any of the NEPA re¬ 
cords with him. |_pas transferred from Wright-Patterson Air Force 
Base, Dayton, Ohio on November 9, 1951, to the Savannah River Operations 
Office, Augusta, Georgia. 

in his mind thal 
dvised that it was doubtful 

pould have maintained an individual Document 
A,\Record in connection with the documents used by Doctor-HAMS^-AI^BREGHT— 
Or BETHE in his work with the Fairchild Engine and Aircraft Company, NEPA 

Project, to account for documents is^uad_tu_t^jn. If such a document 
it would have been turned 
Office at Fort Worth, 

record or inventory was maintained by| 
over to the Southern Air Procurement District 
Texas, as the NEPA Project was under the jurisdiction of that office. 

lb 6 
•b7C 

b6 
b7C 

The only information on file at the Air 
Provost Marshal's Office, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio, 
in this connection, is a report of a security inspection survey of the 
facility of Doctor HANS Av^BETHE, located at Cornell University, Ithaca, 
New York, bj|_| dated January 17, ,1950, which was given the 
rating of "Satisfactory - Good". Section "D", "Storage of Classified 
Material", of this report states in part as follows; "The Prime Con¬ 
tractor furnished the Air Provost Marshal Representative an itemized 
list of Restricted Data documents charged out to the Consultant. This 
list was balanced against the physical inventory and all documents were 
found to be in order". 

|_finished the interviewing 
Agent with a copy of the above mentioned security inspection survey 
report which is being furnished the Albany Office as an enclosure with 
this report. 

- REFERRED UPON COMPLETION TO THE OFFICE OF ORIGIN - 
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Cin. #65-1839 

r 

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE 

For the information of the Dallas and 
Savannah Offices, the Bureau has received information through DAVID 
GREENGLASS, confessed Soviet agent, and through an informant of un¬ 
known reliability to the effect that in 19h9 or late in 19^8 
ROSENBERG had secured the mathematics of the NEPA Project. As a 
result considerable investigation is being conducted to determine 
the possible source and the exact nature of the information. The 
Bureau has requested that a check be made of the possibility that 
such data mav have been ^ecured through BETHE by either ALFRED SARANT 
or|__both of whom were acquainted with BETHE at, 
Cornell University, and are suspected of being members of the 
ROSENBERG espionage network. 

Investigation should be given prompt 
attention, and all reports should be submitted in a form suitable for 
dissemination. 

LEADS: 

THE DALLAS DIVISION 

AT FORT WORTH, TEXAS 

3^ 
b6 
b7C 

Will make an appropriate check at the Southern Air Procurement 
District Office, Fort Worth, Texas, to determine BETHE*s maintainence 
of any charge-out records, document rpp-istm-. nr h-i.q wnhm-ittance of 
inventories. It should be noted that I_(is the 

In the capacity of the Security 
Officer for the NEPA Project at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, exercised 
certain inspection responsibilities over the NEPA Project and that 
it has been EenmdLed—that if any records in this respect were 
maintained bjj_(the same would have been turned over to the 
Southern Air Procurement District Office, as the NEPA Project was 
under the jurisdiction of that office. Photostatic copies of any 
available inventories of classified NEPA documents in possession 
of BETHE should be made and furnished to the Bureau. 

-3- 



Cin. #65-1839 

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE 

THE SAVANNAH DIVISION 

AT AUGUSTA, GEORGIA 

Will interview at the Savannah River Operations 
Office, Augusta, Georgia, to determine BETHE’s maintainence of any 
charge-out records, document registers—or his submittance «?f 
inventories. Will determine from_pif such records were ever 
in his possession and what disposition of such records were made 
by him at the time of the termination of his assignment with the 
NEPA Project. Will thereafter set out a lead similar to the 
above lead set out for Dallas if such records were turned aver to 
an agency other than the Southern Procurement District Office. 

REFERENCE: Report of Si dated at Knoxville, on 2-18-52 

b6 
b7C 



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN 13 UNCLASSIFIED 
DAXE_Jia-2.ar-2Q0.6. .BY. 6Q322/TJC/LF/DCG/RIJ 

RECORDED • w 
BAG} iUHftjr 

Dlvocter, m ^ 

BANS ALBRECHT 
ESPIOKIfll - 1 

Ajril *$, 1m 

Tbmm li lolic ImnMittdl liimltt for jwv inform^ 
tion a copy «T * lrttor which tbi lain rxititt Aw too 
Lopot is Rt» At iw^M teM April 3, Iff*. It will to* noted 
toot tbli lntter —te forth too moult* ot m iatervtev had 
with|_Jon April 2, 1952. 

It te n snorted tenA ten ntootomo of thin iaterrlov 
te apfaroyr lately not forth te a futuro aroport to tete 
lultibli for IlMMliitioti* 

b6 
b7C 



DECLASSIFIED BY 60322/UC/LP/DCG/RU 
OIL 09-29-2006 

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 
April 3, 1952 

SECRET - AIR COURIER 

Director, FBI 

ALhfP 
n^pjrTT. 

xtmSzE. 

FAT NED 
LEDEXCEFI 

s 51mm OT 
Dear 3g8WTSB. 

ReBulet March 5 , 

1952. He is reslc 
Janeiro, Brazil. 

Re: HANS ALBRECHT BETHE; 
ESPIONAGE - R 
(Bufile 4^60393) . 

rows oth^pwise?'''^' by 
WSlr: 

ReBulet March 5, 1952. /rJi^^^^A.b7c-|i 

I-——-*-1 
was--ifLt|^?vieY/ed on April* 2, 

1952. He is residing temporarily at the Hotel Miramar, Rio de 
Janeiro, Brazil. At the end of May, 1952 his contract with b6 
the Centro Brasileiro de Pesquisas Pisicas expires and he willb7c 
return to the United States. He plans to get married, honey¬ 
moon in Mexico, and then return to the States in time to start 
the school year, 1952-53, at California Technological Institute, 
Pasadena, California 

During the interview. Dr. FEYNMAN advised that he is 
a friend of long standing of the subject. He has great respect 
for his ability, personality, character and patriotism. He 
still corresponds with the subject 

^_knew ALFRED^SARA1 \TT and_ at 
Cornell. Pnad been a student of| |knev; i 
SARANT at his home as'well, having visited, mm on several 
occasions, particularly when a girl folk-singer was also to be 

A,b7c1tAW(F 

occasions 
a guest. said he has already given the name of this 
singer to other Bureau agents in previous interviews. At this 
time he could not recall her name ./aX (U) 

_ said that BETHE did his secret work (by which 
he meant special projects which he did on a consulting basis 
for the government) in a way that was common to men such as 
BETHE and| |and other scientists who had for some time 
worked on such things as the atom bomb. That is, he would locla 

37: 

iff1 ,7 
*A ?p 

/V \fO\ 
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himself Into his room, take his secret work out of the safe, 
work on it, replace it, and then only, reopen his office to 
r.f.v>Ar»c;._Had any unauthorized person asked him about his work 
_feels, certain that BETHE would have advised the proper 
authorities 6£Y(U) 

_|believed that only BETHE knew the combination 
to his safe. and perhaps his He does not recall the 
name of thef | who was mere when SARANT was there but 
recalls her as a person who was not very intelligent. He does 
not think, however, that she would have knowingly given infor¬ 
mation to anyone, and is not sure that she did have access to 
the subject's safes, but felt that she probably did. He assumes 
that she took some dictation that was secret^g^j ^ 

If SARANT or|_were to have had access to the 
safe or safes of BETHE it would have to have been "criminally," 
tha t—i a . without the subject's knowledge, was the opinion of 
_| They did not have access to the safes otherwise and 
BETHE would not. have given them access. Socially BETHE did not 
have much to do with SARANT jdv I I As| (put it, "they 
were younger than BETHE.Cg* 

puc it, 

| made it clear that he did not suspect any 
persons s*3 being able to have access to secret materials (ancb6 

these would have been in the possession of BETHE because he v.b7c 
the only one at that Cornell Laboratory still doing consulting 
work) and it was quite clear that he had great respect and 
admiration for BETHE and would not suspect him of giving infor¬ 
mation of that sort. He voluntarily admitted that his lack of 
suspicion meant littLb;, because, as he pointed ouFH he associated! 
with EMIL JULIUS KLAU3VFUCHS^bjith--pr.of-essiona 1 ly and socially 
for a long time at Xo-s-jilamos, and never noticed anything, and 
can recall nothing suspicious in retrospect. 

and indicated he cou 
in the future. Asn 
September of 1952/^g 

has very cooperative during the interview, 
a be called upon f orl \ of any sort 
ted above, he will be at Cal Tech about 

No further action is being taken at this office 

(SEE ADDENDUM) 

MC:jar 
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ADDENDUM: On April 4, 1952,|_ conta. 
office to give the name of BETHE's [ 
which he had recalled. Her name is 

MG 



STANDARD FORM NO. 64 
1BI®1II 

Office Mem^&dum • united si Government 

^I^Trom 

SUBJECT: 

data on 

DIRECTOR, FBI (65-60392) 

SAC, BALTIMORE (65-1974) 

HANS ALBRECHT^BETHE 
ESPIONAGE - R 

Re WPO letter dated 2/l4/52. 

Jt Is not^d that this letter 
I land hisr 

DATE: 3/10/52 

.All INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNC1ASSIFIED 
DATE 09-29-2006 BY 60322/UC/LF/DCG/OT 

itifying 
who reside 

I_|was a telephone contact of the b7c 
qnhipct. as reflected on page 47 of the report of SM 

ited 12/12/51 at Albany. 1- 

It has previously been reported that the office indices 
at Baltimore and WPO failed to reflect any previous data 
concerning_ 

In view of the information developed and reported by 
the Washington Field Office in letter of reference, no further 
investigation concerning! |will be conducted by the 
Baltimore Office unless same is requested by the office of origin. 

The Baltimore Office will maintain this file in the 
pending status to cover the lead at Hagerstown. Maryland set 
out in report of SA plated 2/18/52 at Knoxville. 

FXJ: je 
cc: Albany (100-12000) 



FD-7&-_ 
(1-10-49) - SECURITY INF 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF 
INFORMATION - CQI 

FORM NO. 1 

THIS CASE ORIGINATED AT 

REPORT MADE AT 

BALTIMORE 

DEClAsSlFlED by 6tl322/UC/LP/DCG/RTJ 

ON 09-29-2006 ' 

ALBANY 

DATE WHEN l PERIOD FOR WHICH MADE | REPORT MADE BY 
MADE , „ . I 

3/27/53 3/17,18/52 
i,vcm 

CHARACTER OF CASE 

HANS ALBRECHT BETHE ESPIONAGE - R 

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS: 

Officials of Fairchild Aircraft 
Division, Hagerstown, Maryland, 
advised that inventory of cl.assifie 

^documents which were in possession 
of subject, NEPA Consultant, are 
presentlv maintained c/of 

H' 1 C* T r» n r* 1 ’nn-nnyio rtvr !\ I 

General 
VT D n 1 r vi •? /-9 /yi ^ 

f&L, W&' 
&A&L. 

\ 

DETAILS: 

Tennessee, 

AT HAGERSTOWN, 

- RUC - 

REQ. REH * P// V 77 \C. 'j 
MARYLAND KEP'I FORW/ 1 'i 

|respectively, or 
raixxnuu Aircraxi uivision, Hagerstown, Maryland, in a joint 
interview advised that the inventory classified documents which 
were in the possession of Dr. HANS AT.BRFCHT RkTtra. r.an«iti tan4-., 
are presently maintained in the office nfl I 
an NEPA security representative, Genoral Fn t.r>T <■» _ 
A.N.P. Project. Oakridge, Tennessee. 

I for Fairchild Engine arid Aircraft Corporation, N.E* P. A. 
Project, stated that] Jabove, was formerly connected 
with the rairchild Company, NEPA Project, as security representa¬ 
tive. SI S? r, ft . 

APPROVED AND 
FORWARDED: 

SPECIAL AGENT 
IN CHARGE 

COPIES OF TH|S REPORT 

6j~ Bureau ( 6y> 6G"393) 
2 - Albany (100-12000) 
2 - Knoxville (65-519) 
1 - New York( Inf o'. ) ( 
2 - Baltimore (65-1974) — 

PROPERTY OF.' report and its contents are loaneS?fo you by the FBI and are not to be 

U S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 16-60637-1 



« A 

BA 65-1974 

A review of Dr. BETHE's personal file failed to 
reflect any inventory or classified documents which had been 
'in his possession during the' time he was retained as an NEPA 
Consultant.. 

REFERRED UPON COMPLETION TO OFFICE OF ORIGIN - 

-2- 





BA 65-1971+ 

ADMINISTHATIVii PA GB 

LEADS 

The Knoxville Division 

AT OAKRIDGE, TENNESSEE 

1-1-Will recontactl 
,_1 n.oriAT>n1_HI a r» ~ ;ric Co., A.N.P. 1 

for Fairchild Engine and Aircraft 
Corp., NEPA Project to ascertain information as to BATHE'S 
maintenance of any inventory classified documents that are 
in the possession of the.NAPA Office at Oakridge, Tenn, 

Photostatic copies of any available inventories 
or classified documents In the possession of BATHE should 
be made and furnished to the Bureau. 

REFERENCE 

Report of SA 
Knoxville, Tenn. 

ated 2/18/52 at 

Baltimore letter to Direotor dated 3/10/52. 

* 

b6 
b7C 
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standard form no. 64 

W X; 
Office Memorandum • united states government ^ 

f ' 
/feROM ; 

SUBJECT: 

DIRECTOR, FBI fDATE: 3/27/52 

SAC, BALTIMORE (65-1974) / ^ ah information contain! 

. . .. CL, HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
HANS ALBRECHTrBETHE pate 09-29-2006 by 6032; 
ESPIONAGE - R ' 

All INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNOIAS3IFIED 

DATE 09-29-2006 BY 60322/UC/IF/DCG/RW 

Re rep Sj 
enclosed hepaLLLth. 
re interview_ 

dated 3/27/52, at Baltimore, 
n Uai^ fnri ^nTv4n» to 
_ General 

Electric Corporation, A.N.P* Project 

A prev 
the report of SA 

th_is set out in 
Knoxville, 2/18/52. 

It is noted, however, tha 
mentioned in re rep, atatad that-, on 
telephonic contact witb| - 
The latter had advised himj_ 
of documents which had baen in tha ■ 
is presently located in| 

WGOsmhp 

Enel • 

cc Albany (100-12000) (End.Rep SaP 
Knoxville (65-519)(Enel.Rep SaIt 
New York (65-15836)(Enel.Rep Sid 

- on 
him. that the 

)een m 

office• 

3/27/52) 

eg, 

' c r/iPJftKl 

Zjr~663£g - <%/ 
, . / , k / 



ALL' INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 09-29-2006 BY 60322/UC/LF/DCG/RN 

STAMDAHO FORM NO. 64 

FOIPA# 1035342 

Office Men\ ...*dum 
TO : 

FROM : 

SUBJECT: 

Director, FBI ( 

SAC, Knoxville (65-s 

D 
HANS ALBRECT BETHE 
ESPIONAGE - R 

RE: Baltimore letter to' 
Report SA 
Report SA 

UNITEr 

% 

S GOVERNMENT 

DATE: April 21, 

HLaector 3-27-52. 
i_3^27-52, Baltimore. 

2-18-52. 

L General Electric 
Corporation, A.iM.r. rrojecc, upon re-interview, reiterated that other 
than the NEPA Individual Document Record previously furnished by 

his office file contains only correspondence from 
BETHE*s office requesting the return of certain documents which are 
reflected upon the abo.ye7r:NEPA Individual Document Record. __ 
further stated that t§^s||Sf@cord is the only record or inventory 
retained at the presP. Project, formerly the NiSPA Project, 

~ " fair]**' ' which would indicate cuments BETHE had in his possession at 
any given time. ' IgJgfjJ 

b7C 

Since no additional information was obtained other than 
that set out in referenced Knoxville report, no additional report 
will be submitted UCAB. RUC. 

RECORDED - s RBBjmml. kH.imuLu ~ ** r w 

cc - Albany (100-12000) % APR 221952 
New York (65-15836) (Info. )JL 47 

19 AP.R 

?K 


